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ABSTRACT 
Part I: 
A ™oll microwave cavity was us ed to measure the radially 
averaged electron density n 
e 
and the electron-neutral collision 
frequency v 
en 
in d.c. glow discharge positive columns of pure rare 
gases and their binary mixtures. Electric field E was measured by 
measuring the floating potential across pairs of probes in the plasma. 
The pure gases studied were He, Ne and Ar at pressures of 1-8 torr and 
discharge currents I of 5-20 mA. The calculated values of the elec-
tron drift velocity vd in He and Ne are substantially lower than the 
Bradbury and Nielson drift tube values, indicating substantial ioniza-
tion via metastables in the range of p and I investigated. 
Discharges in He-Ar and He-Ne mixtures at p = 2-5 torr and I 15 mA 
exhibit time and space dependent values of and E due to the 
effect of cataphoresis. The results indicate that the Shair and Remer 
model is a reasonable description of the phenomenon of cataphoresis in 
these mixtures where the impurity (Ar or Ne) content is in the range 
of 2-20%. 
Part II: 
By employing a positive column flow reactor with low residence 
times (< 100 msec) in d.c. discharges with low currents (< 5 mA), it is 
possible to convert up to 5% of the feed methane into ethane, ethylene 
and hydrogen with negligible formation of solid and liquid products 
The percent methane in the argon or helium feed c 
0 
affects the 
-v-
product distribution, with good selectivity for c > 5%. 
0 
Average 
steady-state electron densities in the discharge were simultaneously 
measured by perturbation of the resonance of a TM010 microwave cavity. 
A pulsed d.c. discharge enabled the residence time to be effectively 
reduced even further. The pulsed discharge experiments were conducted 
at 3-9 torr with pulse durations ~ 1 msec and pulse intervals of 20-50 
msec. Pulse current was measured as a function of time with a current 
probe. The TM010 cavity was used to obtain transient electron den-
9 10 
sities in the discharge, which varied between 10 and 10 electrons/ 
3 
cm • 
The kinetic results are consistent with a free radical 
mechanism with electron-impact dissociation as the initiating step. 
a Derived values of the integrated cross-section for CH4 + e --:> CH3 + H + e 
d B " i h 3 6 1 s 10-ll 3 -l an CH4 +e --,..cH2 +H2 +e are n t e range . - S. x cm sec 
and that for c 2H4 +e __r__>c 2H2 +H2 +e is~ 9 x lo-10cm3sec-1 . a and 
fall with C in the range 4.0-' 12.6%, indicating a shift of the 
0 
electron energy distribution function f (E:) 
e 
to lower values of E 
Calculations are presented for the case of H2 dissociation to illus-
trate the strong effect of the tail end of f (E:) 
e 
on the rate of 
chemical reaction. 
-vi-
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PROLEGOMENA 
It is now being realized that the plasma state is the rule 
rather than an exception in the physical universe. Plasma may be 
defined broadly as an ionized gas that conducts electricity and has 
approximately equal numbers of positive and negative charged particles. 
In this thesis, we deal with systems with low degrees of ionization 
-6 -8 ~ 10 to 10 , which are typical values in low pressure (~ 1-10 torr) 
glow discharges. Such systems exhibit extreme departures from the 
Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium condition. Neutral particle and ion mean 
energies remain at values close to that corresponding to the ambient 
0 temperature(~ 300 K), although the light electrons attain very high 
4 0 
"temperatures" (~ 10 K). This property distinguishes non-equilibrium 
plasmas from the equilibrium plasmas, e.g., arcs and induction torches, 
3 4 0 
where neutral temperatures are typically 10 -10 K. Laboratory glow 
discharges have values of E/N , the electric field divided by the 
neutral particle density in the range of 1.0 to 750 x lo-17v-cm2 , 
depending on pressure and gas composition. Among the applications of 
interest to a chemical engineer are cataphoretic separators for obtain-
ing extremely pure gases (impurity levels less than 1 in 108), and 
reactors for conducting irreversible chemical reactions. Part I of the 
thesis is about non-reacting systems, with measurements in pure rare 
gases and their binary mixtures. In gas mixtures, it is necessary to 
consider the effect of cataphoresis, wherein the component with the 
lowest ionization potential is preferentially ionized and drifts toward 
the cathode, thus establishing concentration gradients in space and tim~ 
-2-
The focus of the work, however, is on Part II, which deals with 
the possibility of using a non-equilibrium plasma to conduct hydrocar-
bon reactions. An attempt is made, using plasma kinetic theory, to 
relate the experimentally observed kinetics to the microscopic processes 
taking place in the discharge. Future work could proceed along two 
directions. One is the development of commercially feasible processes 
to utilize plasmas in general, and non-equilibrium plasmas in particular. 
The other direction is towards establishing greater contact with more 
fundamental work, e.g., low-energy beam measurements of electron-impact 
dissociation cross-sections. The results of the present exploratory 
investigation indicate that both these approaches are likely to be 
extremely productive. 
PART I 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS ON THE POSITIVE COLUMN 
IN PURE RARE GASES AND THEIR BINARY MIXTURES 
-4-
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Glow Discharge in Pure Gases and Mixtures 
A typical d.c. glow discharge is shown in Fig. 1. The cathode 
glow is a thin layer separated from the cathode by the Aston dark 
space. The cathode glow is bounded on the other side by the Crookes 
dark space, following which is another luminous region called the 
negative glow. The Faraday's dark space leads to a region which is 
sometimes striated. This is the positive column. The color and 
intensity of the glow depend on the nature and the pressure of the gas. 
The electrical characteristics of a glow discharge are shown in 
Fig. 2. The lowest value of applied potential difference v 
s 
at 
which a discharge is established is called the sparking potential or 
the static breakdown potential. Once the glow discharge is stabilized, 
the voltage across it is the maintenance potential. This is usually 
lower than the breakdown potential, but becomes higher at low values 
of pressure p , or inter-electrode distance d Paschen's law 
expresses the results of breakdown studies by the relationship 
v = f(pd) 
s 
(1) 
Another instructive electrical characteristic is the voltage-current 
curve for a discharge (Fig. 3). In the region AB, the gap potential 
remains fairly constant. As the current increases, the voltage falls 
and stabilizes at V < V g s This is the region CD of the normal glow 
discharge. At higher values of the current, we have the abnormal 
glow, and finally the arc discharge region FG. 
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Irving Langmuir(l) was the first to recognize that the positive 
column of a glow discharge is a fourth state of matter, to which he 
bestowed the name "plasma". Now it is customary to classify glow dis-
charge phenomena under the general category of "Non-Equilibrium Plasmas" 
where the molecules are at temperatures close to the ambient, although 
the electron temperature may be very much higher. Llewellyn-Jones(Z) 
gives a good introductory account in his monograph on the subject. 
Brown's text(3) goes into greater detail about the microscopic phenomena 
taking place in the discharge. Cobine( 4) deals with various electrical 
engineering applications, after giving a semi-empirical account of the 
basic processes in the plasma. A comprehensive review of pre-1956 work 
on the glow discharge is found in the article by Gordon Francis in the 
Handbuch der Physik. C5) 
Under certain conditions of gas composition, current density and 
pressure, alternate dark and bright "striations" are seen in the posi-
tive column. Two types of striations may be recognized--the stationary 
or standing variety and the moving striations. Often their motion is 
rapid enough for the column to appear uniform to the naked eye. 
Pekarek( 6) has attempted to explain the observed behavior from a theo-
retical standpoint. 
The positive column of a cylindrical glow discharge between 
parallel plates has been a topic of interest ever since its visual 
properties were first elucidated. In recent years, there has been a 
resurgence of activity in this area with the discovery of new applica-
tions, as in lasers,(7) cataphoretic tubes, (B) and reactors for con-
ducting difficult chemical reactions. C9) Other applications of glow 
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discharges are in electronic tubes and thin film deposition by sputter-
ing. Past work has concentrated mainly on the unstriated column in 
pure gases, and a theory is available(S) that predicts the electric 
field and electron "temperature" in the positive column of rare gases, 
e.g., He, Ne, Ar, to within± 20%, and simple molecular gases, e.g., 
H2 , o2 , N2 to within ± 50%. However, very little systematic and 
reliable information is available even today about the properties of 
electrons in such discharges, notably the electron density n , the 
e 
electron-neutral collision frequency v , and, on a subtler level, 
en 
the electron energy distribution f (E). 
e 
In discharges in gas mixtures, 
the situation is even more hopeless. The above-mentioned electronic 
properties enter intimately into any attempted explanation of spectral 
data, (ll) cataphoresis, ( 8) or chemical reactions in the positive 
column. (l2) Hence, further development of these applications would 
seem to demand a concerted effort to understand the behavior of the 
electronic population in pure gases and mixtures, at least to the extent 
of being able to develop semi-empirical models. 
1.2 Review of Literature 
l.2a) Perturbation of microwave cavity resonance by a plasma. 
. (13-16) The microwave cavity technique is a powerful recent tool for 
obtaining the electron density n 
e 
and the electron-neutral collision 
frequency v 
en 
in plasmas. Actual measurements using this technique 
are largely confined to the study of microwave discharges and of plasma 
decay. In glow discharges, n is traditionally determined from 
e 
Langmuir probe data and from spectral observations. (l?) These data are 
difficult to interpret, and the accuracy of the resulting numbers is 
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uncertain. A recent comparison(lS) of the probe and microwave tech-
niques in a Ne positive column concluded that the probe method (single 
and double) could lead to underestimation of n , by a factor of as 
e 
much as 5 , due to the disturbing effect of the probe on the plasma. 
Prince and Robertson(ll) report some microwave cavity determinations 
of n 
e 
ratios in an argon glow discharge, but give no absolute values. 
Anderson(lO) reported the first quantitative microwave cavity measure-
ments in d.c. glow discharges in connection with some Hall effect 
studies of positive columns in He, Ne, Ar. Labuda and Gordon(l9) meas-
ured n in He-Ne discharges as a function of current and tube 
e 
diameter, using a TE101 cavity; but no attempt was made in their work 
I 
to pick up spatial or temporal variations which might have been induced 
due to cataphoresis. Gheorgiu(ZO) has used the technique to measure 
the "electric susceptibility of an ionized gas". 
The work described in the present thesis represents the first 
application of the microwave cavity technique to 
a) measurements in d.c. glow discharges in very pure He, Ne 
and Ar (Chapter 3) 
b) measurements in He-Ar and He-Ne mixtures in the range where 
cataphoresis occurs (Chapter 4) 
c) measurements in chemically reacting CH -Ar and CH -He flows 
. 4 4 
(Part II). 
It is also the first recorded instance of the use of the TM011 mode for 
measuring plasma properties. 
l.2b) Electric field measurements in the positive column. The 
measurement of the longitudinal electric field E , on the other hand, 
is fairly straightforward. The earlier workers differentiated the 
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voltage across the discharge with respect to the variable distance 
between the electrodes. (S) But this was soon given up in favor of 
measuring, with a high-impedance voltmeter, the voltage drop across 
two identical probes, placed at a known distance of separation in the 
~21) plasma. This method has proved quite reliable and has been used 
even very recently. (ZZ) The fact that a probe technique leads to good 
values of E is probably because the disturbing effect of the probes 
on this parameter is less than their effect on n , and because radial 
e 
gradients(S) in the longitudinal electric field are weak. In the 
present work, electric fields measured by this technique were of great 
assistance in correlating the results. 
Part I is organized under four chapters. Chapter 2 dwells on 
details of the experimental techniques used, with emphasis on depar-
tures from standard practice. The question of the accuracy of the 
measurements is also considered. Chapter 3 describes the measurements 
in pure He, Ne and Ar, and discusses the implications of the results 
on theories of the positive column. Finally, Chapter 4 deals with 
measurements in rare gas mixtures. The effect of cataphoresis on the 
results is used to elucidate some microscopic aspects of a previous 
theory of this phenomenon. (S) It is believed that the results obtained 
here will be of use in various positive column applications. In parti-
cular, Part II considers rare gas plasmas in which organic molecules 
introduced in small concentrations, undergo various chemical reactions. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE (I) 
2.1 Two Bulb Discharge Tube and Vacuum Sy_stem 
Figure 4 shows the discharge tube that was used for the experi-
ments. The function of the end bulbs was(S) to enhance cataphoretic 
effects in the experiments on gas mixtures, but the same tube was used 
for the measurements on pure gases as well. To minimize interference 
with cavity resonance, the portion of the tube between the end bulbs 
was made of quartz instead of pyrex. <23 ) The electrodes were made of 
molybdenum and were cooled by a stream of water circulating through 
the hollow copper leads. A quartz jacket around the copper leads pre-
vented them from acting as electrodes. Copper has a great tendency to 
sputter, especially at the cathode, (S) and to avoid contamination of 
the system it should not be allowed to come in contact with the dis-
charge. Further cooling could be provided, if necessary, by circulat-
ing water through the jackets surrounding the pyrex end bulbs. 
Unfortunately, the quartz portion of the tube within the microwave 
cavity could not be conveniently cooled, as water is a very good 
absorber of microwaves, and hence has a deleterious effect on the 
quality of resonance. However, wall heating was not appreciable, as 
the discharges were run at low power levels (see Appendix A-3). For 
higher power levels than the ones used here, it may be necessary to use 
a non-absorbing cooling liquid, e.g., benzene. 
The discharge tube could be connected through valve V and 
thick-walled TYGON vacuum tubing to the glass manifold of a vacuum 
system. The manifold had connections for various gas supplies, and 
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could be evacuated by a eve 2" diffusion pump (PMeS-2C), backed by a 
KINNEY rotary vacuum pump. A baffle was located between the mixing 
chamber (manifold) and the diffusion pump to reduce contamination of 
the system from the diffusion pump fluid vapors. A eve vacuum-gate 
valve, Model VSTM2, was used to isolate the baffle and pumps from the 
mixing champer. The pressure in the system could be measured to ± 1% 
with a TODD universal vacuum gauge. The base vacuum was less than 10-4 
torr . 
Matheson Research Grade helium, neon and argon (with no detect-
able impurities at the 2 ppm threshold) were used for the experiments 
on pure gases. The pyrex flasks were directly sealed to the glass 
manifold with no intervening metal lines. However, the 99.99% high 
purity grade was employed for the experiments on gas mixtures. 
2.2 D.C. Power Supply and Electric Field Measurement (Fig. 26,27) 
Regulated d.c. power was supplied to the discharge by a eve-Le031 
supply followed by a lab-fabricated TI-section filter. Discharge cur-
rent was measured by a 0-50 mA TRIPLETT Model 420-G ammeter, and could 
also be monitored on a HP-122AR oscilloscope, which was fed with the 
voltage drop across a l0.8n ± 1% resistor in series with the tube. The 
voltage across the discharge was measured on a 0-SOOOV TRIPLETT Model 
420 voltmeter. Electric field E was measured by a KEITHLEY 601 elec-
trometer with a 6103A 1000:1 divider probe. For a continuous record of 
I 
the electric field, the electrometer output was fed through a FLUKE A-88 
isolation amplifier to a L & N speedomax W strip chart recorder, with 
1 mV full scale sensitivity. E was obtained by dividing the measured 
voltage across a pair of floating molybdenum wire probes (P1 or P2) by 
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the distance of separation between the probes (2.0 cm). The electric 
field values are accurate to within ± 5%. 
2.3 Microwave System 
2.3a) Principle of operation. The two parameters of a discharge 
that can be obtained from microwave cavity measurements are the elec-
tron density n 
e 
and the average electron-neutral collision frequency 
v A particular cavity resonance is characterized by a resonant 
en 
frequency f , and the loaded quality factor Q 
0 
A plasma placed 
inside a microwave cavity introduces a change in both f 
0 
and Q . As 
shown by Ingraham and Brown,< 23 > a first order perturbation calculation 
yields 
f' 
- f 2 
0 0 1 wpo 
= n f 2 2 2 
0 w + v 
(2) 
en 
2 
1 1 wpo v en <v- Q) = n 2 v2 w w + 
(3) 
en 
where n is a dimensionless form factor that depends on the geometry 
of the cavity, the ratio of plasma radius to cavity radius, and the 
mode of coupling into and out of the cavity. Using the plots of n 
presented by Ingraham and Brown, <23 > it is therefore possible to solve 
equations (2) and (3) for n 
e 
and 
frequency which can be expressed as 
w po 
where n is in units of cm-3 
e 
v 
en 
w po is the electron-plasma 
56.4 x 103 rn (4) 
e 
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If it is desired to use a mode for which n plots are not available, 
it may be necessary to determine n experimentally, as shown later in 
this section. 
2.3b) Microwave apparatus. Figure 5 shows the dimensions of 
the cylindrical resonant cavity that was used. The two modes that were 
used were TM010 and TM011 . In these, the magnetic field is in the 
azimuthal 8 direction and the electric field is along the axis of the 
cavity, varying as E 
z 
r 
= Ezo Jo (2.4 ~) 
in addition, a half wave 
0 
modulation of the 
In the TM011 mode there is, 
fields along the length, such 
that they vanish on the side walls. <24 ) This can be expected to mini-
mize errors due to the holes where the plasma tube enters the cavity. 
The amount of coupling is determined by the area of the loops (L1 and 
L2) , their depth of penetration into the cavity, and the orientation of 
the loops with respect to the field. <25 ) Maximum coupling was obtained 
when the plane of the loops was perpendicular to the magnetic field. As 
shown in Figure 5, the brass cavity was constructed in two halves which 
could be joined together after the discharge tube was in place. Figure 
6 shows details of the coaxial circuit to plot the resonance curve of 
the cavity. Attenuators were chosen for flat frequency response in the 
2-4 GHz range. The sweeper was chosen for its excellent linearity, 
frequency stability(± 0.25% over full range of RF power), and its 
calibrated markers which retain their accuracy even in the narrowest of 
the three vernier-tuned 6f sweeps. 
2.3c) Calibration of the microwave cavity. The method used for 
the measurement of f and Q was a "transmission" method. (Z6) With 
0 
the modes of coupling used, this is more accurate than the SWR method 
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used before<23 > when a high collision frequency in the plasma causee 
great under-coupling of the cavity. Measurement of f and Q , both 
0 
with and without the plasma, was thus straightforward. In both cases, 
the resonance curve was obtained on a suitable scale and the resonant 
frequency f 
0 
and half-power points f 2 and f 1 determined from it. 
Now 
Q = 
f 
0 
The values of ~f and ~(l/Q) were put into equations (2) and (3) to 
0 
calculate n and v 
e en 
The bulk of the present microwave data was taken with the TM011 
mode. This is because there was excessive shift as well as broadening 
of TM010 mode, leading to appreciable interference from higher order 
modes. The resulting distortion of the resonance curve made accurate 
measurements of ~f and ~(l/Q) difficult. This problem was mini-
o 
mized with TM011 • Calibration of TM011 with respect to TM010 was done 
by making simultaneous measurements on a helium discharge under condi-
tions where the latter was still yielding clean resonance curves. As 
shown in Table 1, the values of V\ 
en 
from the two modes check out, and 
n011 = 0.59 n010 • n010 for R/R0 = 0.012 was determined from Fig. 
~4 of Ingraham and Brown( 23 ) to be 0.017, thus giving n011 = 0.0097 . 
The above calculations are for n = (n) J
0
( 2 'R4r). <2B) To check the 
e e 0 
general applicability of the charts of Fig. 5-4 of Ingraham and Brown( 2J) 
to the present case, the dielectric constant of pure organic liquids was 
determined with the TM010 mode. As shown in Table 2, the values for 
benzene and m-xylene agree to within 1% of the accepted values. Even in 
the case of ethyl ether, where there is appreciable broadening of the 
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resonance curve, the agreement is within 3.0%. These checks were 
taken as evidence that the assumptions of the method were not being 
violated, at least for the case of constant dielectric constant. By 
extension one may assume that this is true even when the dielectric 
constant varies with radius. Since the values of 
with the plasma are comparable to the corresponding values in Table 2, 
we can expect that n and v calculated from linear theory (equa-
e en 
tions 2 and 3) are no more than 5% off from their true values. 
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3. MEASUREMENTS IN PURE He, Ne AND Ar 
3.1 Aim of Experiments 
The aim of the experiments described in Chapter 3 was to obtain 
a set of measurements of the electric field E , electron density n 
e 
and electron-neutral collision frequency v 
en 
in pure He, Ne and Ar 
positive columns with the discharge current I and the pressure p 
as independent variables. The sensitivity of the measurements to 
small quantities of impurities was sought to be investigated with a 
view to testing the adequacy of the similarity parameters pR and 
E/p in the range p = 1-8 torr, I = 5-20 ma. 
3.2 Procedure 
In this set of experiments, the discharge tube 1 was evacuated 
and filled with pure rare gases at various known pressures. Microwave 
readings were taken at each pressure for different values of the dis-
charge current. Simultaneously, the electric field was also measured. 
The agreement of the readings at different positions on the discharge 
tube, and the fact that they were reproducible, was taken as evidence 
of the purity of the gases. 
3.3 Presentation of Results 
3.3a) Longitudinal electric field, E. Figures 7-9 show the 
measured electric fields in the three rare gases investigated. The 
results have been divided by the pressure p and plotted against pR , 
where R is the radius of the tube. The present results can therefore 
be compared with those of other workers to see if the similarity 
rule, ( 5) (E/p)I = f(pR) , is being obeyed. In helium and 
=constant 
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neon, E was found to be quite insensitive to I . The measured values 
of E/p fall on essentially the same curve as those of earlier 
workers, <2l),(29- 32) (Figs. 7 and 8) despite the fact that I and R 
are different. Hence the similarity rule is valid in the range inves-
tigated. The values of E are very sensitive to impurities, the 
slightest leak of air into the system makes itself evident at once by 
a sharp increase in E • 
There was a qualitative difference between the results in argon 
and those in helium and neon described above. For one thing, E in Ar 
is a strongly decreasing function of I , a result which has been 
observed by others. (5)( 2l) Further, in the case of Ar, strong oscil-
lations were observed in the current. Below 1.9 mm Hg, these had 
a time period of a few microseconds, and above 3.6 mm Hg, they were in 
the millisecond range. Between 1.9 mm Hg and 3.6 mm Hg, both types of 
oscillations were present. The amplitude of the oscillations was often 
as high as 25% of I for low values of I . Figure 9 shows that the 
present values of E/p are higher than those found in wider tubes for 
th I (21)(33) e same • Moreover, there are discontinuities in the curve 
at p = 1.9 mm Hg and 3.6 mm Hg, which corresponds exactly to the pres-
sures that mark off the different regimes of oscillation. This suggests 
that the oscillations play a major role in the breakdown of similarity 
in the case of argon. 
3.3b) Electron density n 
e 
and drift velocity vd 
trons. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the measured values of 
of the elec-
(n ) plotted 
e o 
against I for different pressures. In a glow discharge, current is 
carried mostly by the light electrons, so that current density j is 
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given by 
j = <n > e vd e 
Since(ZS) 
n = (ne)o J (2.4r) e o R 
R 
<n > =~ J 27Tr(n ) J (2.4r) dr e e o o R 
rrR 0 
2 
= -- x 2.4 Jl(2.4) (ne)o 
= 0.433 (n ) 
e o 
From (5) and (7) 
j I 
= = 
e x 0.433(n ) 
e o 0.4337TR2 e(n ) 
e o 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Equation (8) was used to calculate vd which is plotted against E/p 
in Figures 13, 14 and 15. The error bars on each point in these 
figures represent the variation in vd (and E/p) found experimentally 
for a given p for different I • In He and Ne the vd values fall 
well below those found in drift tube experiments. <34)< 35)(36) Disa-
greement increases with E/p and is less in Ne than in He. Values 
of in He and Ne with small amounts of impurity (air) lie much 
' (36) 
closer to the Allen values. In pure Ar, however, the deduced vd 
values follow the same general trend as the Bradbury and Nielsen< 34) 
measurements in a drift tube for lower E/p . 
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It is also evident that any linearity in n vs. I 
e 
can be 
seen only at low pressures and low currents. Hence the conclusion of 
Prince and Robertson(!!) and Labuda and Gordon(l9) regarding linear 
n vs. I plots is not true in general. From equation (5) it is seen 
e 
that the necessary condition for linearity is that must not be a 
function of I , which in turn implies that both E/p and the com-
position of the discharge are constant. This rules out any changes in 
metastable concentrations which might occur as I is changed (see 
discussion section). In gas mixtures, linear n vs. 
e 
I CI9) indicates 
absence even of cataphoresis. 
3.3c) Electron-neutral collision frequency Ven . 
17 and 18 show the electron-neutral collision frequency 
Figures 16, 
v 
en 
as a 
function of I for various pressures. Generally speaking, there is a 
maximum in v with respect to I • The other noteworthy feature is 
en 
that v in He and Ne with small amounts of impurity are lower than 
en 
the values for the corresponding pressure in the pure gas. These impure 
samples are, of course, the same as the ones that gave vd values 
close to the Allen(36) curves for He and Ne. However, this phenomenon 
was not observed in Ar. Collision frequencies in impure Ar (impure 
enough to yield vd values 2.5 to 3 times higher than the Allen 
values, were substantially the same as those in pure Ar. A possible 
explanation for these anomalies is offered in the discussion section 
below. 
The V determined from microwave measurements is an average 
en 
over the prevailing electron energy distribution f (£) 
e 
with a 
weighting factor £ • (23) 
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~ 
v (£) 
J 
en £ f (£) d£ 
w2+ v (£)2 e 
v £=0 en (9) = 
en ~ 
I 
1 E f (£) d£ 
w2+ V (E) 2 e E=O en 
where v (E) is the energy dependent collision frequency which, in 
en 
a mixture of n scatterers, assumes the form 
v (£) 
en 
(10) 
where Qi is the cross-section for the 1th scatterer and Ni is its 
density. 
3.4 Discussion of Results in Pure Rare Gases 
A simplified theory of the positive column( 2) leads to the con-
clusions that E/p and T 
e 
are functions of pR , and vd is a 
function of E/p only. The first two conclusions have been experi-
mentally checked in glow discharges in pure gases, (5) but the third 
has never been directly demonstrated. It is generally assumed that 
for the E/p's found in glow discharges, it is ' the same as the function 
determined in the experiments of TownsendC 35 ) or Bradbury and 
Nielsen, <34) and correlated theoretically by Allen. <36) Rigorous 
theoryC 37 ) reveals that this is strictly true only in the absence of 
significant ionization and excitation collisions. Hence, deviations 
of vd from the drift tube values would indicate that such collisions 
are becoming more important in the present case. Equality of E/p 
alone does not establish similarity of a glow discharge positive 
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column to the setup of Townsend(JS) or Bradbury and Nielsen. <34) 
One distinct possibility in glow discharges is the presence of 
significant amounts of excited metastable states. In particular, it 
is important to consider ionization by metastables which would tend to 
increase n 
e 
and lower * EI p , e . g • , He + e + He + e , for the same 
+ 
+ He 2 + e * He +He 
* 
* * + ; Ne + e + Ne , Ne +Ne + Ne 2 + e . * Metastable He 
and Ne are known to be rapidly destroyed even by small amounts of 
impurities, <33) so that metastable ionization would be an important 
process only in discharges in very pure He and Ne. The abnormally low 
vd and high v observed could therefore be due to the effects of 
en 
* * ionization by metastable He and Ne • This tallies with the fact that 
the smallest amount of impurity (air) raises vd to near the Allen 
values(36) and lowers V as described before. 
en 
The probe results of Golubovskii et a1< 32> in neon positive 
columns also yield 
However, Anderson's vd 
values considerably below the Allen values. 
values(lO) in He and Ne are close to the 
Allen values indicating that metastables may not have played a very 
important role in his experiments. This could be due to two reasons. 
First, there could have been a slight contamination of his system from 
the electrodes, especially if the discharge was turned on and off a 
number of times before observations were taken. Second, ionization by 
metastables might not be significant in his range of pressures and 
currents (which were typically 0 .1 - 1. 0 torr, 0. 5 - 2. 0 mA, both a 
decade lower than present values). All this would seem to indicate 
that prediction of vd of electrons in glow discharges (especially in 
pure He and Ne) is more difficult than hitherto assumed. It would 
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also suggest that any attempt to extract elastic collision probabili-
ties p 
c 
for electrons and ground state He or Ne atoms from v data 
en 
in their positive columns by solution of the integral equation (9) 
could lead to incorrect values of P 
c 
3.5 Suggestions for Future Work in Pure Rare Gases 
Based on the results presented in this chapter, the following 
suggestions may be made for future work in d.c. discharge positive 
columns of pure rare gases. 
(1) Greater attention must be paid to the effects of small 
amounts of impurities. Even when extremely pure samples are used, 
electrode contamination makes suspect the most careful work in closed 
systems. n is the parameter most sensitive to this effect, which may 
e 
be overcome in a baked out system, with flow of gas to sweep impurities 
away. 
(2) A consistent set of n v f (E) 
e' en' e 
and E data must be 
obtained simultaneously in He, Ne, Ar and other gases as a function of 
p and I • 
(3) Mass spectrometric studies of the relative and absolute 
+ + concentrations of various ionic species, e.g., He, He2 are necessary. 
(4) Methods for theoretically predicting extent of ionization 
by metastables, and vd , in very pure He, Ne and Ar discharges at 
p = 1-10 torr are required. 
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4. MEASUREMENTS IN BINARY GAS MIXTURES: He-Ar, He-Ne 
4.1 Cataphoresis 
n.c. discharges in gas mixtures differ from those in pure gases 
insofar as the positive column exhibits concentration gradients in 
space and time. This is the result of a phenomenon known as cataphore-
sis, in which the component with the lowest ionization potential is 
selectively ionized and drifts toward the cathode, producing an 
increase in the concentration of this component near the cathode. The 
\ 
first direct composition measurements on cataphoresis were ~ade by 
Matveeva. <39) Using a system with end bulbs, she studied the effects 
of initial gas composition, discharge current, discharge pressure and 
distance between the electrodes on the amount of separation achieved 
in binary mixtures of He, Ne and Ar. Schmeltekopf (40) compared opti-
cal and mass spectrometer data in He-Ne discharges and found a poor 
measure of agreement between them. Extensive composition measurements 
using thermal conductivity gauges have been made in this laboratory(4l) 
in binary mixtures of He with Ar, Ne, N2, o2 , CO and C0 2• 
A survey of the literature indicates a surprising lack of 
information on electric fields and electron densities in discharges in 
gas mixtures, especially under conditions in which cataphoretic effects 
would be noticeable. For instance, the field measurements of Headrick 
and Duffendack(42) and the electron density measurements of Labuda and 
Gordon(l9) neglected cataphoresis entirely. On the other hand, these 
quantities enter intimately into any quantitative model that attempts 
to correlate the data. (S)( 43) Hence it is to be expected that reliable 
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determinations of E and n as a function of position and time in 
e 
such systems will be of assistance in establishing the model on a 
sounder footing. 
4.2 Aim of Experiments 
The aim of the experiments of Chapter 4 was (1) to measure n 
e 
and E as functions of time in d.c. discharge in He-Ar and He-Ne 
mixtures until steady state was attained. The range of parameters was 
to be p = 2-5 torr, I = 15 mA and the Ar or Ne content 2-20%; 
(2) to qualitatively explain the steady-state and transient results in 
terms of the phenomenon of cataphoresis (Section 4.1); (3) to use the 
steady-state data and the Shair and Remer model(S) to back calculate 
the composition profiles in the discharge tube with two end bulbs, and 
to check for agreement with the measured profiles in similar systems. 
4.3 Procedure 
Gas mixtures of known composition were prepared by introducing 
helium into a sample of neon or argon at known partial pressure, and 
subsequently measuring the total pressure. Adequate time (~ 30 min) 
was provided to insure thorough mixing. The discharge tubelwas evacu-
ated and filled with mixtures at different pressures. The discharge 
was struck and microwave readings were obtained as a function of time 
at a given position. The sweep time was 20 seconds, and f 
0 
and Q 
were determined from the resonance curve as outlined before. Electric 
field E was recorded as a function of time at P1 and P2 . Steady-
state was reached within 15-20 minutes, whereupon the microwave cavity 
was moved to two other positions on the discharge tube to obtain the 
resonance curves there. Current I was kept constant at 15 mA 
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throughout this set of experiments. 
4.4 Presentation and Discussion of Results 
4.4a) Steady-state results. Tables 3 and 4 show the steady-
state results in He-Ar and He-Ne mixtures of various compositions and 
total pressures. It is seen that (n ) (and V ) are functions of 
e o en 
position, and that E toward the cathode is always higher than that 
toward the anode. The results of Tables J3 and 4 were used to check how 
much the level of ionization i ,.. __ <n+> µEL and the parameter ~ <n > + <n> D · 
0 + 
vary with position in a given discharge. i and Cl are assumed to be 
constant in the model. (B) The calculations (Appendix A-2) involved an 
iterative solution for the concentration of the minority component. In 
cases when this concentration was low, especially in He-Ar, it became 
<n > 
+ 
necessary to assume J = <n > < 1 • The fact that this is always less 
e + + 
than 1 indicates that other ions besides Ar and Ne may be playing a 
role in cataphoresis, as charge neutrality cannot be violated. 
The concentration profiles e(n,00) show a decrease as we move 
away from the cathode, as might be expected. The profiles are flatter 
when the initial concentration of the minority component is high. The 
monotonic character of the solution is in agreement with the spectro-
scopic results of Riesz and DieckeC44) in rare gas mixtures. The 
resulting i's and a's, both of which represent a combination of meas-
ured and calculated parameters, vary somewhat with position. This 
variation is less when cataphoretic effects are small (as with high 
initial compositions of Ar or Ne). The fact that the variation is 
less than 50% (except at 2.45 torr with 2.4% Ar) suggests that it is a 
valid procedure to use a mean value to explain cataphoresis, as done 
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in the moclel. (S) Also, the i values agree to within an order of mag-
nitude with those calculated from direct composition measurements at 
the anode in a similar system(4l) (see Fig. 19). Variations of v 
en 
with position do not correlate very well with composition changes, sug-
gesting that the electron energy distribution f (e:) 
e 
may not be the 
same at different points in the discharge. However, as shown by 
Sosnowski< 43 ) the Shair and Remer model(S) can be successfully used to 
predict composition profiles in cataphoretic systems even when f (e:) 
e 
is known to be varying with time and position. 
4.4b) Transient results. Figure 20 shows some typical cases of 
transients of (n ) and V that were observed in the experiments on 
e o en 
gas mixtures. The values have been plotted against dimensionless time 
Dt/12 . The final points on these curves correspond to a real time of 
15-20 minutes, which is sufficient for steady-state to be reached. 
There were, in addition to the smooth curves shown in the figure, sudden 
non-reproducible deviations, especially in \) 
en 
at low values of < n >. 
0 
Also, the transient variations in \) 
en 
did not correlate very well 
with transient composition variations that might be expected from cata-
phoresis, again pointing to the possibility of changes in the electron 
energy distribution f (e:) • 
e 
Electric field values after the first 
minute did not change much with time. Generally speaking, the varia-
tion in E was less than 10%. E on the cathode side remained higher 
than that on the anode side throughout this period. 
The dimensionless characteristic time for cataphoresis(S) is 
given by 
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1 (11) = 
where satisfies the transcendental equation 
When u1 is small enough 
2 
di 1 f (£__ + 2) = rect y or 4 u1 
a.2 2 (4 + ul) ~ 
Therefore, 
M 
T ~ 
c 
= 
- (o + E)u1 (12) 
for tan u1 ~ u1 , we can solve equation (12) 
l/TM 
c 
(1 + ~ (o - E) + (o + E)]~ OE (13) 
OE 
1 + a <o - E) + (0 + E) 2 
(14) 
Putting o = 30.7 , E = 19.2 , a= 1 , leads to M T ~ 10.4 , which is 
c 
not inconsistent with the transient results of Fig. 20. However, 
since n and v do not vary monotonically, a more exact compari-
e en 
son was not possible. 
4.5 Suggestions for Future Work in Gas Mixtures 
1) The microwave measurements may be repeated with controlled 
wall temperature using benzene as cooling liquid as suggested in 
Chapter 2. 
2) and E must be measured as a function of time in 
a two- bulb system in which simultaneous composition measurements are 
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being taken. The technique of Remer and Shair(4l) is a convenient one 
for making such composition measurements in a cataphoretic system. 
3) The range of the present measurements could be extended to 
values of I greater than 15 mA and to mixtures with molecular gases 
e.g., o2, N2 , co2 , CO • Collision frequency in such situations may be 
high enough to swamp out the TM010 and TM011 modes, but TE011 might be 
tried. 
4) Measured transient values of n and E can be used to 
e 
reconcile transient composition measurements within the framework of 
the model for cataphoresis proposed by Shair and Remer. (S) 
PART II 
KINETICS OF HYDROCARBON REACTIONS IN THE POSITIVE 
COLUMN OF D.C. AND PULSED D.C. DISCHARGES 
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5 • INTRODUCTION 
5.1 Review of Literature 
5.la) Chemical reactions in equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
plasmas. As early as 1874, de Wilde( 46 ) and P. and A. Thenard< 47> 
introduced acetylene into an electric discharge and observed the forma-
tion of a hard, brittle and amorphous solid. Wood( 4S) recognized the 
role of the newly discovered free radical, and initiated a systematic 
study of reactions in discharges. Modified forms of Wood's tube were 
used extensively to dissociate diatomic molecules, e.g., H2 , o2 , N2 
and c12 at pressures of 1-10 torr, with yields of atomic species up to 
40%< 49) controlled essentially by wall recombination. Such experiments 
had, by 1939, resulted in the collection of a large body of more or 
less empirical information on the subject. Glockner and Lind, <50)in 
their comprehensive book, listed the reactions that occur in the 
various types of discharges known until then. Electric discharges in 
gases were classified as 
1) Disruptive--the arc and spark discharges 
2) Silent or non-disruptive 
a) Glow discharges--using d.c. or low-frequency a.c. 
b) Electrodeless discharges--using higher frequency a.c. 
with inductive or capacitive coupling 
c) Point and point-plate discharges 
d) Corona and semi-corona discharges--using a fine wire 
as electrode. 
After World War II, two new techniques were developed for creat-
ing laboratory plasmas. One was an offshoot of radar, and made use of 
microwave power to establish a discharge. Reactions in a microwave 
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discharge were first studied by McCarthy. (5l) The other was the now 
familiar plasma jet, which uses d.c., a.c., or high frequency field to 
maintain a plasma that is largely thermal in nature. Hellund( 52 ) 
devotes his book mostly to the plasma jet. The microwave discharge and 
plasma jet are devices in which power input is readily and continuously 
controlled, and there are no electrodes to contaminate the system. A 
recent book by McTaggart(S3) gives a good account of plasma chemistry 
experiments, from the earliest to the latest. The American Chemical 
Society monograph on chemical reactions in electrical discharges< 54) is 
another useful source of information. A summary of the types of reac-
tions that occur in various discharges is given in Table 5 (compiled 
from McTaggartC 53) and Baddour and Timmins( 9)). 
The processing industry has also made use of chemical reactions 
in the plasma state. The now obsolete Birkeland and Eyde processC 55 ) 
for the fixation of nitrogen, and the Huls process C56) for converting 
methane to acetylene use disruptive arcs. The ozonizers, on the other 
hand, utilize a silent discharge. Patents have been obtained(g) for 
plasma processes for the preparation of speciality chemicals such as 
N2H4 , Cl0 2,c103 and B2c14 . A plasma jet synthesis of pigment grade 
Ti02 has been recently suggested. C
57 ) Vurzel and Polak( 5S) give a 
broad review of plasma chemical technology. Another comprehensive 
review, concentrating on reactions in non-disruptive discharges, is 
found in Spedding. C59) 
Previous work on hydrocarbon reactions in discharges has gen-
erally resulted in a bewildering array of products, including solids 
and liquids of unknown composition. ( 60, 6l) A review of early 
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Table 5 
Some Typical Reactions Occurring in Plasmas 
Type of Discharge 
1) Disruptive 
discharges--arc 
2) Non-disruptive 
(silent) dis-
charges 
a) Glow discharges 
b) Electrodeless 
discharges(r.f .) 
c) Point-plate 
discharge 
d) Corona discharge 
3) Modern plasmas 
a) Microwave 
discharges 
b) Plasma-jet 
Reactants 
CF4 + C 
H2 
CH4 
Cl ' 2 
00 + 
Solid c 
02 
02 
N2-02 
mixtures 
HCl + o2 
2C +N2 
H2+ 2C +N2 
Products References 
C2F4 Baddour & Bronfin( 64 ) (1965) 
OH Wood( 4S) (1920) 
C2H2,H2 Resp, Halasz, 
Gerlach( 60) (1967) 
°Cl Rodebusch & 65 Klingelhoeffer( ) 
(1933) 
co+ co 2 Blackwood and 
McTaggart( 66 ) (1959) 
03 Warburg ( 6 7) (1905) 
03 Described by Glockner 
and Lind(50) (1939) 
Various McCarth/ 51) (1954) 
oxides of 
nitrogen 
Cl2+ H20 Described by Baddour 
and Tinnnins (9) (1967) 
C2N2 Stokes and( 6S) 
. Knipe (1960) 
HCN Grosse, (69 ) 
et al (1961) 
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experiments in this area may be found in Thomas et al. (62 ) Starting 
with methane, Brewer and Kueck(63 ) were able to achieve specificity, 
but only by cooling the tube to liquid air temperatures in order to 
condense out the ethylene. Spedding's reviewC 59 ) does not indicate any 
later experiments that yielded a small number of gaseous products only. 
It is therefore our claim that the present thesis is the first recorded 
instance of a hydrocarbon reaction in an ambient neutral temperature 
plasma, which has been made selective enough to obtain some information 
on the elementary processes in the mechanism. 
5.lb) Gas chromatography of the light hydrocarbons. Gas chroma-
tography (GC) may be defined( 70) as a process for the separation and 
analysis (qualitative and quantitative) of substances in the gas phase 
by adsorption on and subsequent partitioning with a solid or liquid 
phase. The method was pioneered by James and Martin( 7l) in the 1950's. 
(72) However, some earlier workers, e.g., Schuftan had described an 
elution technique for use with liquid phases. TurnerC 73 ) began the 
development of adsorption gas chromatography by the displacement tech-
nique. The frontal analysis method of adsorption GC must be credited 
to Phillips. C74 ) Between 1956 and 1962, there was an explosive growth 
of literature in the field, and a complete literature survey can be 
made only with the aid of a computer. After 1962, most of the progress 
has been in perfecting the instrumentation and in extending the range 
of applications. C75 ) 
Even if we restrict our attention to the c1 - c5 hydrocarbons, 
the number of possible compounds is very large, over 30 occurring 
fairly frequently in hydrocarbon mixtures. Separation of every member 
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from every other member is impractical as columns become abnonnally 
long. In practice, column conditions can be found to separate any 
reasonable set of compounds that might occur in the mixture to be 
analyzed. The low partition coefficients of the c1 -c5 hydrocarbons 
necessitates the use of packed columns with a large proportion of 
stationary phase. The short retention times often permit operation 
at room temperature. Liquid phases have also been tried with unsat-
isfactory results . ( 76 ) 
The complete separation of methane, c2 and c3 from each other, 
from higher hydrocarbons and permanent gases may be achieved on 
(77) . (78) . (79) 
adsorbents. Charcoal, silica gel or alumina can be used. 
On charcoal, the order of elution is H2 , o 2 , N2 , CO, CH4 , C0 2 , C2H2 , 
c 2H4 , c 2H6 . On silica gel and alumina, alkenes and alkynes are 
selectively retained relative to alkanes. The order of elution is as 
follows: 
silica gel or alumina: H2 , air, CO, CH4 , c 2H6 , co 2 , c 2H4 , c3H8 , 
cyclo-c3H6 , C3H6 , C2H2 
Porous polymers have also been used. (SO) 
Either thermal conductivity or flame ionization detectors can 
be employed in the above-mentioned analysis. The flame ionization 
detector (FID) is preferable from the point of view of sensitivity, 
but is effective only for the hydrocarbon components of the mixture(Sl)_ 
The basis of FID is the change in the electrical conductivity of a 
hydrogen flame burning in air when an organic substance is introduced 
into it. 
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5.2 Scope of Present Measurements in Terms of Plasma Kinetic Theory 
The visual appearance and gross electrical characteristics of a 
glow discharge were briefly reviewed in Section 1.1. We shall now con-
cern ourselves with the basic theory of the positive column(z, 5 ,az,a3 ,a4) 
which is the best understood region of the discharge, and therefore is 
the ideal medium to study plasma chemical reactions in the laboratory. 
In an unstriated positive column with negligible cataphoresis 
and irreversible chemical reaction, the longitudinal electric field E 
(= dV) is independent of position and very nearly independent of the dz 
discharge current. E is usually an order of magnitude smaller in the 
positive column that in the cathode fall, which takes up most of the 
voltage drop across the discharge. The current is carried mainly by the 
electrons and is given by 
R 
and n !:::: n 
e + 
I = e f vd ne(r) 27Tr dr 
0 
due to quasi-neutrality. 
(15) 
The radial electric field set up 
by small departures from the neutrality condition leads to the phenomenon 
of ambipolar diffusion. (Z, 5 ,B4) Equating the rate of particle produc-
tion to the rate of ambipolar diffusion, Schottky(ZS) showed that the 
particle density goes as 
n (r) = n (O) J (2.405r) 
e e o R 
The distribution of electron energies 
(16) 
f (£) can, in principle, 
e 
be obtained as the solution of the Boltzmann equation for the electrons. 
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af l (-e) 
p at coll 
(17) 
where the summation on the R.H.S. is over all the elastic and inelastic 
electron impact processes. This approach was developed by Lorentz, 
Chapman and Cowling, Druyvesteyn and Margenau, among others. Allis 
presents a good review of this work in the Handbuch der Physik. (8S) 
The theoretical solutions have been hampered by a severe lack of know-
ledge about the rates of inelastic electron-impact processes. Recent 
attempts, such as those of Engelhardt and Phelps, <86) and Shaw( 8?) 
have used the computational approach. In gas discharges, it is prob-
ably more reliable to try and measure f (£) experimentally, despite 
e 
the formidable array of practical problems involved. <88) Chapter 10 
presents a more detailed account of the role of the electron energy 
distribution function. An approximate calculation equating the energy 
loss in elastic collisions with the gain per electron per second leads 
to the following expression for mean energy< 84 ) 
E 
N 
eMl/2 
(18) 
from simple kinetic theory. The results for some typical values of 
E/N are shown in Table 6, with the concept of "temperature", of 
course, being valid only for a Maxwellian f (£) . More exact calcu-
e 
lations(S) for various simple gases indicate that the effect of 
inelastic collisions is to bring the electron temperatures down into 
the neighborhood of 104 °K. 
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Table 6 
Mean Electron Energies Calculated from Equation (18) 
E/N -M (J £ T Comment 
2 e v = cm R eV OK 
1.5 x 10-16 4 2.58/2 10 116,050 T values are too 
e 
high by a factor 
5 x 10-17 20 2.80/2 6.35 73,900 of approximately 
5 because inelas-
x 10-17 40 3.42/2 6.0 69,600 
tic collisions 
5 
were neglected. 
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The types of inelastic processes that must be considered in the 
. . 1 (83) positive co umn are 
1) Electron-impact ionization 
2) Electron-ion and ion-ion recombination 
3) Electron attachment and detachment 
4) Charge transfer and ion-molecule reactions 
5) Excitation and dissociation 
6) Secondary reactions of excited species and dissociation 
fragments. 
The general expression for the rate of an electron-impact 
process is 
00 
\) j 2£ - <j>(s) • f (s) • ds 
· m e (19) 
e 
The quantity <j>(E:) , which has units of L2 , is called the cross-
section for the process. These cross-sections can, in principle, be 
calculated if a proper quantum mechanical treatment of the collision 
is possible. In practice, this has been possible< 39) only for elastic 
scattering and the simplest types of inelastic process, e.g., rotational 
excitation of H2 • The more usual approach is to measure <j>(E:) in 
electron swarm or beam type of experiments. <90, 9l) A recent summary of 
available data on ionization, excitation and dissociation cross-sections 
is to be found in Kieffer. <92 ) 
An irreversible chemical reaction in a plasma can result by 
electron-impact dissociation followed by various secondary reactions. 
According to Kaufman, <34) the principal mechanism for this initial step 
is the formation of an electronic state with an energy greater than D ' d 
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the dissociation energy. The subsequent dissociation, which is governed 
by the Franck-Condon principle, can come about in three ways: i) a 
repulsive upper state dissociating on its first pseudo-vibration in 
-13 
about 10 sec, e.g., Fig. 24a for H2 +e + H + H+e; ii) a sufficiently 
energetic bound upper state formed on the repulsive part of the paten-
tial energy curve, also dissociating on its first vibration in about 
-13 10 sec, e.g., Fig. 24b for o2+e + 0 + O+e ; iii) a bound upper 
state crossing over to a state with lower dissociation energy whereupon 
dissociation occurs rapidly, e.g., Fig. 24c for N2 + e + N + N+ e • 
Previous attempts to relate plasma chemistry quantitatively to 
the fundamental processes taking place have dealt with dissociation of 
H N d Co (65,93,94,95) 2' 02' 2 an 2· As pointed out in Section 5.la, 
hydrocarbon reactions in discharges, even when the reactant is as 
simple as CH4 , were too complex to be analyzed in such detail. On the 
other hand, hydrocarbon reactions are of great commercial interest in 
the petroleum and natural gas industry. A sufficiently simple hydro-
carbon reaction would therefore represent a compromise between the twin 
objectives of theoretical understanding and practical utility. Chapters 
6-11 describe the results of attempts to simplify the kinetics to the 
point where the fundamental processes can be identified. Simultaneous 
information on n , N and f (£) would then enable us to relate the 
e e 
kinetics to the cross-sections through equation (19). The results we 
present are a partial fulfillment of the aims just stated. 
E 
p 
E 
p 
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Fig. 24. Dissociation mechanisms in H2 , o2 and N2 according to Franck-Condon principle 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE II 
6.1 Carry-Over of Previously Developed Systems 
A substantial portion of the apparatus described in Chapter 2, 
Experimental Technique I, was carried over for the experiment on 
reacting systems. The retained equipment can be stmUnarized as 
i) Vacuum system. Glass manifold, eve 2" diffusion pump, 
Kinney rotary vacuum pump and Todd universal vacuum gauge 
(items 1, 3, P1 and 4, respectively in Fig. 25). 
ii) D.C. power supply system. CVC-Le031 supply, lab-fabricated 
TI-section filter, ammeters, voltmeter and HP-122AR oscillo-
scope (Fig. 26). 
iii) Electric field measurement system. Keithley 601 electrometer 
with 6103A 1000:1 divider probe, leads and switch-box (Fig. 
2 7). 
iv) Microwave cavity and circuit for measurement of n 
e 
and 
\) 
en 
There were no changes made in the microwave system 
described in Section 2.3 (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) except in the 
pulsed discharge experiments. 
6.2 The Reactor and Gas Handling System 
6.2a) The d.c. discharge flow reactor. The positive column of 
a d.c. discharge was chosen for the chemical reaction experiments 
because it is the best understood type of non-equilibrium plasma (see 
Section 5.2). A flow reactor was preferred to a batch reactor for the 
following reasons: 1) Flow systems permit convenient observation at 
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low residence times (< 1 sec), thus giving kinetic information on the 
early stages of a reaction. 2) There is less contamination from the 
electrodes as compared to a batch system where impurities tend to 
accumulate (see Section 3.3e). 3) On-line chromatographic analysis of 
the product stream is possible in a flow reactor, with no disturbance 
to the system due to sampling. 4) Any practical application of non-
equilibrium plasma reactors is likely to involve a flow reactor rather 
than a batch reactor (see Appendix A-8). 
We discovered that an effective method of confining the flow to 
the positive column is to interpose an insulating plate with a 0.005" 
to 0.020" orifice in the discharge (see Fig. 28 below). 
----GAS 
Fig. 28 
The discharge passes through the orifice, but only a small fraction 
(< 5%) of the gas flow does. As long as the plate was made of an 
insulating material, e.g., baked soapstone, and Pz was kept less 
than by an auxiliary pump, the negative glow never penetrated to 
the right side of the orifice; hence the gas flow was mainly through 
the positive column. 
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The dimensions of the microwave cavity should be approximately 
D = 10 cm, L = 8 cm to get well separated modes in the 2-4 GHz 
c c 
range. Also, the diameter of the plasma tube should not be more than 
0.2 D for linear perturbation theory to be valid. <23 ) We were 
c 
therefore restricted to cylindrical reactors with DR= 1-3 cm. The 
length of the positive column reactor L> 20cm to acconunodate the 
cavity, electric field probes, pressure gauge taps and quartz-pyrex 
seals. A large value of L also insures that the entrance length 
equal to 0.035 DRe( 4S) is small compared to the total length. On the 
other hand, L must not be made so large that there are problems in 
breaking down the gas with the 0-SOOOV power supply. Therefore 
L < 70 cm. 
Mean residence time in the discharge T is defined as 
T Volume of the reactor Volumetric flow rate (20) 
The volumetric flow rate for any pressure is limited by the pumping 
speed of the downstream pump P1 (see Section 6.2). Hence to keep T 
low, it was necessary to select the smallest reactor volume that was 
yet consistent with the above-mentioned restrictions on DR and L • 
3 The actual volume of the positive column turned out to be 24 cm • 
The residence time of the gas molecules in the reactor will, 
in general, be distributed around the mean value given by equation 20. 
The exit distributions for three idealized reactors are: 
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Plug flow reactor (PFR): E(9) = o(l) 
Ideal laminar flow reactor: 
(Negligible diffusion) 
E(9) = _! H(29 - 1) • _!___ 
4 93 
Continuous stirred-tank reactor: 
(CSTR) 
E(9) = exp(-9) 
where 9 = t/T 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
These distributions are compared in Fig. 29. In order to simplify 
analysis, and also to minimize consecutive reactions of the products, 
it is clearly preferable to have a PFR. The actual reactor may or may 
not permit such idealization. Sample calculations (Table 7) indicate 
that with the densities obtaining at p = 1-10 torr, the flow is in-
variably laminar. Diffusion coefficients are two orders of magnitude 
higher than at atmospheric pressure. The residence time distribution 
in a laminar flow reactor with radial and longitudinal dispersion was 
derived by Bosworth. <96 ) Some limiting cases are summarized in Table 
8. A small diameter tube promotes radial dispersion and a long one 
hinders longitudinal dispersion. The plug flow approximation is 
therefore more likely to be valid in long slender reactors as shown in 
F . 30 <97) ig. . The approximate residence time distribution realized in 
the actual reactor is indicated by the heavy line. Analysis of the 
reactor is described more fully in Section 7.6. 
The discharge tube (Fig. 31) had outside diameter of 12 mm and 
inside diameter of 10 mm, with a quartz section of length 6-1/4" where 
the microwave cavity went around it. Except for the quartz section, 
the tube was made of pyrex glass. Inlet 4 and outlet 5 were equipped 
with wide-bore 6 nun greased stopcocks and 1/4" Kovar seals. Anode A, 
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Table 8 
Limiting Cases of the Residence Time Distribution in 
Laminar Flow Reactors 
Radial Diffusion Longitudinal Diffusion 
1) Negligible Negligible 
(R > 18v'Ii"T) 
. . 0 (L > .. 360 v'Ii"T) . 0 
2) Predominant Negligible 
(R « 18/DT) 
0 
(L > 360 v'DT) 
0 
3) Predominant Predominant 
(R << 18~) 
0 
(L « 360v'Ii"T) 
0 
4) Negligible Predominant 
(R > 18/DT) 
0 
(L << 360/DT) 
0 
5) Predominant Neither negligible 
nor predominant 
6) Neither negligible Neither negligible 
nor predominant nor predominant 
T minimum residence time = 2T 
0 
T average residence time 
Reactor 
Idealization 
Ideal laminar 
flow reactor 
Plug flow 
reactor (PFR) 
Continuous 
stirred tank 
reactor (CSTR) 
Rare case 
Treated in 
Bosworth(96) 
Treated in 
Bosworth(%) 
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which was grounded, was a solid molybdenum rod of 5/16" diameter which 
entered through a 3/8" Kovar seal and was fitted in place by a 
Swagelock union. Other features of the positive column side of the 
orifice were--a pair of 0.020" tungsten electric field probes sealed 
into the glass 1 cm apart with their tips barely contacting the plasma, 
a 3/16" diameter Ni disc which may be used as an auxiliary electrode, 
and a tap with a 2 mm stopcock and a 1/4" Kovar seal where a vacuum 
gauge was attached to read the pressure in the discharge tube. On the 
cathode side of the orifice was a 300 ml pyrex bulb with an outlet for 
connection to the auxiliary pump and a tap for a McLeod gauge to read 
the pressure on the left side. The off-ground cathode C was also a 
5/16" molybdenum rod attached to the tube in the same manner as A with 
a 3/8" Swagelock union. The cathode bulb served to stabilize the dis-
charge. No attempt was made to cool the electrodes or the tube, as 
the discharge was run at low power levels. Use of Mo electrodes effec-
tively prevented any sputtering. 
Two different designs of the orifice were tried. In the first, 
an elaborate attempt was made to avoid any bypassing of the positive 
column. The isolation system (Fig. 32) divided the tube into three 
compartments, the products passing from the positive column to the 
middle compartment and out through the exit. The discharge passed 
through the central orifice. Two cylindrical ends of the isolation 
system also served to support 0-rings for sealing the three parts of 
the tube together. At low pressures, a tendency was noticed for the 
discharge to spread into the central compartment, thus vitiating the 
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purpos e of the design. Hence a simpler orifice design with one 0-ring 
(Fig. 33) was adopted. Bypassing was minimized by keeping the outlet 
5 as close as practicable to the orifice. No significant difference in 
performance was noticed between the two designs. 
The 0.005" orifice tended to plug up with deposits, especially 
at high hydrocarbon concentrations and high currents. However, with 
the 0.020" orifice, a loose deposit would build up in the first few 
runs, and permit stable operation in the subsequent runs. Such a con-
ditioned orifice also permitted the discharge to be run at currents as 
low as 0.5 mA, whereas with a fresh 0.020" orifice the lowest possible 
current was 5 mA. Section 7.3 deals with the V-I characteristics of 
the choked flow orifice system in greater detail. 
6.2b) Flow system for gas handling. Matheson ultra-high 
purity gases (< 50 ppm impurities) were used in the present set of 
experiments. The He, Ar and CH4 were purchased and stored in high 
pressure cylinders at pressures up to 2000 psig, with 11-580 or equi-
valent single stage regulators bringing delivery pressures down to 
10-40 psig. As shown in Fig. 25, the gases passed through Brooks 
R-2-15 rotameters to a Swagelock 1/4" mixing tee, after which they 
were fed to the discharge tube. The CH4 could also be supplied through 
a Circle Seal MV92Tl-4CC micrometer valve. Other valves used in the 
system were Circle Seal M92Tl-4CC and Nupro needle valves, Circle 
Seal 9533B-4CC miniaturized plug shut-off valves, Eck and Krebs greased 
stopcocks and Edwards valves. Glass-metal connections were achieved 
through 1/4" Kovar seals and 3/16" I.D. thick-walled tygon tubing 
slipped on the metal. Tygon ties were clamped around the tygon tube 
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and the connection sealed with GE glyptal varnish. The bulk of gas flow 
was through outlet 5 and manifold 1 to pump P1 (used here with the diffu-
sion pump off). A sample was bled off for injection to the chromate-
graph through a 6-way valve and pump 3. The pump P2 maintained a 
pressure differential across the orifice and had less than 5% of the 
total gas flow going through it. Pressure at various points in the 
system was measured with gauges G1 -G6 (Fig. 25). These gauges were 
calibrated against the Todd universal vacuum gauge. Due to the varia-
tion of rotameter calibration with the pressure at G4 , the rotameters 
were used for indication only, and flow rate was actually measured 
directly at the pump exhausts by water displacement in an inverted 
burette at atmospheric pressure (less aqueous tension at room tempera-
ture). 
Thoughput of pure Ar is shown in Fig. 34 as a function of 
pressure p1 . In the region of interest (1-10 torr), the throughput 
falls off more than proportionately to p1 . Hence the minimum attain-
able residence time in the tube, calculated from equation 20, or 
equivalently equation 24 below, rises rapidly as p1 is decreased. 
VR 1!. x 1
2 
x 30 4 0.31 p1x msec (24) T = vf = sec 100 x 760 
x pl 
where x 3 time taken to displace 100 cm of water at atmospheric 
pressure. 
Residence times could conceivably be reduced even further in a system 
with larger diameter tubes and a pump with higher speed. 
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The pressure drop in the discharge tube was calculated from 
equation 25 <45 ) 
w = 
4 
TIDR 
128 
and is shown in Table 9, for pure Ar and the maximum attainable 
(25) 
throughput. ~p as a % of p4 is seen to vary from 10-16%. Hence the 
discharge tube operates very nearly at constant pressure. This would 
not be the case if throughput were to be increased to higher values by 
redesigning the system. For example, Deckers et a1< 95 ) with a 0.7 cm 
diameter 80 cm length tube had residence times ~ 20 msec at 1 torr, but 
report pressure drops of up to 70% of the upstream pressures. Another 
disadvantage of high velocity systems may be flow noise, which was 
already becoming apparent at the highest flow rates used in the present 
work. 
6.3 The Gas Chromatograph System 
The system was developed around a Loenco Model 160 gas chroma-
tograph. It was a dual column, controlled temperature unit, equipped 
with a dual flame ionization detector and Model 28 electrometer. The 
signal was recorded on a Leeds and Northrup Speedomax W (1 mV/in) 
strip chart recorder with a Model 224-4 Disc Integrator. A thermal 
conductivity detector system was also available for low sensitivity 
work. A diagrammatic sketch of the unit is shown in Fig. 35. The 
column was 1/8" O.D., 1/16" I.D., 150" L and was packed with Davison 
Grade 58-08-08-226 silica gel of mesh size 35-60. Packing was done in 
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the laboratory by the usual techniques. <9S) The column was conditioned 
every 3 months by purging it with helium for 24 hours, with the oven 
0 temperature maintained at 120 C. A trickling flow of helium was main-
tained through the column when the system was not being used. Sample 
introduction was accomplished through the 6-way valve shown in Fig. 36. 
To draw the sample into the loop, pump P3 was turned on; valves 7 and 8 
(Fig. 25) were then closed to trap the sample in the loop at a pressure 
read on G6. When the 6-way valve is pushed in, a constant reproducible 
sample volume is injected into the column. Volume of the sampling loop 
was approximately 3.1 cm3 . 
Calibration consists of two parts: 
a) Column calibration, and 
b) Detector calibration. 
Column calibration consists of determining the retention times 
for various components. The purpose of obtaining the retention times 
is to be able to identify the peaks in the analysis of an unknown mix-
ture. Table 10 shows the results of this calibration for column tern-
0 0 0 peratures of 49 C, 64 C and 70 C. Carrier gas flow rate was kept 
3 
constant at 25 cm /min. Temperature progranuning was tried but gave 
unsatisfactory results due to column bleeding which could be seen on 
the most sensitive detector attenuations. 
Detector calibration consists of determining the relative and 
absolute response factors of the flame ionization detector. Quantita-
tive analysis of unknown mixtures requires a plot of peak area against 
partial pressure of a component. These plots were made by injecting 
known partial pressures of various components into the column, and 
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determining the areas of the resulting peaks. A set of calibration 
curves for column temperature of 64°c is shown in Fig. 37. The areas 
are seen to be proportional to the partial pressures in the range 0-2 
torr. When the conditions, e.g., temperature or H2 or air flow rate, 
are changed, the absolute calibration could change. However, for a 
(75) given column, the relative response factors should remain unchanged. 
The relative response factors are shown in Table 11 with respect to 
methane = 1.0 . Hence, for a new set of conditions, all that has to 
be done is to determine the absolute calibration for one component, 
e.g., CH4, the rest can be calculated using the relative factors in 
Table 11. The procedure for operating the flame ionization detector 
is summarized in Appendix A-9. 
A typical separation is shown in Fig. 38. Although the 
separation was usually as good as that in Fig. 38, there was a ten-
dency for the methane peak to tail into the ethane and ethylene peaks 
which was noticeable when the methane-to-product ratio exceeded about 
102. This was approximately corrected by subtracting the area under 
the trailing methane peak from the integrator areas (Fig. 39). How-
ever, a better, although tedious, procedure may be to fractionally 
condense out the products from the predominant CH4 before they are 
(99) 
analyzed. Another problem occasionally encountered was random 
noise in the flame detector output. A remedy for this is to pass the 
H2 and air supplies through silica gel filters~98 ) 
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6.4 The Pulse Generator and Adapted Microwave Circuit 
The purpose of using a pulsed discharge rather than a d.c. 
discharge for conducting chemical reactions is to effectively reduce 
the residence time to values lower than those attainable by merely 
increasing the gas velocity (see Section 6.2). An additional effect 
(100) 
could be an increase in the mean electron energy. The pulse 
generator was designed to produce pulses of width 0.2 to 1.6 msec at 
intervals of 20-50 msec. A typical pulse is shown in Fig. 40 which is 
a photograph of the oscilloscope traces actually obtained. Faster 
cutoffs (less than 2 µsec) are possible for pulse widths less than 
100 µsec in commercially available equipment, e.g., Velonex 570 with 
V-1083 plug-in. Nevertheless, for the present purpose, the laboratory 
fabricated unit of Fig. 42, used with the CVC-LC031 supply already 
available, was found quite adequate. 
Design of our pulse generator was extremely simple. The scheme 
has been used before in discharge work, e.g., Grant's spectroscopic 
studies of the neon discharge. (lOl) Fig. 41, below, shows the basic 
principle which is to use a high voltage triode, e.g., 6BK4C/6EL4A to 
DROPPING 
RESISTANCE 
~JAf: 
D.C. SOURCE 0- 5000 V 
Fig. 41 
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alternately switch the discharge on and off. The discharge tube con-
ducts only when its cathode voltage v is reduced to a near-ground 
c 
value by the conduction of the triode. Anode voltage v 
a 
always 
remains at the value set by the d.c. voltage source (0-5000V) . 
The switching process was controlled by varying the triode grid 
voltage by means of a free floating astable multivibrator circuit 
operating at low voltage (225V). Such multivibrator circuits are com-
monly used in electronic applications such as generating square waves, 
in timing frequencies and frequency division. As shown in Fig. 42, the 
multivibrator consists of two alternately conducting 6AG7 tubes and an 
R-C network to control the time constants. Let .us start with T2 on 
and T1 off. The voltage at terminal 4 on T1 begins to fall as the 
0.05 mf capacitor c~3 discharges through R-5 at a rate regulated by 
the pulse repetition frequency control PRF. At a certain point T1 
starts conducting, leading to a fall in voltage at terminal 4 on T2 , 
and cutoff of T2 at a rate determined by the 1000 pf capacitor C-5 
and the pulse width control PW. The high voltage tube T3 and the 
discharge tube are therefore on only as long as T1 is on. The PRF 
and PW controls interact slightly, so that a variation of only repeti-
tion frequency would require some adjustment of PW to keep the pulse 
width constant, and vice versa. 
The microwave circuit had to be adapted (Fig. 43) in order to 
be used with the pulsed discharge. A Tektronix 541 oscilloscope with 
Type D plug-in was used instead of the Moseley 7005A recorder of Fig. 
6. The sawtooth output of the oscilloscope was divided by a factor of 
approximately 15 and used to sweep the K & S Model 5000 sweeper at 
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rates up to 1 msec/sweep, beyond which the sweeper becomes nonlinear. 
The sweep was triggered in the a.c. slow mode by voltage v3 from the 
cathode of tube T3 , so that the microwave cavity was swept from f 1 
to f 2 beginning at the instant the discharge tube turned on. The 
cavity output was fed to the Y axis of the oscilloscope set on 
1 mV/cm. The X axis was on internal sweep. The resonance curve (Fig. 
44) appeared at a position on the sweep detennined by the Vernier 
frequency adjustment of f 1 . (f 2- f 1) was determined by the voltage 
fed to the sweeper, and could be adjusted in the range 20-50 MHz by 
varying the control on voltage divider 1. 
Pulse current was monitored on the second Y axis of the oscil-
loscope (set at 50 mV/cm) by means of a Tektronix P-6016 current probe 
and Type 131 amplifier. Photographs of the oscilloscope traces were 
taken on Polaroid 3000 film with camera settings of f/8 and 1/100 sec. 
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7. MEASUREMENTS IN CH4-Ar MIXTURES WITH 
A D.C. DISCHARGE FLOW SYSTEM 
7.1 Aim of Experiments 
The aim of the present set of experiments was 1) to simplify 
the kinetics of CH4 reactions in a rare gas plasma by finding condi-
tions under which there are only a few products, all in the gaseous 
state; 2) to measure the concentration of these products by gas 
chromatography, with mean residence time T , discharge current I , 
and % methane in the feed C , as independent variables; 3) to 
0 
simultaneously measure radially averaged steady state electron density 
ne (and electron-neutral collision frequency Ven) with a TM010 micro-
wave cavity; 4) to attempt Langmuir probe measurements that might 
provide information on the electron energy distribution function 
f (E) ; and 5) to plot the data in a form that would suggest a kinetic 
e 
model correlating the macroscopic kinetics and the microscopic colli-
sion processes in the plasma. 
7.2 Description of Procedure Used 
The system was evacuated by means of pumps P1 and P2 (Fig. 
25) to about 20 mtorr. No attempt was made to reduce the pressure any 
further because the flow of gases should rapidly sweep away any 
remaining impurities in the system. The carrier gas (Ar) flow was 
started and adjusted so that p2 was approximately 5 torr. Methane 
flow was then turned on and the chromatograph brought to operating 
condition by the procedure outlined in Appendix A-9. The CH4 peak in 
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the chromatogram represents the partial pressure of methane in the 
reactant mixture. A series of trial and error adjustments was then 
made to simultaneously achieve the desired value of T , as measured 
by water displacement in an inverted burette (see Section 6.2), p1 as 
indicated on gauge G1 , and C0 as inferred from the CH4 peak on the 
gas chromatograph. To increase T at constant C
0 
and p1 , the 
Edwards valve E1 (Fig. 25) was partially closed, and corresponding 
adjustments of the Ar flow (valves 10,11) and CH4 flow (valve 12) were 
made to keep p1 constant at 5 torr. If it was desired to increase 
C
0 
, 12 was partly opened and 10 partly closed, keeping p1 the same 
and the Edwards valve E1 in the same position as before. To increase 
p1 , both 10 and 12 were 'opened; T and C were then kept constant 0 
by adjusting E1 , 10 and 12. This tedious procedure consumed most of 
the time spent on the experiments described in Chapter 6 and 7. For-
tunately, the time constant for the system to reach steady state after 
any adjustment was less than 2 min., otherwise an even longer time 
would have been spent in achieving desired values of T , p1 and C 0 
The d.c. power supply was turned on and the current I adjusted 
to the desired value as read on ammeters A1 and A2 (Fig. 26). For a 
certain applied voltage V , I was found to depend on p2 , the pres-
sure in the cathode bulb (see Section 7.3). In a given run, the 
lowest current I was first investigated and an increase in I was 
obtained by increasing p2 , which was easily achieved by choking off 
the flow to pump P2 by means of the Edwards valve E2 • Thus the 
total steady state voltage remained approximately constant for 
I = 0.5 mA - 2.0 mA • Oscillations in current were observed on the 
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oscilloscope which were independent of the ripple in the d.c. voltage 
(< ± 10%). These were often as large in amplitude as 25% of I , and 
were evident in both the msec/cm and the µsec/cm ranges. The oscilla-
tions seemed to correlate with moving striations in the discharge. 
Color of the discharge was an almost invisible lavender. After waiting 
5 min. for attainment of steady state under constant current conditions, 
the trigger on the microwave sweeper was pushed to obtain the resonance 
curve with a sweep time of 60 sec. Some "hash" was observed on the X-Y 
recorder, but this was not serious enough to affect n measurements. 
e 
The product sample was trapped in the sampling loop by closing shut-off 
valves 7 and 8 (Fig. 25), and inje~ted into the chromatograph after 
pressure ·p6 had been noted on G6 • V was read on voltmeter v1 and 
electric field E on the electrometer K (Fig. 26). The same two 
probes could also be used as a double Langmuir probe. Attempts to 
measure f (£) by this . method are described in Chapter 10. 
e 
Calculation of and v from the observed frequency 
en 
shift and broadening of the TM010 mode has been described in Section 
2.3a of Part I. The concentration of various gaseous hydrocarbon 
products was calculated from equations 26 and 27 below, using the 
measured peak areas in the chromatogram. 
100 x (a~ea of x peak on 
% x in product stream • att. 1 x calibration factor for x) (Total pressure of sample) ! (26) 
% CH4 in the feed (C0 ) was calculated analogously. 
% CH4 converted to x = 
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100 x (% x in product stream) 
C x (No. of C atoms in x molecule) 
0 
(27) 
The "number of C atoms in x molecule" divisor accounts for the fact 
that carbon from n CH4 molecules is required to produce one C H nm 
molecule. 
Further treatment of the data is explained in Section 7.6. 
7.3 V-I Characteristics of the Choked Flow Orifice Discharge 
The voltage-current characteristics of the choked flow orifice 
d.c. discharge tube described in Section 6.2a are shown in Figs. 45 and 
46. V is the steady state voltage across the electrodes, as measured 
on voltmeter V . (Fig. 26), and I the steady state current, as indi-
cated by annneters A1 and A2 (Fig. 26). Both in pure He (Fig. 45) and 
pure Ar (Fig. 46), three main features are clearly evident: 
1) V is an increasing function of I ; in terms of the general 
characteristic of Fig. 2, this means we are in the abnormal glow region 
of the curve. dV/dI increases as falls. 
2) V increases for the same I as the cathode bulb pressure 
p2 is reduced; a result which may be due to the increased cathode fall 
at lower pressures. 
3) At low p2 , e.g., 0.8 torr in Fig. 45, the discharge is 
stable down to much lower values of current than normally possible. 
Hence, by the simple device of lowering p2 , it is possible to get 
stable d.c. discharges at currents as low as 0.1 mA in pure rare gases. 
The same trends were observed in mixtures of CH4 with Ar and He, 
except that stable discharges with I < 0.5 mA were difficult to 
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maintain even at the lowest possible values of p2 . For constant gas 
composition and p1 , p2 had no effect on the microwave measurements. 
Therefore, the behavior of the discharge on the positive column side 
of the orifice (right side of Fig. 28) was quite independent of the 
phenomena in the cathode bulb. 
Orifice size had no effect on the V-I characteristic, except 
that for given pumping speeds and given p1 , smaller orifices enabled 
us to attain lower values of Pz . The orifice seems, however, to be 
a region of high chemical reactivity, as evidenced by the tendency 
toward solid formation especially when it is in a fresh unconditioned 
state (see Section 6.2a). This may be because it is a region of high 
electric field and perhaps high electron temperature. In practice the 
problem was minimized by reducing the amount of back.mixing between the 
orifice and positive column regions, and by using a conditioned 0.020" 
orifice that did not get totally plugged up with deposits. 
7.4 Composition Measurements of the Effluent Stream 
After a series of preliminary runs (Tables 12-18), it was found 
that the desired goal of a small number of gaseous products (selecti-
vity) is achievable under the following conditions 
1) Lowest possible residence time T in the discharge tube 
(~ 100 msec or less) 
2) Small spread of residence times, i.e., conditions under 
which the reactor may be modelled as a plug flow reactor. 
3) Low power inputs, which in a d.c. glow discharge means 
low discharge currents (I< 5 mA). The technique for 
obtaining steady discharges at low currents was discussed 
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in Section 7.3 
4) Concentrations of methane in the feed stream should not 
be less than about 2%. 
The conditions listed above all imply low total conversions of 
methane(< 10%), so that we are looking at the initial stages of the 
reactions. Further, it was found that a steady low-current d.c. dis-
charge could be maintained in mixtures of CH4 and Ar at reasonable 
voltages (< 5000V) for p
1 
= 5 torr. Hence the d.c. discharge kinetic 
experiments (Chapter 7) were performed in CH4-Ar mixtures with only 
T, I and C as independent variables. The effect of carrier gas 
0 
and total pressure variation was, however, investigated in pulsed dis-
charges (Chapter 8). 
Figure 47 shows the results of the final runs in the prelirnin-
ary series. It is seen that the hydrocarbon products are ethane and 
ethylene, with a smaller amount of acetylene. No solid or liquid 
products were found in the discharge tube. The presence of H2 may be 
inferred from the hydrogen balance. In order to perform a legitimate 
carbon balance at low total conversions of methane, the flow rates of 
CH4 and Ar should be held constant to within 1% during the run. Since 
this was somewhat beyond the capabilities of the system, each point on 
the "total conversion" curve of Fig. 47 represents an average over 
three observations of the CH4 peak in the product stream. Over 80% of 
the carbon in the methane los1: reappears as c2H6 , c2H4 and c2H2 , as 
seen in Fig. 48. At the lowest currents of 0.1 and 0.2 mA, the carbon 
reappearing is over 95%, but it must be remembered that this is also 
the region where the total conversion measurement is least accurate. 
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In view of the encouraging carbon balance of Figs. 47 and 48, the 
kinetic experiments were performed under approximately similar condi-
tions. 
Tables 21-36 summarize the results of the kinetic experiments. 
Mean residence time T was varied in the range 57-117 msec. The 
percentage CH4 in the feed stream (C0 ) was in the range 4.0-12.6%. Dis-
charge current I was set at 0.75 mA, 1.0 mA, 1.5 mA and 2.0 mA, with 
a 0.5 mA run whenever a stable discharge could be maintained at that 
current. Voltage across the tube, V , is not only a function of 
pressure p1 and composition C , but also the pressure 0 in the 
cathode bulb (see Section 7.3). Since I is the desired independent 
variable, p2 and V were not rigidly controlled. They were allowed 
to assume any value that permitted stable operation at a given current 
level. In general, low p2 (~ 0.7 torr) resulted in low currents 
(~ 0.5- 0.75 mA) for a voltage of 4000-4500V. Equation 26 was used to 
reduce the chromatographic data to the form reported in columns (f), 
(g), (h), and (i) of Tables 21-36. The multiplying factors (e.g., 2 
for c2H6) are the number of C atoms in the respective product mole-
cules, and have been retained with equation 27 in mind. In the range 
investigated, all the hydrocarbon products are increasing functions of 
current, as is the % methane converted to these products (column j) 
which varied from 1.6 to 17.5%. Spot checks on the carbon balance 
indicated that gaseous hydrocarbon products accounted for over 70% of 
the CH4 converted, with the best balances at the lowest currents and 
residence times. Electric field in the kinetic experiments was in the 
range 30-60 V/cm. 
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Figures 49-51 illustrate the behavior of three quantities of 
interest--the concentration of ethane in the effluent stream, % CH4 
converted to ethane, and the ethane to ethylene ratio for P = 5 torr 1 
and C
0 
= 12.6% • % c2H6 in the product stream (Fig. 49) is seen to be 
linearly proportional to the mean residence time T , with the slope 
increasing with discharge current I . The slope of these straight 
lines is the rate of formation of the major product ethane if the plug 
flow approximation is permissible. The percentage of reactant converted 
to c2H6 (Fig. 50) falls as the feed becomes richer in methane. At 
approximately 10% CH4, the curves seem to be approaching a limiting 
lower value. Later experiments with pulsed discharges (Chapter 8) in-
dicated that the limiting value might by the conversion to ethane with 
a 100% CH4 feed. On the other hand, the ethane to ethylene ratio 
(Fig. 51) increases as . C is increased, approaching a limiting upper 
0 
value at a methane concentration of approximately 10%. Thus, low c 
0 
tends to favor high total conversion, and also the formation of greater 
amounts of c2H4 as compared to c2H6 • Both the percent conversion to 
c2H6 and [C2H6J/[C2H4J increase with increasing discharge current I . 
Section 7.6 deals with further treatment of the data. 
7.5 Microwave Measurements on the Discharge 
Microwave data on the electron density n 
e 
and electron-
neutral collision.· frequency \) 
en 
in reacting CH4-Ar d.c. glow dis-
charges have been tabulated in Tables 21-36. The quantity of immediate 
interest in developing kinetic models is n , since V is mainly an 
e en 
indicator of the elastic collisions of the electrons with the various 
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molecular species in the discharge. (n l values are seen to increase 
e o 
with I , as might be expected, and lie in the range 1. 3 - 9. 8 x 109 per 
3 
cm for I = 0. 5 - 2 mA. Corresponding drift velocities, calculated as 
in Section 3.3b, turn out to be 3- 5.6 x 106cm/sec. These can be com-
pared to v d's in pure Ar discharges (Fig. 15) which are 1. 4 - 2. 2 x 106 
cm/ sec for E/p = 6-10 V/ (cm x torr). Comparable data in pure CH4 and 
CH4-Ar mixtures are available for E/p values up to 0.6 V/(cm Xtorr) 
1 (102) on y. It must, however, be pointed out that our deduced vd 
values for C = 4. 0 -12. 6% are not in disagreement with the trends 
0 
visible in Fig. 11 of English and Hanna. (l02) 
Figure 52 illustrates the behavior of (ne)o with discharge cur-
rent I for C = 12.6%. At low values of I the relationship is 
0 
approximately linear. At I = 2.0 mA there is a tendency for (n ) 
e o 
to level off, probably because of composition changes induced by the 
higher extents of chemical reaction• For the range of T investigated, 
no clear relationship between (n ) and T was observed. 
e o 
Hence it 
was decided to model (n ) as a function of I only. An empirical 
e o 
correlation of the form (n ) = (n ) 1°· 8 may be successfully 
e o eo I= 1 mA 
used to predict electron densities with a precision comparable to that 
achieved in the measurements (± 6%)., see Appendix A-1). 
7.6 Treatment of Data and Discussion of Results 
In Section 6.2a it was mentioned that an elongated slender 
design for the reactor might permit modelling as a PFR even when the 
flow is laminar. We shall now discuss the validity of the approxima-
tion insofar as it applies to the d.c. discharge flow reactor of Fig. 
31 under the conditions used in the kinetic experiments (Tables 21-36). 
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The binary diffusion coefficient for 
was calculated by the method recommended by 
and at low pressures is given by 
2 164 cm I (sec x torr) 
. 0 
the CH4-Ar system at 300 K 
(103) Reid and Sherwood, 
(28) 
For p = p1 = 5 torr, D12 
2 . (104) is 32.8 cm /sec. Cleland and Wilhelm 
computed that for low conversion (< 20%) first order reactions in long 
reactors, the plug flow approximation is correct to within 0.01% if 
DTU1R2 > 1 • Table 37 shows that radial diffusion is certainly pre-
dominant in our system as DT/2R2 > 3 • Levenspiel< 97 ) gives the 
following limiting expression for the residence time distribution in a 
plug flow reactor with longitudinal dispersion for small DT/L 2. 
1 c = ----2j1T DT 
L2 
t2 J (1 - -) T2 (29) 
C is therefore the synnnetrical, bell-shaped Gaussian distribution and 
is accurate to within 0.5% for DT/L2 < 0.001 • From Fig. 30 it is 
clear that backmixing may be neglected under these conditions where 
the C curve is centered on 1.0 and is synnnetrical. The heavy line in 
Fig. 30 corresponds to the curve realized in our system for T = 75 msec. 
From the above discussion, the ideal plug flow model should be 
accurate in the present case to within 2%. It is believed that even a 
sophisticated analysis, accounting for radially varying reaction rates 
and diffusion of the products, should reveal ~arr error of no more than 
5% due to imperfections in reactor modelling. 
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Treatment of data proceeds with a plot of the product concen-
trations against discharge current to uncover possible dependencies 
on electron density n 
e 
Figure 53 shows typical log-log plots of 
the percent ethane in the product stream vs. I . The multiplying 
factors of 3.6 and 2 have been used only to accommodate the data in 
a 1 cycle x 1 cycle graph, and are arbitrary. [C2H6] is seen to be 
proportional to Im , with m , the slope of the straight lines of 
Fig. 53, in the range 0.8 -1.0. In view of the approximate I 0 · 8 
dependence of (n) on discharge current (Section 7.5) this indicates 
e o 
that [C2H6] is linearly proportional to n e in the range investigated. 
Since it was found earlier (Fig. 49) to be proportional to the mean 
residence time T , it was considered worth while to try and use 
or equivalently Tr0 · 8 as a single group to correlate all the data 
Tn 
e 
for a particular value of c 
0 
Figure 55 shows such a plot of [C2H6 ] 
against I 0.8 f T or C = 12.6% on a log-log graph with arbitrary mul-
o 
tiplying factors on the ordinate and abscissa. The results are 
strikingly successful as the points fall on a straight line of slope 
45° within the bounds of experimental error. We therefore require 
that the chemical mechanism should be one that explains the propor-
Tn 
e 
The concentrations of ethylene by itself did not show any 
simple dependence on T and I . However, when the data were plotted 
as the ratio of acetylene to ethylene in the product stream, some 
interesting relationships became evident. Figure 54 shows that [C2H2]/ 
for C = 12.6% is also proportional to Im with m = 0.8 -1.0 • 
0 
Hence the ratio of these products varies as ne The parameter 
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( i 1 1°· 8) i i d 1 Tn equ va ent to T was aga n tr e to corre ate all the data. 
e 
Figure 56 for C = 12.6% illustrates the 45°slope straight lines oh-
o 
tained. We thus arrive at a second requirement for any proposed 
mechanism--that it should explain linear dependence of [C2H2]/[C2H4] 
on Tn 
e 
In view of the promising success of the Tr0 •8 parameter, it 
was decided to test the total CH4 disappearance for first order depend-
ence. As seen in Fig. 57, a standard plot of log(! - x) . vs. Tr0 · 8 
(where x is the fraction methane converted to gaseous products, 
colmnn j, Tables 21-36)yields a straight line within the bounds of 
experimental error. The chemical mechanism should therefore explain 
the approximate first order decay of CH4 with respect to 
addition to the behavior of [C2H6] and [C2H2]/[C2H4] already men-
tioned. 
Chapter 9 offers a possible explanation of the d.c. discharge 
kinetic results in terms of a free radical mechanism. Some kinetic 
data have also been obtained in the flow reactor with the pulsed high-
voltage source described in Section 6.4. The following Chapter 8 
discusses the results of a pulsed d.c. discharge in CH4-Ar and CH4-He 
mixtures. 
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8. MEASUREMENTS IN CH4-Ar AND CH4-He WITH A 
PULSED D.C. DISCHARGE FLOW SYSTEM 
8.1 Aim of Experiments 
The aim of the experiments reported in Chapter 8 was 
1) to examine the detailed structure of the i-t curve in pulsed dis-
charges in pure He, Ar, CH4 and CH4-Ar and CH4-He mixtures; 
2) to obtain electron density as a function of time within the pulse; 
3) to simultaneously measure the concentration of stable discharge 
products on the chromatograph, with residence time T , initial con-
I 
centration of methane C
0 
, total pressure p1 , pulse width 
pulse interval TI as independent variables; 
T and 
w 
4) to investigate the effect of the two carrier gases Ar and He on 
the plasma chemical reaction of CH4 ; 
5) to reduce the data to a form that would permit comparison with the 
d.c . discharge data of Chapter 7, and hopefully lead to a consistent 
kinetic mechanism. 
8.2 Description of Procedure Used 
The system was evacuated and the flow of gases adjusted as des-
cribed in Section 7.2 to give the desired values of T , p1 and c 0 
Pulse width Tw and interval TI as seen on the oscilloscope traces 
of v3 (Fig. 40) were set at the appropriate values. The d.c. power 
supply in the pulse generator circuit was now operated with its cathode 
side grounded. D.C. voltage was increased until breakdown occurred. 
After breakdown, the height of the current pulse would increase with 
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voltage and finally saturate at a peak value of 3-6 mA, depending on 
the gas. Stable pulse shapes were obtained under these saturation con-
ditions. In the pre-saturation period, the current pulse was unstable 
to small changes in V • The pulsed discharge was invisible except for 
a violet glow which could be seen when all the laboratory lights were 
switched off. Orifice plugging and the necessity to control were 
not at all critical in the pulsed discharge experiments, making them 
more convenient to work with as compared to d.c. discharges in hydro-
carbon mixtures. 
The oscilloscope was triggered by voltage v3 (Fig. 42) and the 
current pulses displayed on Channel Y-2 with vertical sensitivity 
50 mV/cm. Photographs of the current pulses (i-t curves) were taken 
with sweep rates of 100 µsec/cm to 10 msec/cm. The v 3 pulse also trig-
gered the sawtooth voltage that externally swept the microwave sweeper 
at either 100 µsec/cm or 200 µsec/cm in the "recurrent" mode. Reson-
ance curve of the cavity (Fig. 44) was seen on Channel 1 with a 
vertical sensitivity of 1-5 mV/cm. The vernier setting required to 
center the resonance curve on a particular position in the sweep was 
measured before and after the discharge was on. Difference between 
the vernier readings at a given position in the pulse was the shift in 
resonant frequency of 
0 
Width (~f) 112 was simultaneously measured in 
cm and converted to MHz knowing the total width of the sweep in fre-
quency units. (n ) (and v ) were calculated as in Sections 2.3a and 
e o en 
7.2. 
Steady state composition measurements of the product stream were 
made by the procedure followed for the d.c. discharge measurements, 
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(see Section 7.2). 
8.3 Fine Structure of the Pulsed D.C. Discharge and Its Variation 
with Gas Composition 
Figures 58-64 show the i -t 
m 
charges of various compositions. 
traces obtained in pulsed dis-
In general, the measured current i 
m 
builds up to a maximum within the first 100 µsec of the initiation of 
the pulse voltage, and then decays to its zero value between pulses. 
There is a transient at the tail end of the i pulse that takes it 
m 
about 0.5 mA in the negative direction before it decays to zero. In 
pure Ar, and to some extent in CH4-Ar mixtures, secondary maxima are 
seen in the i -t curve. The secondary maxima are attenuated out 
m 
within 600 µsec, so that no more than 3-4 peaks are observed. As % 
CH4 increases, the curves become somewhat unreproducible from pulse to 
pulse (Figs. 60, 63 and 64). In addition, higher frequency oscilla-
tions (~ 20 KHz) were seen within the pulses. These were especially 
noticeable in pure He (Fig. 61) but were suppressed in CH4-He mixtures 
(Figs. 62, 63). Another feature in He is that peak current never 
exceeded 3 mA for V < 5000V because of the broad maximum. 
A qualitative explanation of the gross features of the i -t 
m 
curves is illustrated in Fig. 65. The independent variable in the 
sequence of events to be described is the grid voltage of tube T3 , 
which essentially controls the conduction current i 
s 
through T3 • 
As T3 starts conducting at (a), v falls to a near ground value, c 
so that the gas in the discharge tube breaks down and begins to conduct. 
i is the discharge current that adds negligibly to the current i 
s 
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Fig. 65. Qualitative explanation of the measured current im in 
pulsed discharge circuit 
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As i falls, (V -v ) falls with it and at a certain point (b) is 
s c 
too small to sustain the ionization in the discharge tube. (b) is 
therefore the point where the discharge is "off". The afterglow 
plasma decays by recombination and diffusion to the walls (see Appen-
dix A-5) and sustains current id
1 
in the interval (b) - (c). 
a displacement current if the afterglow plasma is looked upon as a 
dielectric and a conduction current if it is considered to be a con-
ductor. Meanwhile, another displacement current idz is set off by 
the effect of distributed capacitances, and it tends to bring v back 
c 
to the high voltage V . id
2 
continues even after the tube r 3 has 
stopped conducting at point (c). The sum of i , id and (-id) is 
1 2 
the measured current 
neglected. 
i 
m 
Current does not affect i and is 
m 
8.4 Electron Density as a Function of Time within the Pulse 
(n ) as a function of time from the initiation of the pulse 
e o 
was obtained quite easily in pure Ar (Fig. 66). In pure He and CH4 
oscillations distorted the resonance curve enough to make microwave 
measurements practically impossible. However, one set of readings was 
possible in CH4 at p1 = 1.5 torr. This set is shown in Fig. 66 for 
comparison. (n ) is seen to fall with time, rapidly in the initial 
e o 
stages, and later more slowly. Since electron attachment is unlikely 
in both Ar and CH4 , (l0
5) the results have to be interpreted in terms 
of electron-ion recombination and ambipolar diffusion to the tube 
walls (Appendix A-5). 
The (ne)o vs. t curves in CH4-Ar and CH4-He mixtures (Figs. 
67-70) showed less regular behavior. Often, sharp drops and kinks, 
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which cannot be explained away as experimental error, would appear in 
the curves. The irregularities could be a result of the complexity of 
the ionic mixture in these systems. In addition to the atomic and 
+ + + + molecular rare gas ions (Ar or He , Ar2 or He2), there can be present 
+ + + + ions like CH4 , CH5 , CH3 and CH2 , leading to a large number of possible 
charge transfer reactions. Different segments of the (n ) -t curve 
e o 
would then represent the recombination or diffusion of different posi-
tive ions. Electron attachment and negative ions would further com-
plicate the picture, but this is unlikely in CH4-Ar and CH4-He mixtures 
(by analogy with the corresponding pure components). 
The effect of increasing percent methane c 
0 
CH4-He mixtures is to lower (n) (Figs. 67,68). Pulse width reduction e o 
(Fig. 69) tends to increase peak (n ) to compensate for the lower base 
e o 
T The n -t curves in Figs. 67-70 were measured under saturation 
w e 
current conditions (see Section 8.3). Varying total pressure in the 
range 3.0 to 7.0 torr is seen to have little effect on (n ) vs. t in 
e o 
a 0.97% CH4 in Ar mixture (Fig. 70), thus making diffusion control 
unlikely. Variation of T and TI had no perceptible effect on 
(ne)o , as expected. In view of the complicated time variation of 
(n ) in reacting mixtures, only the value of (n ) at t = 300 µsec 
e o e o 
is reported with the composition measurements (Tables 38-42). 
8.5 Composition Measurements of the Effluent Stream 
Preliminary runs (Tables 19,20) with a low-frequency a.c. 
voltage source indicated that over 75% of the carbon in the converted 
methane may be accounted for in a pulsed discharge if total conversion 
is kept below about 3%. The disadvantage of an a.c. discharge is that 
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there is no independent control on the peak current i and the 
max 
pulse width L , as both increase with applied voltage. 
w 
Hence the 
main sequence of pulsed discharge experiments was conducted with the 
pulse generator described in Section 6.4, wherein L ' w and i max 
can be independently controlled. Tables 38-43 sunnnarize the results 
of composition measurements of the effluent stream from a pulsed d.c. 
discharge in CH4-Ar and CH4-He mixtures. Tables 38-42 contain, in 
addition, part of the microwave data, reported here as the value of 
(n ) 300 µsec after the initiation of the pulse. 300 µsec was, in 
e o 
general, the closest one could get to the start of the pulse without 
distorting the resonance curve (see Fig. 44). 
% CH4 in the feed stream varied between 0.8 and 17.7, with one 
run (#26) using pure methane feed. Total pressure was 3 .0 - 7. 0 
torr, pulse width L was in the range 0.2 - 1.6 msec, pulse interval 
w 
LI was 22-52 msec, and mean gas residence time L was 93.5 - 655 msec. 
Peak current i which was the stable saturation current (see Sec-
max' 
tion 8.3) in all runs except #16, was 2.5-6.0 mA. 
The most notable feature of the pulsed discharge experiments 
was the fact that there were, for all practical purposes, only two 
hydrocarbon products, i.e., ethane and ethylene. Some c2H2 and traces 
of c3H8 were observed at the highest conversions, e.g., run #4, but 
even there c2H6 and c2H4 accounted for over 85% of the gaseous hydro-
carbon products. The selectivity is best in runs like 1, 5, 11 and 15 
where the ratio of L to is the smallest. This trend suggests 
that for good selectivity the pulse interval LI must be of the same 
order as the residence time L (also tw <<LI). Due to the 
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extremely low total conversions (0.043% to 3.22%), no accurate carbon 
balance could be performed in the pulsed discharge experiments. How-
ever, from the trend visible in the d.c. discharge runs, it is very 
likely that the gaseous products accounted for over 90% of the converted 
methane in runs 1-30 (Tables 38-43), a fact supported by the total 
absence of any solid or liquid deposits even in the reactive orifice 
region. 
Both c2H6 and c2H4 are seen to increase with T and decrease 
with TI for constant values of the other parameters. The effect of 
increasing total pressure p1 (Table 40) is analogous to increasing 
at constant p1 ; percent conversion to the two products taken sepa-
rately is reduced, as is the total percent conversion. Reducing T 
w 
(Table 42) reduces the amounts of products, although the relationship 
c 
0 
may not be linear. As C
0 
increases, [C2H6J/[C2H4J increases in 
CH4-Ar as well as CH4-He mixtures (Fig. 78). In the concentration 
range 0.8-17.7%, the carrier gas does not affect the [C2H6J to [C 2H4J 
ratio appreciably. The value of the ratio plotted in Fig. 78 is the 
smallest that can be realized for any C , and corresponds to the d.c. 
0 
discharge runs with the lowest T and I , which are shown for com-
parison. The agreement is reasonable despite the fact that more 
ethylene could be degrading to side products in the d.c. discharge as 
compared to a pulsed d.c. discharge. 
Further treatment of the data of Tables 38-43 is discussed in 
Section 8.6. 
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8.6 Treatment of Data and Discussion of Results 
The first step in the treatment of pulsed discharge data is to 
find a single parameter to account for the chemical effect of T, TI , 
T and the time-varying (n ) • It has already been shown (Section 
w e o 
7.6) that Tn 
e 
is a useful group for correlating d.c. discharge 
kinetic data at a given value of c 
0 
and By analogy, the 
parameter for pulsed discharges under the plug flow approximation 
should involve Tn where n is a time averaged value of the elec-
e e 
tron density. T 
x 
f n dt 
0 e 
n = where T < T 
e T x- w 
(30) 
x 
We shall also have to incorporate a weighting factor Tx/TI to 
account for the fact that the discharge is chemically "active" only for 
a period 
pulses. 
T within the pulse and is completely inactive between 
x 
Hence we arrive at the parameter 
T 
x 
f dt T n x e T 
f s 0 x T dt = T n T TI TI e x 0 
(31) 
T/TI may be identified as the "pulse number" of Brown, Howarth, and 
Thornton.(lOO) When Tx = -r1 and ne is constant, ~reduces to 
its d.c. value of Tn 
e 
Two simplifications must be effected before s defined in 
equation (31) can be used in practice. First, since we are in a range 
where n is generally proportional to the instantaneous current i , 
e 
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T '!' 
x x 
we can use J idt instead of J n dt . This avoids the necessity e 0 0 
of considering irregularities in the behavior of (n ) (see Section 
e o 
8.4) and enables us to work with the convenient precisely measurable 
i • Second, some assumption has to be made about the electron tern-
perature within the pulse. If T relaxes in a few µsec or less 
e 
after the ionizing collisions have ceased (point (b) of Fig. 65), then 
T < T and we are left with the problem of determining T • However, 
x w x 
as may be surmised from the voltage pulses (Fig. 40), the applied 
electric field in our case does not cut off instantaneously. Conse-
quently, there is a possibility that the electrons remain hot during 
the afterglow period. In such an event, it would be more nearly cor-
rect to take T = T 
x w 
Both the hypotheses (T < T and T = T ) 
x w x w 
were tried on the pulsed discharge data. 
Figure 71 shows the percentage of reactant converted to ethane 
in the pulsed discharge runs in CH4-Ar mixtures with c = 4.2%. 0 An 
approximately linear relationship is obtained with respect to 
T 
x 
J idt , both with 
0 
T 
x 
both hypotheses regarding 
= 
the d.c. discharge data for 
T 
w 
and T 
x 
= 150 sec (arbitrary). Hence 
T might appear equally tenable. 
e 
However, 
C = 4.0% lie closer to the former line, 
0 
indicating the possibility of close correspondence between the pulsed 
data and the d.c. data if we take T = T 
x w 
lar curve for % CH4 converted to c2H4 with 
Figure 72 shows a simi-
c = 4.2%. 
0 
An approxi-
mately linear relationship prevails at lower values of conversion, 
with saturation setting in as c2H4 is converted to byproducts, pre-
sumably acetylene (see Chapter 9). The d.c. data for C = 4.0% fall 
0 
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within 10% of the linear section. Correspondence of the pulsed and 
d.c. data indicates that the pulse width here was not small enough to 
result in increased T within the pulse as suggested by Brown, 
e 
Howarth and Thornton. (lOO) 
Figures 73 and 74 illustrate further tests of the usefulness of 
the parameter 
points is for 
T 
/w idt 
0 
= 1.75% 
in correlating the data. The first set of 
and represents the effect of varying TI in 
the range 22-52 msec. The second group of points is for c 
0 
2.05% 
and shows the success of the parameter in handling situations where 
T varies in the range 0.2 -1.6 msec. In this group there are also 
w 
points from runs 19 and 20 where T, T1 and T were all varied. w As 
seen in Figs. 73 and 74, all these variations can be handled within the 
proposed framework. 
Figure 76 shows the slope of the lines such as those in Figs. 
71 and 73 plotted against c 
0 
The slope falls with c 
0 
in the range 
1.0-4.2% indicating that there is less conversion to c2H6 at higher 
values of C 
0 
The lower reactivity of mixtures with high percent CH4 
is also visible in Fig. 77, which is a plot of the total% CH4 con-
verted vs. C 
0 
Varying the carrier gas is seen to have a measurable 
effect. Over most of the range, the conversion is higher in CH4-He 
than in CH4-Ar mixtures, e.g., at C = 10% , the conversion is 67% 0 
higher with He than with Ar. For C > 15%, both curves seem to be 
0 
reaching a limiting value which ultimately has to be 0.075, the total 
percent conversion with pure CH4 feed. The effect of increasing pres-
sure (Fig. 75) is analogous to that of increasing c 
0 
Both total 
conversion and percent conversion to c2H6 fall as p1 increases. The 
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data for Figs. 75-77 have been made comparable by reduction to arbi-
trarily chosen values of T and J idt. 
Chapter 9, which follows, is devoted to a discussion of a pos-
sible chemical mechanism to explain the kinetic data presented in 
Chapters 7 and 8. 
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9. A PROPOSED CHEMICAL MECHANISM TO EXPLAIN 
THE KINETIC DATA 
9.1 The Mechanism 
The following free radical mechanism is proposed to explain 
qualitatively and quantitatively the reactions of methane in a low 
pressure non-equilibrium plasma: 
1) 101 kcal CH4 + e > CH3 + H + e a 
0 kcal 
2) CH3 + CH3 kl > C2H6 (sat (gas 
wall) phase) 
110 kcal 
3) CH4 + e > CH2 + H2 + e f3 
0 kcal 
CH2 + CH2 > C2H4 k2 (sat (gas 
4) 
wall) phase) 
0 kcal 
5) H + H > H2 
heterogeneous k3 
- - - - ------
( tlill) = 41. 7 kcal 
6) 
y 
side 
97 kcal reactions 
7) ~~~-.,.0~~~---,> 
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0 kcal (8) C2H5 + CH3 > C3H8 k4 
heterogeneous side 
reactions 
(9) 0 kcal CH3 + H > CH4 ks 
heterogeneous 
The figures in kcal/mole are the activation energies of the res-
pective reactions. For reactions (1) and (7), the source of information 
is electron-impact data. (l06) In reaction (3), Chupka and Lifshitz's 
recent value of 91.9 ± 1.0 kcal/mole(l07) has been used for the heat of 
formation of CH2 • Heats of formation of CH4 , c 2H4 and c2H2 have been 
obtained from standard thermochemical sources. C4S) The activation 
energy of free radical recombination reactions is known to be close to 
zero. 
Under conditions where the side reactions (7), (8) and (9) may 
be neglected, the overall kinetics takes the following form: 
d[CH3] 
= ane(CH4] - k1 [cH3] dt (32) 
d[CH2] !3ne[CH4 ] -k2[CH2] = dt (33) 
d [ c 2H6] k1 [cH3] = dt (34) 
d [C2H4] k2 [cH2] - yne[C 2H4] = dt (35) 
d[C2H2] yne[C2H4] = dt (36) 
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= (37) 
Under the pseudo-steady state hypothesis, the net rate of formation 
of free radicals in the gas phase may be equated to zero. 
Therefore 
dt dt = 0 
= [H ] = 0 , the integrated forms of the kinetic equations are: 2 
[CH4] = [CH4J0 exp{ -(a.+ 8)neT} 
[GZH6] = a.n T [CH4J0 e 
[C2H4] 8 y [CH4J0 {l -
-yn T 
e e } 
-yn T 
[C2H2] $n T [CH4]0 {l - e e } e 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
Equations (39), (40) and (41) are for low total conversions, i.e., 
approximately constant [CH4J. For small values of yn T , i.e., neg-e 
ligible acetylene formation, the concentration of ethylene in the 
effluent is 
(42) 
The expressions (38) - (42) will be tested on the kinetic data of 
Chapters 7 and 8. 
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9.2 Agreement with Fundamental Work in Free Radical Chemistry 
The presence of atoms and free radicals in non-equilibrium 
electrical discharges is well known. <53) In fact, Wood's tube( 48) is 
often used as a source of atomic species such as H, 0, N, and Cl. For 
free radicals, it is more usual to employ specific sources, e.g., 
photolysis and thermal decomposition. Free radical mechanisms have 
been invoked, for example, to explain the results of vacuum ultra-
violet photolysis of methane. <99 ,l08) Jen et al(l09) have, however, 
condensed out the CH3 radical from a 8 MHz electrodeless discharge in 
CH4 , and used esr spectroscopy to study the trapped radical. Borisova 
and Eremin( 6l) postulated a free radical mechanism to explain methane 
conversion in a d.c. glow discharge; but their mechanism could not be 
quantitatively tested because the reaction had not been made selective 
as in the present work. 
In view of the fact that electrons in a non-equilibrium plasma 
have mean energies of the order of 1 eV (Section 5.2), the most likely 
mechanism for forming free radicals is by electron-impact dissociation 
of the parent molecule. CH3 and CH2 are easily produced from CH4 by 
the elementary reactions (1) and (3) for electron energies exceeding 
101 kcal (4.40 eV/molecule) and 110 kcal (4.76 eV/molecule), respec-
mole mole 
tively. The formation of CH by the elementary reaction 
cH4 + e ~2-1-0~k_c_a_l_~CH + H2 + H + e appears unlikely because there are 
comparatively very few electrons in the system possessing the energies 
of more than 9 eV that would be required. On the other hand, the 
secondary reactions (6) and (7) appear quite probable, considering the 
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low energies involved. CH2 may be formed from CH3 by electron impact, 
and CH from either CH3 or CH2 , but this is not supported by the present 
kinetic evidence (Section 9.3). 
Given the fact that CH3 , CH2 and H are present in the system, 
one can examine different ways in which the stable products can be 
formed. At p1 = 1-10 torr, homogeneous recombination of radicals 
seems less likely compared to that at the walls. 
recombination of CH3 has been extensively studied. 
a bimolecular rate constant of 2.2 x lo13cm3/(mole 
Only homogeneous 
(llO) Shepp measured 
sec) in the range 
125°c to 175°c. Dodd and Steacie(lll) suggest that this constant may 
be a decreasing function of pressure. Norrish and Porter(llZ) have 
compared the homogeneous recombination of CH2 with that of CH3 . The 
reaction (8) has not been extensively studied but Steacie believes 
that it "probably has a collision efficiency not far from unity." 
According to Porter, (ll3) reaction (2) can be pseudo-first order 
with respect to gas phase concentration of CH3 if this is high enough. 
By analogy, we suggest the heterogeneous recombination reaction (4) 
which is also postulated to be first order with respect to [CH2] . 
48 kcal Reactions such as CH3 + CH4 > c2H6 + H and 
CH
2 
+ CH
4 
(-fill) = 61. 5 kcal :> c 2H4 + H2 appear unlikely because the 
neutral species at room temperature are not energetic enough to supply 
the required activation energy. They would also lead to an increase of 
rate of reaction with increasing [CH4J to a greater extent than is 
supported by our kinetic data. The data can also be explained satis-
factorily without considering reaction (9) which would tend to re-form 
CH4• Hence (9) was neglected, although it is theoretically as likely 
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as (2), (4) and (5). 
9.3 Tests of the Proposed Mechanism Using the D.C. Discharge Data 
The concentration of ethane in the effluent stream [c2u6J was 
found in Section 7.6 (Fig. 55) to be linearly proportional to 
Tr0 •8 (or Tn ) for a given value of C 
e o 
that the slope 
d 
d(Tn ) 
e 
From equation (39) we find 
is nothing but a , under conditions where [CH4J is approximately 
constant. a differs from the usual chemical rate constants in that 
it is a function of the electron energy distribution function f (€), 
e 
which can vary with c 
0 
and Section 9.5 gives an interpreta-
tion of a as the integrated cross-section for the electron impact 
dissociation step CH4 + e ~> CH3 + H + e . Although a is a 
decreasing function of C (Fig. 79), it appears unlikely that it can 
0 
decrease even more rapidly to acconunodate recombination steps involv-
ing the CH4 molecule such as CH3 + CH4 ~->C2H6 + H . In other words, 
the order of dependence of [C2H6J on [CH4J is not likely to be 
greater than the postulated unity. 
The d.c. discharge results can be explained only by considering 
acetylene formation in addition to ethylene. Hence equations (40) and 
(41) must be used rather than the simpler equation (42). This leads 
to an exponential dependence of [C 2H4J on Tn e Since equation (40) I 
involves the two unknown parameters B and y , a direct plot of 
[C2H4J data is inconvenient for testing the model. However, when 
equation (41) is divided by (40), we get 
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= yn T 
e 
(43) 
which is a very convenient form for evaluating y • As seen in 
Fig. 56, this particular prediction of the model is borne out to a 
remarkable degree. Formation of c2H2 in any other manner than 
through c2H4 is thus precluded. In particular, the sequence 
CH3 ~>CH + H2 ---;. c2H2 appears ruled out. The slope 
d [C2H2] ~~~{[CH 1} is the constant y , which varies only with d(Tn ) 2 4 
e 
c 
0 
and p1 . Knowing y for any C0 , the [C 2H4J data may be used to 
evaluate S . The results are shown in Table 44 and Fig. 79. The 
data strongly suggest that only one electron-impact step is involved 
in c2n4 molecule formation, ruling out the sequence 
CH3 ~> CH2 + H -;:.· c2H4 
Although the value of yn T 
e 
in the d.c. discharge experiments 
was not low enough to permit use of equation (42), it appears that it 
was sufficiently small to lead to an approximate (Tn ) 2 dependence of 
e 
For small yn T , equation (41) is approximated as 
e 
= 
(44) 
which fits the [C 2H2J data (Tables 21-36) within the bounds of exper-
imental error. 
As [C2H2J is small and has a broader peak, any deviation from 
equation (44) could have been masked by the error. The same % 
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deviation from [C 2H4J predicted by equation (42) is more easily 
detectable as [C2H4J is measured more precisely than [C2H2J. 
As a final test of the d.c. data, the total conversion of CH4 
was tested for the first order dependence on Tn predicted by equa-
e 
tion (38). As seen for example in Fig. 57, the fit is reasonable with 
the slope interpretable as (a+ S). 
9.4 Tests of the Proposed Mechanism on the Pulsed Discharge Data 
The pulsed discharge data of Chapter 8 may be explained within 
the framework of equations (38), (39) and (42) with 
T 
x 
T J-= - n TI e 
0 
dt 
being substituted for Tn 
e 
As seen in Section 8.6, successful cor-
relations are possible with the equivalent parameter 
T 
w 
r,,* = .!___ J idt 
TI 
0 
where i ~ n and T = T 
e x w 
The predictions of the model are that 
for a given 
portional to 
C
0 
, [C 2H6 J I [CH4 J0 and [C2H4 J I [cH4 ] 0 
* f,, , with silopes equal to qa and qS 
should be pro-
respectively, 
q being the value of i/n 
e 
The [C2H6J data (e.g., Fig. 71) do, in 
fact, show linear behavior throughout the range investigated 
(t,,* 0- 23.5 mA msec), whereas the [C2H4J data (e.g., Fig. 72) are 
linear only for r,,* < 8 . The saturation of [C2H4J for higher values 
* of f,, is explained by the model as due to the conversion to c 2H2 • 
Figure 76 illustraues the behavior of the slopes of the two straight 
lines with respect to c 
0 
for p1 = 5.0 torr. The agreement of the 
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a and S values in a pulsed discharge with those in a d.c. discharge 
at C == 4. 0 - 4. 2% suggests that there is no additional effect on 
0 
these parameters attributable to pulsing the voltage. This conclusion 
may only be true for high T (~ 1 msec) as T may be significantly 
w e 
higher when T is in the range of 10 µsec. (lOO) 
.w 
The model also permits a qualitative explanation of the beha-
vior of {[C2H6] I [C2H4 J}min shown in Fig. 78. To explain lower total 
conversions of CH4 as c 0 increases (Fig. 77), it is necessary to 
postulate that the mean electron energy E falls with C both in 
0 
Assuming Maxwellian f (E), this means 
e 
that T is a decreasing function of C 
e o 
verify that as T 
e 
It is now necessary to 
should increase. 
Although the precise form of the cross-sections for the processes 1 and 
3 is not known, we can calculate the ratio of particles with energy 
above 101 kcal 
mole to those with energy above 110 kcal and check if the mole ' 
ratio increases as T 
e 
decreases. 101 kcal (4.40 eV ) and 
mole molecule 
kcal eV 110 ~1~ (4.76 1 1 ) are, of mo e mo ecu e course, the threshold energies for 
reactions 1 and 3 respectively. 
The Maxwellian distribution of particle energies is given by( 2) 
E 
3 
= - k T 2 B e 
(45) 
(46) 
The fraction of particles (1 - 9) possessing energies above Ee is 
the ref ore 
(1 - 9) = (4 7) 
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where 
x 
( ) 1 f e-t ta-1 dt p a,x = f (a) (48) 
0 
P(a,x) has been tabulated in Ref. (114). The calculations are shown 
in Table 45 below for £ = 1 eV and £ = 0.75 eV which are typical 
values to be expected in d.c. glow discharges at p1 = 1-10 torr. The 
ratio 
(l - 9 )£
9
= 4.40 eV 
(l- 9)£
9
= 4.76 eV 
increases from 1.66 to 2.01 as £ falls from 1.0 eV to 0.75 eV, which 
is in qualitative accord with the observed increase of 
[C2H6] 
{[CH]} 
2 4 min 
with C 
0 
With Langer et al's older value(ll5) of 66.4 
kcal ~-1- for heat of formation of CH2 (activation energy for reaction 3 mo e 
84.3 kcal instead of the correct 110 kca
1
1), this would no longer be 
mole mo e 
true. The pulsed data therefore provide circumstantial evidence in 
favor of the new value of 91.9 kcal 
mole 
Chupka and Lifshitz. (l07) 
for (~Hf)CH as measured by 
2 
(l - 9 ) <:- = 4 40 c..9 • 
(l-e)€ = 4.76 
9 
Ratio (b)/(a) 
Ratio (d) I (e) 
£ = 1.0 eV 
(a) 0.00428 
(b) 0.00258 
(c) 1.66 
£ = 0.75 eV 
(d) 0.000544 
(e) 0.00027 
(f) 2.01 
Table 45: Values of (1 - 9) in the Maxwellian Energy Distribution 
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9.5 Integrated Cross-Sections for Electron-Impact Reactions (1), (3) 
and (6) 
Sample calculations are now presented to evaluate a , B and Y 
c 
0 
12.6% at from the d.c. discharge data in CH4-Ar mixtures with 
pl = 5.0 torr. 8.68 X 10-4 TI0' 8 % and from 
Fig. 52, 3 cm . The radially averaged 
electron density ~ = 0.433 (n ) 
e e o 
if a Bessel function profile 
(equation 16) is assumed. Therefore 
8.68 x 10-1 x 0.750.8 
3.5 x109 
n 
x-e __ 
0.433 
= 12.6 n a 
e 
(from eqn. (39)) 
which leads to 
a = 
-11 -1 3 3.55 x 10 sec cm 
The slope of the straight line in Fig. 57 is evaluated as 
0 18 -l(mA)-0.8 . sec , 
(a + B) 
= 
from which is obtained 
(0.75) 0 •8 
0 .18 x ---------
0. 433 x 3.5 x 109 
(49) 
(50) 
Subtracting (49) from (50) gives a B value of 5.77 x lo-11sec-1cm3. 
y is evaluated from the slope of the straight line of Fig. 56 
and equation 43. From Fig. 56 
Therefore 
y 
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3.75 x 10-6 x 0 · 750 '
8 
0.433 x 3.5 x 109 
-10 -1 3 9.65 x 10 sec cm (51) 
This value of y was used with equation (40) and the [C2H4] data of 
Tables 21-36 to calculate S as -11 -1 3 4.5 x 10 sec cm , which checks 
reasonably with the independently calculated value of 
3 
-11 -1 5. 8 x 10 sec 
cm • 
Similar calculations were performed for other values of c 
0 
The results are shown in Table 44 and Fig. 79. a and B are seen 
to decrease with C , which is consistent with the hypothesis that the 
0 
mean electron energy is also falling with c 
0 
y values are an order 
of magnitude larger than the a and S values, which explains why the 
side reaction (6) leading to acetylene formation is so noticeable. In 
terms of a radially averaged version of equation (19), a , S and y 
represent the quantity 
00 
J~ e 
e:=O 
<j> ( E) f ( E: ) 1 ' de; 
e 
If reliable measurement or calculation of f (e:) is possible in such 
e 
systems (see Chapter 10), it may be possible to back out the cross-
sections ¢(e:) for electron-impact dissociation steps of reactions 
(1), (3) and (6). This is not being proposed as a method of measuring 
cross-sections, which will have to come ultimately from low energy 
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beam or from electron swarm experiments. No cross-sections for elec-
tron impact dissociation of hydrocarbons were available at the time of 
writing, although dissociative ionization C9l,ll6 ,ll7) and "total" 
(ll8) 
scattering cross-sections have been investigated for CH4 . How-
ever, when the fundamental data do become available, experiments such 
as the present one could act as a valuable check. In addition, reduc-
tion of the data to the form of energy dependent cross-sections will 
enable extrapolation of the results, with the aid of equation (19), to 
systems where 
experiments. 
n 
e 
and f (e:) 
e 
are very different from the present 
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9.6 Order of Magnitude Calculations to Rule Out Ionic and Photo-
chemical Mechanisms 
It is possible to conceive of an ionic mechanism of the follow-
ing type in order to account for the observed formation of c2H6 and 
c2H4 from CH4 in the discharge . 
electrons 
(e) 
Impact 
Ionization (2)B 
Charge 
transfer (3) 
Impact CH/ 
~ ~ Recombination (5) 
Ionization--- + + 
.____cH_4 _ _.r (1) .. CH3, GHz + Charge trans- C2H5 
fer with & other 
chemical Cz ions 
change (4) 
One may give as examples of the reactions that may be involved: 
(1) CH4 + e > 
CH+ + 
4 2e 
(2) Ar + e > Ar+ + 2e 
(3) Ar+ + CH4 > 
+ Ar + CH4 
(4) CH+ + + e.g. Ref. (119) CH4 > C2H5 + H2 3 
(5) + c2H5 + e > C2H4 + H 
e 
A wide variety of reactions is possible under each of the five cate-
gories (lZO) which would make an ivnic scheme possible in principle. 
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Only endothermic ion-molecule reactions are excluded from consideration 
because the ions, which have temperatures ~ 4 x 102 °K , do not have 
sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the activation energy barrier 
that would be involved. 
The rates of ion-molecule reactions have bimolecular constants 
~lo-9cc/(moleculex sec)(llO) and are therefore comparatively high. The 
rate limiting step in an ionic mechanism is therefore likely to be the 
rate at which ions are being created. + Ionization potentials for Ar 
and CH: are 15.77 eV and 13.12 eV respectively(121) and are generally 
> 10 eV for c2 hydrocarbons. On the other hand, dissociation 
threshold energies for CH3 and CH2 formation from CH4 (Section 9.1) are 
4.40 and 4.76 eV respectively. A simple calculation with the 
Maxwellian distribution (equations 45-48) reveals 
(l - S) e: = 10 eV 
e 
= 
10
-
6 
= 2.3 x 10-4 
4.28 x 10-3 
for e: = 1.0 eV . Thus the rate at which free radicals are being 
formed in the discharge exceeds the rate of ion formation by a factor 
of~ 104 • A free radical mechanism is therefore far more plausible 
than an ionic one in a CH4-Ar system. Spectroscopic evidence could 
provide confirmation that the mechanism does indeed proceed through 
radicals. 
Another possibility that may be suggested is that the CH3 and 
CH2 radicals are formed by a photochemical mechanism<
99
,lOB). The 
existence of argon resonance lines in the vacuum ultraviolet (1048R 
and 1067~) would make such a scheme theoretically possible. Apart from 
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the improbability of being able to explain the observed dependencies 
on T n (Sections 9. 3 - 9. 5) with such a mechanism, the following upper 
e 
bound calculation would appear to rule it out in our system. 
Lane and Kupperrnan(122) constructed an Ar resonance lamp which 
took 85 W of microwave power to produce a vacuum uv. photon flux of 
1014 per sec through a 4.9 cm2 window. Assuming the same flux per unit 
area for the whole lamp, this corresponds to a rate of production of 
13 3.4 x 10 photons/sec in each cm3 of the 147 cm3 tube. If the dis-
charge tube in our experiments had the same rate for a corresponding 
power density, it would be producing 1.2 x 1014 photons/sec in the 
vacuum uv. for a typical input of 2W. Since 1 quantum at 1048R has 
-18 1.9 x 10 joules, the power going into vacuum uv. in our discharge 
is 1.9 x lo-18 x 1.2 x 1014 = 2.2 x 10-4 watts. For a typical resi-
dence time of 60 msec, the maximum available photon energy is there-
fore 0.06 x 2.2 x 10-4 = 1.3 x 10-5 joule. Since 1048R photons have 
kcal 
an energy corresponding to 270 ~-1- , the maximum utilizable energy mo e 
for CH3 production is approximately ~~~ x 1.3 x 10-5 = 4.9 x l0-6joule. 
Since photochemical free radical production in such systems has a 
-5 quantum yield near unity, this corresponds to 1.2 x 10 µmoles. The 
observed rate of CH4 decomposition in our discharge is ~ 3% for 
T = 60 msec, p1 = 5 torr, C0 = 10%, for a power input of ~ 2W into the 
positive column, which is equivalent to 2.4 x 10-2 µmoles. Hence the 
observed rate exceeds the maximum allowed photochemical rate of reac-
tion by a factor of 2. 4 x 10-
2 
1.2 x 10-5 
= 2000. 
The above calculation assumes that all the Ar resonance radia-
tion is utilized for the chemical reaction. Since CH4 has a decadic 
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-1 -1 
absorption coefficient of 20.4 cm atm in the range being considered, 
(lOB) it can be shown that for a path length of 0.5 cm and a CH4 
partial pressure of 0.5 torr, less than 3% of the radiation is ab-
sorbed, with the remainder getting through to the walls of the dis-
charge tube. This would make the available photon energy too low by 
an extra factor of 33 over the 2 x 103 factor calculated before. 
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10. THE ROLE OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION fe(e:) 
10.1 Calculations on H? Dissociation with Maxwellian and Druyvesteyn 
Distributions 
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the expression of equa-
tion (19) to the exact fonn of the electron energy distribution 
function f (e:), calculations have been made for the reaction 
e 
H2+ e + H + H + e • This is a chemical reaction for which cross-
section data are available. The data of Engelhardt and Phelps( 90) 
show that ¢(e:) rises steeply from a threshold value of about 9 eV 
and then falls in an approximately exponential manner from a peak of 
4 x lo-17cm2 . The two distribution functions evaluated are the 
Maxwellian and the Druyvesteyn, the latter corresponding to a case in 
which E is high and elastic collisions predominate. Equations (52) 
and (53) are the expressions for the two functions~ 2 ) 
Maxwellian: 
f (c) de = ~2~ ( 1 )3/2 1/2 [ £ de e c.. c.. /TI ~ Te e: exp - kB Te c.. 
with "E = l kT (52) 2 e 
Druyvesteyn: 
fe(e:) de: = 1.04( .:_ ) 112 exp(-0.55 .:_~) ~£ (53) 
e: e: 
10.la) Frequency of inelastic collision processes involving 
electrons with a Maxwellian distribution of energy. As a first 
approximation, let us consider the inelastic collision cross-section 
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to be given by 
<f>(E) = 0 
<f>(E) =C'exp[-B(E-Ee)], E > E 
- e 
(54) 
Considering electron impact dissociation as an inelastic collision 
process, the rate per electron is 
00 
\) f g<f>(E) Nfe(E) dE: (55) 
E=O 
where g is the relative velocity of the electrons with respect to the 
other body taking part in the collision. If the other body is consi-
dered to be at rest, g is the electron velocity ./zs/m 
e 
Hence, 
\) 
where 
or 
Let 
00 
1/2 3 E C' exp[-B(E-Ee)] NAE exp[--z-=-1 dE 
A = ~2~ (~1~)3/2 
/7T kTe 
00 
E 
3 E exp[-(B + -=)E ] dE 
2£ 
(56) 
(5 7) 
(B + 3_) = D' (Units of reciprocal energy) (58) 
2£ 
Then, integrating by parts, 
(59) 
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Substituting for A and simplifying, 
\) Cl 
= 
NC' 
rm 
e 
- -3/2 ( e:) 
D' 
NC' (e:)-1. 5 1 £e 
2. 94 - D' (t:9 + D') exp(-1.5 =-) rm £ 
e 
10.lb) Frequency of inelastic collision processes involving 
(60) 
electrons with a Druyvesteyn distribution of electron energy. With the 
Druyvesteyn distribution of equation (53), the rate of dissociation per 
electron (equation (55))is given by 
or 
00 
v = J ~ C' 2 exp[-B(e: -e:9)] l.04N( e: ) 1 / 2 exp(-0.55 ~) d-=-
e £. 
l. 
v = 1. 04 ./2 C' N 
r- -3/2 
vm e: 
e 
00 
£. 
l. 
£ e: £ 
2 
[B - Be: - 0.55e: ] dt: exp e:e -2 , 
e: 
Putting Be:9 - Be: -
0.55£ 2 
-2 
e: 
= -t , 
00 
v = ~m2 1.04 C'N J ;--- -3/2 
e £ I - e: exp(-t) e: dt -2 2 1/2 0. 558~ ±(£ B + 2.2Be:9 +2.2t) 
£2 
which on simplification yields 
2 
1.04/2 C'N£112 e:6 
V = l.lO exp(~0.55 _ 2) rm e: 
e 
+fr. - m 
e 
00 
1.04C'BN£312 
1.10 /2:2. 
x 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
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where 
-2 2 1',;=~+B + 2.2 €9 t 
Taking only the + sign as physically meaningful, 
\) = NC' [1. 34€1/2 
rm 
e 
2 0.55€9 
exp(- _ 2 ) 
E: 
+ 0.905 Bi312 
2 0.55€9 
-2 
E: 
The evaluation of the integral I is discussed in Appendix A-6. 
I 
00 I e -1'; 1',;-1/2 di'; 
x 
(64) 
(66) 
10.lc) A comparison of the rate of dissociation of H2 using 
i) Maxwellian and ii) Druyvesteyn Distributions. Consider a typical 
inelastic collision cross-section, i.e., the dissociation of hydrogen 
as reported by Engelhardt and Phelps.< 90) 
-1 
choice of the constants B = 0.23(eV) , 
As shown in Fig. 80, the 
E:9 = 10 eV and C' =4X l0-
17 
cm
2
, gives an approximate fit to the data. The rates of dissociation 
of H2 can now be calculated for various values of the mean electron 
energy, assuming in turn the two types of distributions for the elec-
tron energy. 
For example, when E: = 1 eV , with the Maxwellian distribution 
we have from equation (60) 
D' = B + 1.5 = 1. 73 
E: 
1 10.6 
€9 + D' 
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5.7 x 10-7 Dimensionless 
For the Druyvesteyn distribution equation (65) yields 
Hence, 
I 
- x 
e 
= 
-57.3 
e 
7.57 
vim NC~ = 1.37 x l0-24 
Therefore, from (67) and (68), 
as x 57.3 
Dimensionless 
\)M I \)D ax ru 4 x 10
17 
Table 46 presents the results of these calculations. 
(67) 
(68) 
It is seen that for low values of E e.g., 1 eV, there is a 
large difference in the rates (a ratio of 1017 1). As E rises to 
about 5 eV, the rates become nearly equal for the two distributions. 
From Figs. 81 and 82, it is difficult to see why there should be such 
a great difference. However, Fig. 83 shows the behavior of these 
distributions for high values of energy (the "tails"). It is seen 
that in the high energy range, the behavior of the Maxwellian and the 
Druyvesteyn distributions is completely different. This explains the 
widely different reaction rates that were obtained. 
In contrast to chemical reaction rates, transport properties 
such as conductivity are less dependent on the precise form of f (E). 
e 
Cross-sections for elastic scattering(3) generally peak at low E's 
e.g . , 2-3 eV, so that elastic collision frequency is negligibly 
affected by the behavior of the tail end of the energy distribution. 
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Taking the particular case of H2 , where the scattering occurs as a 
result of -4 p polarization forces, the electron-neutral collision 
frequency is given by v (E) 
en 
9 5.93 x 10 p
0
, where p
0 
is the pres-
sure in torr reduced to 273°K. Since the collision frequency is 
independent of E , its average value is easily found to be 
v 
en 
= 5.93 X 109p f f (E)dE = 5.93 X 109p 
o 0 e o 
independent of the form 
of f (E), and certainly independent of the tail end of f (E) This 
e e 
particularly simple result is also valid for He, where V (E) = 
en 
2.37 x l09p , which agrees with the measured values of Fig. 16 to 
0 
within 50%. Ar and CH4 elastic scattering cross-sections are not 
amenable to the simple -4 p modeling approach. However, numerical 
integration of these cross-sections with respect to f (E) 
e 
is 
expected to reveal only a weak dependence on the tail end of f (t.). 
e 
10.2) Difficulties in experimentally measuring f (E). A 
well-explored experimental technique for obtaining information on 
f (E) 
e 
is the use of conducting probes in contact with the plasma. 
L · <123> first d h b t angmuir use sue pro es o measure T 
e 
in mercury dis-
charges, assuming a Maxwellian energy distribution. (124) Druyvesteyn 
pointed out that double differentiation of accurate probe data can be 
used, in principle, to calculate f (E) from the expression 
e 
2e v 4m v a2r 
f( p)l/2 e p (69) = 
m 
e
2A av2 e 
Electronic circuits to perform the differentiation have been used, 
(125) for example, by Garscadden. A literature review of probe tech-
niques may be found in Bond. (l26) 
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Double (floating) probes were first employed in outer space 
applications to get around the necessity of having a grounded elec-
trode. They are also useful in reducing the bias voltage required 
when the space potential is too high above ground. Boyd and Twiddy( 127) 
used the technique in H2 and Ar plasmas at p = 0.04 torr to obtain 
decidedly non-Maxwellian energy distributions. Analysis of double 
probe data has been discussed at length by Chen in Ref. (17). 
The simple circuit of Fig. 84 was used along with the tungsten 
probes previously used to measure E (Sec. 2.2), to explore the feasi-
bility of the double probe method in the present d.c. discharges. 
Figure 85 shows a typical characteristic in Ar at 1.5 torr. 
i 2+ were calculated graphically by extrapolation of the tangents to 
h . (17) t e saturation currents. As shown in Fig. 85, a linear plot of 
I+ il+ 
log(. 1 ) vs. bias voltage i2+ - V was obtained, indicating a Maxwel-p 
lian distribution. However, T calculated from equation (70) below 
e 
had the unreasonably high value of 5 0 1. 4 x 10 K. 
T 
e 
e 
dV 
I + il+ 
d[log i _ 1 J 2+ 
It is believed that the probes were not in full contact with the 
plasma. Sheaths of un-ionized gas around the probes could have 
(70) 
introduced additional resistance into the circuit, leading to abnor-
mally high values of T 
e 
Although the floating double probe seems to be a feasible tech-
nique in our system, several improvements over the basic circuit of 
Fig. 64 will have to be made before f (E) 
e 
can be reliably measured. 
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Noise suppressing circuits(SS) are certainly necessary, especially in 
hydrocarbon systems where point by point measurements proved to be 
impossible. Electronic circuits will have to be developed to display 
d2 I 
av2 
directly, and to adapt the system to a pulsed d.c. discharge. 
These sophisticated approaches were beyond the scope of the present 
work, but are capable of being used to measure f (£) . 
e 
(128) Brockmeier 
has been working on probe techniques in reacting microwave discharges. 
Measurements of microwave noise from a discharge have been used 
to calculate T 
e 
(129) The advantage of this technique is that there 
are no errors due to disturbance of the plasma, as in probe methods. 
10.3 Difficulties in Solving Boltzmann's Equation for fe(E:) 
Boltzmann's equation (17) for the electrons has been success-
fully solved in situations where only elastic collisions need be con-
sidered. The form of the solution is a series expansion of 
. (85 130) terms of spherical functions ' 
f 
e 
= a (w,t) + Iran (w,t) Cn + Bn (w,t) Sn ] 
oo Nm Nm Nm Nm 
and the gas is homogeneous and infinite. 
f in 
e 
(71) 
a is the 
00 
isotropic part of the distribution function, which may or may not be 
Maxwellian. Each order of anisotropy is characterized by a relaxation 
frequency vt , with v1 correspoining to the electron-neutral colli-
sion frequency for momentum transfer. Solutions of (71) are obtained 
for the so-called modified Lorentzian model of the plasma, in which 
collisions between charged particles are neglected, and a central force 
is assumed for the binary e-n collisions. m /m 
e o 
is permitted to be 
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finite to allow for an electron cooling mechanism. The Druyvesteyn 
distribution function (equation (53)) is a particular case of this 
type of solution of the Boltzmann equation, and is valid for strong 
electric field E • 
In order to get an accurate picture of the tail end of the 
distribution, it is necessary to consider the effect of inelastic col-
lisions. Apart from making analytical solutions impossible, the 
biggest difficulty in doing this is the fact that cross-sections for 
the various possible inelastic processes are often not known. In the 
simplest molecules, e.g., H2 , n2 , N2 , o2 and the rare gases, the 
iterative approach of Engelhardt and Phelps( 90) may be used. Cross-
sections are determined concurrently with f (s), and successive 
e 
adjustments to the initial estimates are made until theoretical and 
experimental values of the transport coefficients D and µ , and 
Townsend's primary ionization coefficient ai are brought into good 
agreement. The approach is capable of being extended to reacting 
systems, with the rate constant k joining the list of experimental 
parameters that must be successfully predicted. However, CH4-Ar and 
CH4-He mixtures appear too complex to be analyzed in any great detail 
by the Engielhardt and Phelps method.( 90) 
It is also important in theoretical studies to consider the 
effect of recombination processes on f (E) 
e 
Lindgren and Gavalas(l3l) 
have recently published a theory of the positive column including 
electron-ion recombination. 
At the present state of understanding of reacting nonequilibriurn 
plasmas, e.g., those in CH4-Ar or CH4-He mixtures, it is our judgment 
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that experimental measurement of f (E) (Sec. 10.2) is likely to be 
e 
more reliable than theoretical solution of Boltzmann's equation. The 
practical problems involved, although formidable, are capable of being 
overcome by proper design of the electronic circuitry for a floating 
double probe measurement of f (E) • 
e 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
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11. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK IN REACTING 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM PLASMAS 
f (€) 
e 
must be The electron energy distribution function 
measured accurately, especially in the energy range € > 4 eV 
where chemical reactions in the plasma start becoming important. 
Double Langmuir probe techniques with electronic differentiation 
and noise suppressing circuitry may be used. 
Spectral studies of the discharge could provide direct 
evidence of the existence of free radical intermediates postulated 
in Chapter 9. 
Mass spectroscopic analysis of the products would be more 
sensitive than the gas chromatography used in the present work. 
+ Also, some of the ionic intermediates, e.g., CH4 , can be identified 
by this means. 
The kinetic data, if reduced to the form of energy dependent 
cross-sections for electron-impact dissociation, can be extended 
to discharge systems where n 
e 
and f (€) 
e 
are different from 
present values. Low-energy beam measurements of cross-sections for 
processes like and 
would be very valuable as a check. 
Commercial development of a non-equilibrium plasma reactor 
could proceed as outlined in Appendix A-8. The main requirements 
are a well-designed flow system to get low residence time T , use 
of a pulsed discharge to effectively reduce T even further, and 
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extension to pressures of the order of 1 atm. An important 
parameter for optimization would be the energy efficiency of the 
process. 
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12. SUMMARIZED CONCLUSIONS OF PARTS I AND II 
Part I: 
1) The complex microwave conductivity of d.c. glow discharges in 
2) 
pure He, Ne and Ar at p = 1-10 torr is even more sensitive to 
small amounts of impurities than the electric field E . 
Electronic drift velocities calculated from the average 
electron density n measured by microwave techniques in He and 
e 
Ne fall well below the drift tube values of Bradbury and Nielsen~ 34 ) 
In He, for example, the discrepancy is a factor of 4 at E/p 
4.0 volts/ (cm x torr), and in Ne at E/p = 2.5 volts/ (cm x torr) the 
discrepancy is a factor of 2. In Ar, vd values generally agree 
with the drift tube values. The cause of the discrepancy in He and 
* Ne could be metastable ionization of the type He +He 
and * Ne +Ne + Ne 2 + e . 
3) Electric field values measured in pure rare gas d.c. dis-
4) 
charges without oscillations agreed with measurements of previous 
workers if the similarity rule E = f(pR) was used. However, n 
e 
\) 
en 
and at p = 1-10 torr violate the similarity rule based 
on pR only. 
<n > and v in He-Ar and He-Ne mixtures at p = 2-5 torr and 
e en 
I = 15 mA exhibit time and space dependent values due to the 
effect of cataphoresis. The steady state results can be used to 
back calculate impurity (Ar or Ne) concentrations as a function of 
z • 
-llO-
5) The model of Shair and Remer(S) which assumes constant a 
is a reasonable description of the phenomenon of cataphoresis in 
the two end bulb discharge tube when impurity (Ar or Ne) concen-
trations are in the range 2-20%. 
Part II: 
in a d.c. discharge flow system at p = 5 torr with low resi-1 
dence times (rv 50-100 msec) , low currents (rv 0. 5 - 2. 0 mA) and 
high concentration of methane C (> 4%) in the feed, of which the 
0 
other component is a rare gas such as Ar. 
2) Simultaneous measurements of the electron density (ne)o shows 
3) 
that it is a function of I with an approximate IO.S dependence 
in the range 0.5 -2.0 mA. 
Kinetic 
[C2H2) 
measurements show that [C 2H6) is proportional to Tn e 
as is [C2H4) [CH4) exhibits a first order decay with respect to 
Tn The results can be explained in terms of a free radical mech-
e 
anism involving CH3 and CH2 . Derived values of the integrated 
cross-section for CH4+ e ....£._>cH3+ H + e and CH4+ e ~>CH2+ H2+ e 
-11 3 -1 
are in the range 3. 6 - 15. 5 x 10 cm sec and that for 
-10 3 -1 is rv 9 x 10 cm sec . 
with C ' in the range 4.0 - 12.6%. 
0 
a and B fall 
4) With pulsed discharges in which pulse interval TI is of the 
same order as T , the selectivity is improved even further, with 
5) 
6) 
7) 
-111-
Pulsed discharge kinetic data can be correlated by means of 
the similarity parameter 
T Jw idt 
0 
which corresponds to 
Tn of the d.c. case for equal values of C 
e o 
Transient values of n measured with the microwave cavity 
e 
fall with time in the afterglow. In the case of Ar, the results 
interpreted in terms of the + 2Ar were recombination Ar2 + e + + e 
with a recombination coefficient of 3.4 ± 0.6 -7 3 x 10 cm /sec 
independent of pressure. 
Calculations for H2 dissociation show that the form of the 
tail end of f (E) has a large influence on the reaction rate. A 
e 
feasible measurement of f (E) is with double Langmuir probes. 
e 
TABLES 1 - 46 
(except 5, 6, 8, 45 in text) 
Mode 
™010 
™011 
Table 1 
Calibration of the TM011 Mode 
Helium 2. 7 mm Hg 1.05 mA n 
e 
f MHz 
0 
/:,f MHz 
0 
(f2- f 1) t MHz emp Y 
(f2- fl)with MHz 
plasma 
2360 
3043 
non 
3.18 
6.1 
(/:,fo)Oll/ (fo)Oll 
= (Mo)OlO I (fo)OlO 
0.59 nOlO 
1.43 
6.70 
2 2 [ZTI(fo)Oll] +Ven 
2 2 [ ZTI(fo) 010] + v en 
8.15 
9.1 
nOlO 
(n ) J (2.4r 
e o o R ) 
v 
en 
M /f 2 
0 0 w 
!:.£ /£ 2 
c c 
8.2 x 109 
7.2 x 109 
I 
~ 
~ 
w 
I 
Table 2 
Dielectric Constants of Organic Liquids Determined with TM010 Mode 
f = 2360 MHz 
0 
Liquid M MHz 
0 
Benzene 61.0 
m-Xylene 64.6 
Ethyl Ether 159.5 
Literature values of 
Benzene 
rn-Xylene 
Ethyl Ether 
(f2- fl)with MHz 
liquid 
1.40 
1.40 
12.05 
~ at 24°C ( 27) 
~ = 2.275 
~ = 2.366 
~ = 4.26 
(f 2- f 1) = 1.40 MHz empty 
2L'.f 
0 ~=l+---rn 
0 
n from (23) 
--
0.04 2.292 
0.04 2.370 
0.04 4.38 I 
t--' 
t--' 
.s;:... 
I 
Table 3 
Measurements in Helium-Argon Mixtures 
~jo 
I = 15 mA 0 = 30.7 £ = 19.2 L = 66. 3 
Steady State /\ + 
i:: 
/\ v 
l :t 
Total Position (n ) per v 0 Initial v per <n > <n > i:: 
of Cavity e o en 
-9 E i=-e- x 10
5 + v Composition Pressure 
cm3 x 10-ll 
J=-- II <n > <n > % Ar Torr n ± 0.06 sec 10 x volts/ cm 0 e <:j e(n, 00) 
2.4 2.0 0.30 3.28 7. 8 14.1 12.21 0.85 3.08 0.63 
0.49 3.20 10.5 - 8.52 0.55 1.98 0.57 
o. 72 1. 82 7.6 11.5 6.32 0.68 1.33 0.54 
I 
2.45 0.30 4.49 8.6 16.2 10.11 0.66 2.91 0.66 t-' t-' 
Vl 
0.49 4.89 11.0 - 7.46 0.40 1.89 0.59 I 
o. 72 3.23 14.5 11. 9 5.84 0.45 1.27 0.56 
3.0 0.30 3.84 10.1 16.9 10.36 0.91 3.14 0.62 
0.49 3.25 13.2 - 7.24 0.69 1.98 0.57 
0.72 2.94 11.0 13.2 5.50 0.55 1.33 0.54 
3.5 0.30 4.34 11. 7 18.2 9.30 0.87 3.02 0.64 
0.49 4.05 15.4 - 6.60 0.61 1.90 0.59 
o. 72 3.39 13.2 13.6 3.65 0.41 0.89 0.60 
4.6 2.0 0.30 4 . 03 7.4 12.5 5.99 1.00 1.03 0.97 
0.49 4.21 7.3 - 6.18 1.00 0.94 0.98 
o. 72 4.67 9.1 9.65 8.47 0.68 1.33 0.54 
Table 3 (continued) ~IA I/\ 
/\ c::+ 
l v + v 
"o Initial Total Position (n ) per \) per <n > <n > c:: 
Composition Pressure of Cavity e o en E i~ x105 J=_±_ v 
cm3x 10-ll -9 <n > <n > II % Ar Torr n ± 0.06 sec x 10 volts/cm o e c:3 9(n ,oo) 
4.6 2.5 0.30 4.89 8.2 13.25 5.80 1.00 1.06 0.97 
0.49 5.51 9.5 - 9.36 0.90 1.81 0.61 
o. 72 5.09 13.2 ll.25 7.26 0.67 1.33 0.54 
3.0 0.30 5.31 9.5 17.0 3.86 1.00 0.90 0.99 
0.49 5.03 17.25 - 7.46 0.96 1. 77 0.62 
o. 72 4.45 16.3 13.25 6.16 0.78 1.33 0.54 I 
I-' 
I-' 
9.4 1.95 0.30 4.30 7.4 12.25 3.08 1.00 0.37 1.01 °' I 
0.49 4.17 10.4 - 3.20 1.00 0.37 0.96 
0.72 3.06 11.6 10.3 2.42 1.00 0.26 0.91 
2.5 0.30 3.98 10.85 15.9 2.21 1.00 0.35 1.01 
0.49 3.10 13.1 - 1.82 1.00 0.26 0.96 
o. 72 3.19 11.3 11. 9 1.97 1.00 0.24 0.91 
3.0 0.30 2.90 10.8 18.2 1.35 1.00 0.24 1.01 
0.49 3.22 11.45 - 1.57 1.00 0.26 0.96 
0.72 2.82 10.l 13.9 1.42 1.00 0.20 0.93 
Initial 
Composition 
% Ar 
9.4 
Total 
Pressure 
Torr 
3.4 
Position 
of Cavity 
n ± 0.06 
0.30 
0.49 
0.72 
Table 3 (continued) 
(n ) per v per 
e o en 
3 -11 -9 
cm x 10 sec x 10 
3.30 12.9 
3.28 13.4 
3.18 12.4 
E 
volts/cm 
18.9 
-
13.9 
<n > 
i= e 5 
<n > x 10 
0 
1.35 
1.40 
1.41 
<n > 
J=_±_ 
<n > 
e 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
~IA 
/\ /\ I~+ l+ 
v /\ 
l-70 
n 
~ 
0.25 
0.23 
0.20 
e(n ,oo) 
1.01 
0.97 
0.93 
I 
..... 
..... 
-....J 
I 
Table 4 
Measurements in Helium-Neon Mixtures f§jo 
I = 15 mA 0 = 30.7 E= 19.2 L = 66. 3 /\ 
Steady State /\ i::+ 
l + v /\ 
Initial Total Position (n ) per <n > 0 v per <n > i:: 
Composition Pressure of Cavity e o en E i =-e-x 105 + v 
cm x 10-ll -9 
J=-- II 
% Ne Torr n ± 0.06 volts/cm <n > <n > e (n ,oo) sec x 10 0 e c::5 
2.65 2.5 0.30 4.37 13.0 14.0 11.51 0.83 3.08 0.63 
0.49 3.56 12.0 - 7.73 0.63 1. 93 0.58 
o. 72 3.64 12.6 12.0 5.45 0.42 1. 26 0.56 
I 
3.4 0.30 4.88 15.0 14.65 10.62 0.96 2.96 0.65 I-' I-' 
co 
0.49 4.20 14.2 8.76 0.78 2.07 0.55 I -
o. 72 4.44 13.9 10.0 7.00 0.57 1.36 0.53 
4.6 0.30 4.29 15.6 18.65 5.54 1.00 1.91 0.84 
0.49 3.24 16.2 - 5.97 1.00 1.86 0 . 59 
0.72 3.91 15.7 14.35 4.88 0.61 1.36 0.53 
4.7 2.45 0.30 4.17 12.7 13.1 4.94 1.00 1.06 0.97 
0.49 3.15 11.1 - 4.36 1.00 0.90 0.83 
0.72 3.26 10.9 12.25 5. 96 0.86 1. 33 0.54 
2.95 0.30 4.34 12.6 13.9 4.23 1.00 0.96 0.98 
0.49 3.43 11.5 - 3.89 1.00 0.86 0.84 
0.72 3.60 11. 2 12.2 5.98 0.94 1.33 0.54 
~lo 
Table 4 (continued) /\ ~+ ~+ v + 
v /\ 
Initial Total Position (n ) per <n > <n > 0 \) per ~ 
f C . e o en E i=-e-x 105 + v Composition Pressure o avity 3 _11 -9 J =-- II <n > <n > % Ne Torr n ± 0. 06 cm x 10 • sec x 10 volts/cm 0 e (j 9(n ,oo) 
4.7 3.5 0.30 2.11 9.0 18.5 1.68 1.00 0.50 1.01 
0.49 2.07 9.9 - 1.81 1.00 0.50 0.92 
o. 72 1.86 9.7 15.2 1. 78 1.00 0.46 0.84 
4.45 0.30 4.25 14.4 18.2 2. 71 1.00 0.80 0.99 
0.49 3.11 14.8 - 2.18 1.00 0.59 0.90 
o. 72 3.62 15.1 14.5 3.22 1.00 0.81 o. 71 
19.65 2.5 0.30 3.34 9.4 16.3 0.90 1.00 0.136 1.00 I f-1 
f-1 
0.49 2.09 10.9 - 0.57 1.00 0.077 0.99 l.O I 
o. 72 2.14 9.4 12.7 0.59 1.00 0.071 0.97 
3.3 0.30 3.02 10.1 18.0 0.62 1.00 0.103 1.00 
0.49 2.28 9.5 - 0.47 1.00 0.070 0.99 
0.72 2.20 11. 3 14.0 0.46 1.00 0.061 0.97 
4.55 0.30 2.40 12.4 23.3 0.36 1.00 0.044 1.00 
0.49 2.44 12.3 - 0.36 1.00 0.064 0.99 
o. 72 2.39 11.8 20.7 0.36 1.00 0.071 0.97 
T = 300°K g 
T 
msec 
so 
75 
100 
125 
-120-
Table 7 
Reynolds Number for Flow in the Reactor 
C = 12% in Ar 
0 
µ' = 0.0216 cp 
-5 3 
P = 1.0 x 10 gm/cm m 
u 
cm/sec 
600 
400 
300 
240 
Re 
P = 5.0 torr 1 
DRu pm 
= µ' 
27.7 
18.5 
13.4 
11.1 
-121-
Table 9 
Calculated Pressure Drop in Flow Reactor with Pure Argon 
at 295°K 
Equation (25) was used with DR = 1.0 cm, L = 30.0 cm, 
µ' = 2.28 x 10-4 poise 
vf P4 pl pl tip 3 P4 2 2 cm /sec gmf/cm gmf/cm torr torr 
at atm. pr. torr 
9.1 10.0 13.6 11.45 8.4 1. 6 
5.0 8.0 10.9 9.55 7.0 1.0 
2.7 6.0 8.15 7.1 5.2 0.8 
1.05 4.0 5.45 4.85 3.6 0.4 
0.28 2.0 2. 72 2.4 1.8 0.2 
tip 
as % 
of P4 
16 
12.5 
13.3 
10 
10 
Substance 
Methane 
Ethane 
Ethylene 
Propane 
Acetylene 
-122-
Table 10 
Retention Times of c 1-c3 Hydrocarbons on Silica 
Gel Column at Various Column Temperatures 
Carrier gas flow rate: 25 cm3/min 
Retention time min. 
49°C 64°c 
0.6 0 . 6 
0.75 0.75 
1.1 1.05 
1.4 1.3 
2.5 1.9 
Cyclopropane 2.8 2.2 
Propylene 3.7 2.8 
70°C 
0.55 
0 . 75 
1.0 
1.15 
1.4 
1.9 
2.3 
-123-
Table 11 
Relative Response Factors of c1-c3 Hydrocarbons on 
Silica Gel Column 
Methane 1.0 
Ethane 1.9 
Ethylene 1.85 Based on 
Propane 2.8 equal number 
Acetylene 1.8 of moles injected 
Cyclopropane 2.75 
Propylene 2.75 
Table 12 
Preliminary runs #1-8 
Carrier gas was He Residence time 1" = 220 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 0.05 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 4.6 torr , p2 = 1.8 torr 
% Conversion % of (i) 
v I E (ne)o \) t C H % Total Accounted 3 en to c2H6 to c2H4 ti Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec 0 2 2 Conversion for 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
1 3700 0.40 30 8.0xlQ9 10.4 x io9 4.7 3.6 n.a. 46 18 
2 3900 0.45 27 8.8x109 9.3 x 109 4.5 3.2 n.a. 53 14.5 I 
t-' 
9.6Xl09 11.5 x 109 
N 
3 4200 0.50 14 3.9 2.6 n.a. 59 11.0 ~ I 
4 4350 0.55 14 1.11x1010 10.5Xl09 3.9 2.5 n.a. 67 9.5 
5 4500 0.60 15 1. 21 x io10 9.4 x 109 3.6 2.2 n.a. 69 8.4 
6 4700 0.70 17 1. 32 x 1010 10. 2 x 109 3.1 1.9 n.a. 73 6.9 
7 4800 0.80 20 1. 57 x 1010 10.5Xl09 2.5 1.8 n.a. 84 5.1 
8 5000 0.90 25 1. 81 x 1010 9.8 x 109 2.1 1.3 n.a. 87 3.9 
Table 13 
Preliminary runs #9-11 
Carrier gas was He Residence time T = 180 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 1.7 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.3 torr, p2 = 1.5 torr 
% Conversion % Conversion % Conversion % of (i) v I E to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 
% Total Accounted 
II Volts ma volts/cm Conversion For 
(a) (b) (c) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
9 3600 0.3 32 2.2 1.1 n.a. 7.4 44.5 
10 4200 0.5 28 3.9 1.5 n.a. 10.3 52.5 I I-' N 
VI 
11 4500 0.65 30 4.7 1.6 n.a. 13.3 47.5 I 
Preliminary runs #12-15 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 0.35 
p1 = 5.5 torr , p2 = 1.3 torr 
Table 14 
Residence time T = 210 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
v I E % Conversion % Conversion % Conversion 
# Volts ma volts/cm to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 
(a) (b) (c) (f) (g) (h) 
12 1550 0.85 8.0 7.4 2.8 4.3 
13 1550 1.5 8.0 6.2 1.8 3.6 
14 1600 2.0 8.0 5.3 1.5 3.3 
15 1800 2.55 4.0 3.9 1.1 2.7 
% of (i) 
% Total Accounted 
Conversion For 
(i) (j) 
57.1 28.0 I 
I-' 
N 
77 .2 17.0 °' I 
83.5 13.9 
88.2 11.4 
Table 15 
Preliminary runs #16-20 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 150 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 3.9 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 8.1 torr , p2 = 1.5 torr~ 0.4 torr 
% Conversion % Conversion % Conversion % of (i) v I E to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 
% Total Accounted 
II Volts ma volts/cm Conversion For 
(a) (b) (c) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
16 4700 0.25 n.a. 2.4 1.5 0.3 6.3 69 I I-' 
N 
-...J 
17 3800 0.5 40 4.1 1.8 1.0 11.3 69 I 
18 3500 1.0 37 5.9 1.8 1.8 16.7 59 
19 3000 1.45 35 7.6 1. 8 2.5 18.6 67 
20 3150 2.0 30 9.0 1.8 3.0 24.5 59 
Table 16 
Preliminary runs #21-23 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 750 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, c = 3.6 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 0 
p1 = 8.3 torr , p2 = 0.3 torr 
% Conversion % Conversion % Conversion % of (i) v I E to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 
% Total Accounted 
# Volts ma volts/cm Conversion For 
(a) (b) (c) (£) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
21 4200 0.5 33 12.6 1.2 2.4 27.7 66 
I 
I-' 
22 4800 0.75 30 14.2 1.3 3.0 34.5 61 N 00 
I 
23 5000 1.0 27 15.2 1.3 3.2 37.8 60 
Table 17 
Preliminary runs #24-28 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 75 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 8 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 4.5 torr , p2 = 1.5 torr 
% Conversion % Conversion % Conversion % of (i) v I % Total Accounted 
ti Volts ma to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 Conversion For 
(a) (b) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
24 4800 0.075 0.13 0.04 0 0.17 100 
I 
...... 
25 5000 0.15 0.25 0.11 0.03 0.39 100 N \0 
I 
26 4200 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.06 1.1 96 
27 5000 0.7 2.1 0.6 0.23 3.3 89 
28 3500 1.5 3.6 0.8 0.52 6.1 80 
Table 18 
Preliminary runs #29-35 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 75 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 2.0 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
pl = 4.5 torr , p2 = 1.0 torr+ 0.2 
% Conversion % Conversion % Conversion % of (i) v I to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 
% Total Accounted 
ti Volts ma Conversion For 
(a) (b) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
29 3800 0.075 0.33 0.31 0 0.85 75 
I 
30 3800 0.15 0.72 0.7 0 1. 7 84 I-' w 
0 
I 
31 4000 0.25 1.2 1.1 0 4.2 55 
32 4000 0.5 2.1 1. 6 0.4 8.4 50 
33 4200 0.75 2.8 1.8 0.84 10.8 52 
34 3000 1.0 5.6 1. 9 1.9 16.7 59 
35 3000 2.0 7.7 1. 6 2.7 25.0 50 
Preliminary runs #36-40 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 7.1 
p1 = 10.75 torr, p2 = 0.5 torr 
Table 19 
Residence time l = 41 msec 
Type of discharge: a.c. glow, 60 cps 
v % Conversion % Conversion % Conversion % of (i) Arbitrary % Total Accounted 
ti Units to c2H6 to c2H4 to c2H2 Conversion For 
(a) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
36 1.9 0.07 0.02 0 0.09 n.a. 
37 2.1 0.10 0.04 0 0.14 n.a. 
38 2.3 0.22 0.14 0.03 0.40 n.a. 
39 2.5 0.64 0.43 0.11 1.23 100 
40 2.75 2.2 1.03 0.52 5.2 76 
I 
I-' 
w 
I-' 
I 
Table 20 
Preliminary runs #41-43 
fl 
41 
42 
43 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 41 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 7.1 
p1 = 10.75 torr , p2 = 0.5 torr 
Type of discharge: a.c. glow, 30 cps 
v 
Arbitrary 
Units 
(a) 
2.4 
2.7 
3.0 
% Conversion 
to c2H6 
(f) 
0.21 
1.44 
3.5 
% Conversion 
to c2H4 
(g) 
0.13 
0.81 
1.3 
% Conversion 
to c2H2 
(h) 
0.01 
0.22 
0.9 
% Total 
Conversion 
(i) 
0.36 
3.5 
10.0 
% of (i) 
Accounted 
For 
(j) 
n.a. 
73 
61 
I 
I-' 
w 
N 
I 
Table 21 
Kinetic runs #1-4 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 70 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0- = 6.7 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5 . 0 torr , p2 = 0.7-1.0 torr 
% CH 
2x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
4 
l0-9x(n ) 1Q-9X\) Converted 
v I E e o en in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 
II Volts ma volts/cm per cm3 per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
1 3600 0.75 30 3.5 3.9 0.080 0.025 0.0064 0.0025 1. 7 
I 
f-' 
2 3600 1.0 34 4.7 5.2 0.094 0.029 0.0092 0.0030 2.0 w w 
I 
3 3700 1.5 35 5.8 6.9 0.143 0.047 0.018 0.0056 3.2 
4 3900 2.0 35 7.5 9.5 0.193 0.053 0.034 0.0075 4.3 
Kinetic runs #5-9 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 6.7 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7- 1.0 torr 
-9 10 x (n ) -9 
v I E e o 10 xv en 
fl Volts ma volts/cm per cm3 per sec 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
5 3800 0.5 n.a. 1.3 16.8 
6 3800 0.75 32 2.4 8.7 
7 3600 1.0 32 4.5 5.5 
8 3600 1. 5 37 5.6 8.0 
9 3800 2.0 37 8.1 12.6 
Table 22 
Residence time T = 80.5 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 x % c2H6 2x % c2H4 2x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
in Product in Product in Product in Product 
Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(f) (g) (h) (i) 
0.074 0.028 0.0059 0.0026 
0.112 0.037 0.011 0.0039 
0.138 0.037 0.015 0.0051 
0.197 0.044 0.028 0.0086 
0.248 0.057 0.041 O.Oll 
% CH4 
Converted 
to Gaseous 
Products 
(j) 
I 
I-' 
1.6 w .j:>. 
I 
2.5 
3.9 
4.2 
5.4 
Table 23 
Kinetic runs #10-16 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 93 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 6.7 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = 0.7 -1.0 torr 
10-9 x (n ) 2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
% CH4 
10-9 x \) Converted 
v I E e o in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 en II Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) I 
...... 
w 
V'I 
10 4500 0.5 n.a. 3.0 3.0 0.086 0.030 0.0021 0.0058 1. 9 I 
11 4400 0.75 35 3.4 4.6 0.122 0.041 0.0037 0.012 2.7 
12 3700 1. 0 40 4.4 5.2 0.156 0.043 0.0047 0.019 3.3 
13 4100 1. 5 40 6.5 6.4 0.219 0.057 0.0086 0.034 4.8 
14 3800 2.0 45 7.7 7.7 0.275 0.070 0.012 0.055 6.2 
Table 24 
Kinetic runs #15-19 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 116 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 6.7 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
10-9 x (n ) 2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
% CH4 
10-9 xv Converted 
v I E e o in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 en # Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) I 
I-' 
w 
15 4000 0.5 n.a. 2.4 3.6 0.113 0.039 0.0084 0.0035 °' 2.5 I 
16 3750 0.75 35 4.2 3.9 0.146 0.046 0.014 0.0049 3.2 
17 3600 1. 0 35 4.9 4.8 0.196 0.053 0.024 0.0081 4.2 
18 3800 1. 5 40 6.3 7.1 0.268 0.067 0.049 0.012 5.9 
19 3700 2.0 40 6.7 6.5 0.333 0.084 0.078 0.015 7.7 
Table 25 
Kinetic runs #20-24 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 74.6 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 4.0 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
10-9 x (n ) 2 x % c2n6 2 x % c2n4 2 x % c2n2 3 x % c3H8 
% CH4 
10-9 x \) Converted 
v I E e o in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 en I II Volts volts/cm Stream Stream Stream Stream Products t-' ma per cm per sec w 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) ....... I 
20 4300 0.5 n.a. 1.6 7.9 0.044 0.021 0.0054 0.0015 3.2 
21 4300 0.75 25 3.1 7.7 0.075 0.030 0.0096 0.0024 5.2 
22 4000 1.0 30 5.0 6.2 0.096 0.038 0.016 0.0038 6.9 
23 4400 1.5 35 6.8 8.7 0.134 0.046 0.031 0.0056 9.7 
24 4500 2.0 40 8.4 10.1 0.164 0.054 0.045 0.0066 12.1 
Kinetic runs #25-29 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 4.0 
p
0 
= 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
10-9X(n ) 10-9 x \) 
v I E e o 3 en II Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
25 4200 0.5 40 2.7 2.7 
26 4000 o. 75 35 3.6 6.5 
27 3800 1. 0 25 5.5 5.9 
28 3800 1.5 40 7.2 8.2 
29 3600 2.0 45 8.9 10.6 
Table 26 
Residence time T = 85 . 5 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
in Product in Product in Product in Product 
Stream Stream Str.eam Stream 
(£) (g) (h) (i) 
0.051 0.024 0.0066 0.0029 
0.101 0.039 0.016 0.0040 
0.125 0.044 0.025 0.0058 
0.168 0.051 0.043 0.0081 
0.206 0 . 058 0.060 0.010 
% CH4 
Converted 
to Gaseous I 
Products f-' w 
(j) CX> I 
3.8 
7.2 
8.9 
12.1 
14.9 
Table 27 
Kinetic runs #30-34 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 98.0 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 4.0 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.0 torr , Pz = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
l0-9x(n) 2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % Cji8 
% CH4 
10-9 xv Converted 
v I E eo in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 en # Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
I 
...... 
30 4400 0.5 n. a. 1. 7 4.1 0.060 0.033 0.0075 0.0018 4.6 (,,,..) \0 
I 
31 4300 0.75 35 4.0 5.3 0.116 0.042 0.022 0.0022 8.3 
32 4000 1.0 25 5.4 5.9 0.148 0.047 0.032 0.0074 10.5 
33 4400 1.5 30 7.1 8.1 0.197 0.053 0.048 0.011 13.8 
34 4400 2.0 30 9.8 12.1 0.231 0.062 0.066 0.013 16.6 
Table 28 
Kinetic runs #35-39 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 106 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 4 . 0 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
1Q-9X(n ) 2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
% CH4 
10-9 X\) Converted 
v I E e o en in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 II Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
I 
35 4000 0.5 35 1. 7 3.7 0.064 0.032 0.010 0.0027 4.9 ~ ~ 0 
I 
36 3600 0.75 45 3.4 7.4 0.131 0.045 0.026 0.0062 9.3 
37 3800 1.0 40 5.2 6.2 0.156 0.048 0.034 0.0085 11.0 
38 4000 1.5 42 7.2 8.7 0.205 0.053 0.052 0.012 14.4 
39 4500 2.0 35 9.7 12.3 0.247 0.062 0.059 0.013 17.5 
Kinetic runs #40-43 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 10.4 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7-1.0 torr 
10-9X(n ) 10-9 X\) 
v I E e o 3 
Table 29 
Residence time T = 59.l msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 x % c2H6 2 X% C2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
en in Product in Product in Product in Product 
II Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) 
40 4600 0.75 50 2.8 4.9 0.078 0.022 0.0038 0.0019 
41 4600 1.0 50 4.4 4.4 0.099 0.026 0.0056 0.0024 
42 4700 1.5 45 5.8 6.1 0.134 0.036 0.0099 0.0036 
43 4500 2.0 50 6.9 7.4 0.177 0.046 0.015 0.0047 
% CH4 
Converted 
to Gaseous 
Products 
(j) 
I 
~ 
.p. 
1.8 ~ I 
2.3 
3.2 
4.2 
Kinetic runs #44-47 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 10.4 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 =0.7-1.0 torr 
l0-9x(n ) 
Table 30 
Residence time T = 71.5 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 10-9 X\) 
v I E e o en in Product in Product in Product in Product 3 II Volts ma volts/ cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) 
44 5000 0.75 45 1.9 7.8 0.096 0.025 0.0056 0.0023 
45 4800 1.0 42 4.9 4.3 0.129 0.035 0.0086 0.0036 
46 4800 1.5 45 6.0 6.5 0.187 0.044 0.016 0.0056 
47 4600 2.0 42 7.6 8.1 0.229 0.050 0.023 0.0073 
% CH4 
Converted 
to Gaseous 
Products 
(j) I 
..... 
~ 
N 
I 
2.2 
3.1 
4.4 
5.4 
Kinetic runs #48-51 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 10.4 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
10-9X(n ) 10-9 x \) 
v I E e o 3 fl Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
48 4500 0.75 45 3.4 4.1 
49 4600 1.0 45 4.4 5.2 
50 4700 1.5 45 5.6 7.3 
51 4200 2.0 40 7.0 8.4 
Table 31 
Residence time T = 85.5 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
en in Product in Product in Product in Product 
Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(£) (g) (h) (i) 
0.116 0.028 0.0073 0.0031 
0.146 0.039 0.010 0.0043 
0.204 0.045 0.018 0.0066 
0.259 0.056 0.025 0.0086 
% CH4 
Converted 
to Gaseous 
Products I 
(j) I-' +:--
w 
I 
2.7 
3.5 
4.7 
6.1 
Kinetic runs #52-55 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 10.4 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = 0.7 -1.0 torr 
l0-9x(n ) 10-9 x \) 
v I E e o 3 
Table 32 
Residence time T = 98.0 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 x % c2H6 2 X% C2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
en in Product in Product in Product in Product 
# Volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) 
52 4900 0.75 n.a. 2.7 5.7 0.135 0.034 0.0084 0.0038 
53 4300 1. 0 45 4.1 5.8 0.167 0.039 0.012 0.0051 
54 4800 1. 5 45 5.7 6.8 0.244 0.049 0.022 0.0080 
55 4800 2.0 45 7.7 7.2 0.303 0.060 0.034 0.012 
% CH4 
Converted 
to Gaseous 
Products 
(j) 
I 
I-' 
+=' 
+=' 
3.1 I 
3.9 
5.6 
7.1 
Kinetic runs #56-59 
v 
Carrie~ gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 12.6 
pl= 5.0 torr , p2 = 0.7 -1.0 torr 
l0-9x(n ) 10-9 X\) 
I E e o 3 
Table 33 
Residence time T = 57.5 msec 
Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
2 X% C2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 X% C2H2 3 x % c3H8 
en in Product in Product in Product in Product 
II volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) 
56 5000 0.75 47 2.8 4.7 0.080 0.026 0.0043 0.0019 
57 4700 1. 0 52 4.2 4.2 0.103 0.031 0.0064 0.0026 
58 4700 1.5 60 5.8 6.2 0.139 0.033 0.0096 0.0035 
59 4700 2.0 45 6.8 7.3 0.188 0.047 0.017 0.0056 
% CH 4 
Converted 
to Gaseous 
Products 
(j) 
I 
I-' 
~ 
V1 
1.6 I 
2.0 
2.7 
3.7 
Table 34 
Kinetic runs #60-63 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 65.3 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, c = 12.6 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 0 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
1Q-9X(n ) 
% CH4 
10-9 x \) 2 x % C H 2 x % c2H4 2 x % C H2 3 x % c3H8 Converted 
v I E e o in Pro~ugt in Product in ProJuct in Product to Gaseous 3 en II volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (£) (g) (h) (i) (j) I 
f-' 
~ 
°' I 
60 4700 0.75 45 3.2 4.4 0.101 0.027 0.0052 0.0023 1. 9 
61 4200 1.0 45 4.6 4.6 0.127 0.034 0 .0077 0.0032 2.5 
62 4500 1.5 40 5.9 6.4 0.183 0.045 0.015 0.0054 3.6 
63 4800 2.0 40 7.1 7.8 0.228 0.053 0.021 0.0072 4.4 
Table 35 
Kinetic runs #64-67 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence time T = 81.0 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, c = 12.6 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 0 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p 2 = 0 . 7 - 1. 0 torr 
10-9X(n ) 2 x % C2H6 2 x % c2H4 2X% c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
% CH4 
l0-9x V Converted 
v I E e o in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 en # volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
I 
1--' 
.i:--
'-I 
64 4700 0.75 50 3.5 4.8 0.133 0.036 0.0085 0.0039 2.6 I 
65 4500 1.0 45 4.6 4.5 0.164 0.041 0.011 0.0046 3.2 
66 4800 1. 5 45 5.9 6.6 0.236 0.053 0.020 0.0074 4.5 
67 4500 2.0 45 7.2 8.2 0.292 0.064 0.028 0.0096 5.6 
Table 36 
Kinetic runs #68-71 
Carrier gas was Ar Residence ti.me T = 88.7 msec 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 12.6 Type of discharge: d.c. glow 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = O. 7 -1.0 torr 
l0-9x(n ) 2 x % c2H6 2 x % c2H4 2 x % c2H2 3 x % c3H8 
% CH4 
10-9X\) Converted 
v I E e o in Product in Product in Product in Product to Gaseous 3 en # volts ma volts/cm per cm per sec Stream Stream Stream Stream Stream 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (d) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
I 
t-' 
~ 
00 
68 4700 0.75 55 3.4 4.5 0.152 0.040 0.010 0.0047 3.0 I 
69 4700 1. 0 50 4.5 4.7 0.196 0.047 0.015 0.0061 3.8 
70 4800 1.5 45 5.9 6.5 0.270 0.058 0.024 0.0093 5.2 
71 4900 2.0 42 7.1 7.5 0.336 0.070 0.035 0.012 6.5 
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Table 37 
Effects of Radial and Longitudinal Diffusion in the 
Experimental Reactor 
T msec 
so 
75 
100 
125 
D 
p 
2 32.8 cm /sec 
5 torr 
R = 0.5 cm 
L 30 cm 
3.3 
4.9 
6.5 
8.2 
DT/1 2 
1.8 x 10-3 
2. 7 x 10-3 
3.6 x 10-3 
4.6 x 10-3 
Table 38 
Pulsed discharge runs 1-4 
Effect of var~ing ~as residence time: 
Carrier gas was Ar p1 = 5.0 torr, p2 = 2.5 torr 
Type of discharge: pulsed d.c. glow 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 1.0±0.05 T = 1. 6 msec, TI = 52 msec w 
T 
w 
.!__ J idt (n ) per cm 3 % Conversion % Conversion % Conversion T v imax TI 0 e o to c2H6 to c2H4 to all II msec volts mA mA msec at t = 300 µsec Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 
1. 24 x io10 
I 
1 109 3700 4.0 3.08 0.262 0.316 0.578 f--' Vl 
0 
1. 24 x 1010 
I 
2 156 3500 6.0 6.20 0.425 0.475 1.000 
3 241 3500 6.0 8.22 1.08 x 1010 0.674 0.665 1.496 
4 655 3500 6.0 23.50 1. 08 x 1010 1. 715 1.010 3.215 
Table 39 
Pulsed discharge runs 5-8 
Effect of varying gas residence time: 
Carrier gas was Ar p = 5.0 torr , 
0 
p2 = 2. 5 torr 
% CH4 in feed stream, c = 4.2 ± 0.1% Type of discharge: pulsed d.c. glow 0 
T = 1. 6 msec , 
w TI = 52 msec 
T 
w 
i .!.__ J idt (n ) per cm 3 % Conversion % Conversion % Conversion T v max TI 0 e o to C2H6 to c2H4 to all ti msec volts mA mA msec at t = 300 µsec Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) I ..... 
VI 
..... 
9 I 5 93.5 4400 5.0 2. 73 6 . 44 x 10 0.0925 0.0404 0.133 
6 166.5 4100 5.0 4.60 6. 21 x 10 9 0.146 0 . 0655 0.212 
7 327 4500 5 . 0 8.74 1.13 x 1010 0.304 0.100 0.423 
8 467 4300 4.0 12.16 1.00 1010 0.380 0.114 0 . 511 
Table 40 
Pulsed discharge runs 2,9,10 
Effect of varying total pressure: 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 1.0 ± 0.05 
Type of discharge: pulsed d.c. glow 
T 
_.!.._ Jwidt 
pl i 
TI 0 (n ) per cm v max mA msec e o 
3 
p1 =3.0-7.0 torr, p2 = 1.8-3.2 torr 
T = 153 ± 7 msec 
Tw = 1.6 msec, TI = 52 msec 
% Conversion % Conversion % Conversion to all 
{I torr volts mA at t = 300 µsec to c2H6 to c2H4 Products 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
9 3.0 3300 6.0 5.64 1.25 x 1010 0.529 0.670 1.289 
2 5.0 3500 6.0 6.20 1. 24 x 1010 0.425 0.475 1.000 
10 7.0 4500 6.0 4.94 1. 58 x 1010 0.326 0.386 o. 773 
I 
I-' 
Vl 
N 
I 
Table 41 
Pulsed discharge runs 11-14 
Effect of varying pulse interval: 
TI 
fl msec 
(a) 
11 52 
12 40 
13 30 
14 22 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 1. 75 ± 0.05% 
Type of discharge: pulsed d.c. glow 
T 
i .:!"___ r idt (n ) per cm 3 v max Tl 0 e o 
volts mA mA msec at t = 300 l.lsec 
(b) (c) (d) (e) 
3700 5.0 2.79 1.00 x 1010 
3800 5.0 3.48 9.02 x 109 
3800 4.0 3.74 7.36 x 109 
3800 4.0 3.91 5.37 x 109 
pl 5.0 torr, p2 = 2.5 torr 
T = 93.5 msec 
T = 1. 6 msec 
w 
% Conversion 
to c2H6 
(f) 
0.1655 
0.195 
0.211 
0.250 
% Conversion 
to c2H4 
(g) 
0.138 
0.164 
0.170 
0.190 
% Conversion 
to all I I-' 
Products V1 
(h) w I 
0.304 
0.359 
0.381 
0.440 
Table 42 
Pulsed discharge runs 15-20 
Effect of varying pulse width Tw, and T , Tr and TW simultaneously: 
Carrier gas was Ar 
% CH4 in feed stream, C0 = 2.05± 0.1% 
p1 = 5.0 torr , p2 = 2.5 torr 
Type of discharge: pulsed d.c. glow 
T 
i .I_ fwidt (n ) per cm 3 % Conversion % Conversion % Conversion TI T v TI 0 to all T w max e o to c2H6 to c2H4 II msec msec msec volts mA mA msec at t = 300 µsec Products I 
t-' (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) \J1 
.p.. 
I 
15 93.5 30 0.8 3900 5.0 3.92 1. 31x1010 0.190 0.152 0.342 
16 93.5 30 0.8 3500 4.0 3.49 n.a. 0.172 0.139 0.311 
17 93.5 30 0.2 3400 4.0 1.31 n.a. 0.059 0.0435 0.102 
18 93.5 30 0.6 3400 4.0 3.18 n.a. 0.131 0.114 0.245 
19 142 52 1.6 3600 6.00 4.30 9.02 x 109 0.214 0.153 0.367 
20 281 52 1. 6 3600 5.0 8.32 1.07 x 1010 0.392 0.232 0.671 
Table 43 
Pulsed discharge runs 21-30 
Effect of varying rare gas carrier: 
p1 = 3.0 torr , p2 = 1. 7 torr ; Type of discharge: pulsed d.c. glow 
T = 1. 6 msec , 
w 
T1 = 52 msec 
T 
% CH4 
w Total 
J idt % Conversion Total Conversion C2 H6 in feed i Carrier Voltage max 0 to all Conversion for fidt= 1.76 --c T C2 H4 ti Gas 0 msec v mA mA msec Products for T = 100 and T = 100 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
21 Ar 0.91 165 3200 5.0 1. 67 1.082 0 . 656 0.694 0.92 I 
f--' 
22 Ar 1. 5 165 3400 6.0 1. 63 0.685 0.415 0.448 1.25 Vi Vi 
I 
23 Ar 4.0 150 3900 5.0 1. 76 0.274 0.183 0.183 2.00 
24 Ar 9.3 135 4200 5.0 1. 63 0.099 0.073 0.079 3.62 
25 Ar 17.7 97 4800 5.0 1.59 0.043 0.044 0.049 5.45 
26 -- 100 300 5000 4.0 1.39 0.177 0.059 0.075 7.05 
27 He 0.82 125 4200 2.5 1.11 0.479 0.383 0.606 1.17 
28 He 2.2 120 4500 2.5 1.35 0.308 0.256 0.334 1. 73 
29 He 6.3 115 4500 3.0 0.99 0.116 0.101 0.180 2.35 
30 He 16.4 105 4500 4.0 1.11 0.050 0.048 0.075 5.45 
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Table 44 
Calculated Values of Electron-Impact Cross-Sections for 
Reactions (1), (3) and (6) 
1011 a 
-1 3 
sec cm 
(a) 
1011 ca + 8) 
-1 3 
sec cm 
(b) 
1011 B 
Calculated 
as (b)-(a) 
(c) 
1011 y 
-1 3 
sec cm 
(d) 
11 10 B from 
(d) and 
Eqn. (9) 
(e) 
7.25 9.25 24.7 15.45 
12.0 6.13 19.4 13.27 
18.7 4.32 9.32 5.00 93.0 4.4 
22.7 3.55 9.32 5. 77 96.5 4.5 
E: 
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Table 46 
A Comparison of the Rate of Dissociation of H2 Using 
i) Maxwellian and ii) Druyvesteyn Distributions 
Mean Energy 
\) \) 
of Electrons Maxwellian Druyvesteyn 
1 eV VM VD 
1 1 
\) Max 
\) Dru 
4 x 1017 
2 eV 1.15 x 103 VM 1. 53 x 10
18 
VD 3.1 x 10
3 
1 1 
5 eV 2.0 x 105 VM 3.0 x 10
24 
VD 
1 1 
0.7 
VM = \) when E: = 1 eV 
1 Maxwellian 
VD \) when E: = 1 eV 
1 Druyvesteyn 
9.65 per electron per sec for N = 17 3 VM = 10 per cm 
1 
x l09per cm3per sec if 9 3 (= 9.65 n = 10 per cm ) 
e 
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0 PRESENT WORK 
R = 0.5 CM I = 20 mA 
0 KARELINA (1942) 
R = 1.6 CM I = 300 mA 
'\l KLAR FELD ( 1938) 
R = I .0 CM I = 300 mA 
6. LOMPE AND SEELIGER (1932) 
R = 0.75 CM I = 20 mA 
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4 6 8 
pR, MM Hg x CM 
Fig. 7. Electric field in the positive column of helium 
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0 PRESENT WORK 
R = 0.5 CM I = 20 mA 
0 PRESENT WORK 
R = 0.5 CM I= 25 mA 
D LOMPE AND SEEL! GER (1932) 
R =0.75 CM I=25 mA 
'1 GROOS (1934) 
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pR, MM Hg X CM 
Fig. 9. Electric field in the positive column of argon 
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0 WITH TMo 11 MODE 
f0 =3043Mhz 
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Fig. 10. Electron densities in the positive column of pure helium 
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WITH TM011 MODE 
f0 = 3043 MHz 
5 10 15 20 
I, mA 
25 30 
Fig. 11. Electron densities in the positive column of pure neon 
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Fig. 12. Electron densities in the positive column of pure argon 
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D BRADBURY AND NIELSEN (1936) 
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Fig. 13. Drift velocities of electrons in helium 
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Fig. 14. Drift velocities of electrons in neon 
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Fig. 15. Drift velocities of electrons in argon 
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Fig. 16. Electron-neutral collision frequency in helium 
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ELECTRON-NEUTRAL COLLISION 
FREQUENCY IN NEON 
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Fig. 17. Electron-neutral collision frequency in neon 
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• • T.A PURE ARGON 
(MATHESON RESEARCH GRADE) 
o PURE ARGON 
(REPEAT TO CHECK FOR 
IMPURITY BUILDUP) 
o ARGON FROM CYLINDER 
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Fig. 18. Electron-neutral collision frequency in argon 
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• CATAPHORETIC DATA <n-t>/ng FROM REMER (41) 
4 .7% Ar IN He 
p = 3.2 MM Hg 
• <ne>/n~ FROM STEADY 
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Fig. 19. Levels of ionization in a He-Ar mixture 
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INITIAL COMPOSITION 
4.6 °/o Ar 
8 = 30.7 
95.4 °/o He 
€ = 19.2 I = 15 mA 
L = 66.3 
"fJ = 20.0/66.3 = 0.30 
Op= 2.0 TORR 
P= 2.0 TORR 
P = 3.0 TORR 
40 60 80 
-r = Dt/L 2 
Fig. 20. Electron density and collision frequency vs. time in 
helium-argon mixtures at cathode end 
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Fig. 21. Nature of solution to cataphoresis equations--normal case 
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Fig. 23. Wall temperatures in He discharges 
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Fig. 25. The gas flow system 
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Fig. 25. Gas Flow System 
5/16" dia. molybdenum anode 
5/16" dia. molybdenum cathode 
Edwards valves 
0-50 torr Bourdon type absolute pressure gauges 
0-5 torr McLeod gauges 
Kinney rotary vacuum pumps 
Brooks R-2-15 rotameters 
1/4" Swagelock mixing tees 
2" dia. 19" length glass manifold (mixing chamber) 
CVC VSTM2 vacuum gate valve 
eve 2" diffusion pump 
6 nun bore Eck and Krebs greased stopcocks 
2 nun bore Eck and Krebs greased stopcock 
Circle Seal 9533B-4CC miniaturized plug shut-off 
valves 
Whitey 1/4" roughing valves 
Nupro needle valves 
Circle Seal MV92Tl-4CC micrometer valve 
Circle Seal M92Tl-4CC flow control valves 
6 mm bore Eck and Krebs greased stopcocks 
Loenco 6-way valve (Fig. 36) for introducing sample 
into chromatograph 
L-1 R-1 R-2 R-3 
P. s. 
C-1 lµ.F 
C-2 1µ.F 
L-1 IOH 
R-1 2.5Kil 
R-2 1.5 Kil 
R-3 2.5K.Q 
R-4 10.a.n 
S SWITCH 
P.S. 
D.T. 
- CVC..,..LC031 HIGH VOLTAGE 
POWER SUPPLY. 5000 V, 750 mA 
- DISCHARGE TUBE 
SCOPE - HP-122AR OSCILLOSCOPE 
D.T. 
R-4 
SCOPE 
s 
0 n---..... 
A-I - TRIPLETT 420-G,50mA 
A-2 - WESTON, 6 mA 
V - TRIPLETT 420, 5000 V 
Fig. 26. D.C. power supply and measuring circuit 
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1000: I DIVIDER PROBE 
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Fig. 27. Circuit for electric field measurement 
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Fig. 29. Comparison of residence time distribution in idealized reactors 
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Plug flow, DT/L 2 = o-~~ 
Small amount of dispersion, 
D-r/L2 = 0.002 
Intermediate amount 
of dispersion, 
0T/L2 = 0.025 
Large amount of 
dispersion, 
0TIL2 = 0.2 
0.5 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
8 = t/T 
Fig. 30. Effect of varying amounts of longitudinal dispersion 
on the residence time distribution 
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Fig. 31 
5/16" molybdenum anode and Swagelock union 
Auxiliary Ni disc electrode 3/8" dia. 
5/16" molybdenum cathode and Swagelock union 
Microwave cavity 
Orifice and 0-ring support (baked soapstone) 
Pressure gauges 
Vacuum pump 
20 mil tungsten wires 1.0 cm apart for electric 
field measurement and double Langmuir probe 
Quartz-pyrex seal 
2 nun bore Eck and Krebs greased stopcock 
6 nun bore Eck and Krebs greased stopcock 
Gas inlet 
Gas outlet 
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0.020 11 ORIFICE 
Fig. 32. Positive column isolation system 
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Fig. 33. Simple design of the orifice 
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Fig. 34. Throughput of Ar and residence time vs. pressure p
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Fig. 35. Gas flow in the chromatographic system 
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Gas Flow in the Chromatographic System 
3 Rotameters for carrier gas 0-50 cm /min 
Sample introduction valve (6-way) 
Preheaters 
Reference column 
"Sense" column 
Dual flame ionization detector 
Dual theromcouple detector 
Injection oven 
Temperature progranuned column oven 
Outlet oven 
Detector oven 
Sample 
In 
Volume 
Loop 
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11 0 11 -RING POSITIONS 
Ill 11 Pick-Up 11 Position 
I 11 Inject 11 Position 
NORMAL CONNECTIONS 
B a G - Sample Gas 
D a E - Carrier Gas 
Fig . 36. LOENCO 6-way valve for sample injection into 
chromatograph 
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Fig. 37. Quantitative calibration of the flame ionization detector 
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Fig. 38. Typical separation of lower hydrocarbons 
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Atypical separation of lower hydrocarbons 
Fig. 40a Voltage vJ lOV/cm 
Time Scale: i) 10 msec/cm, ii) 500 µsec /cm, 
iii) 200 µsec/cm 
52 msec TW = 1.6 msec 
Fig. 40b Voltage vJ lOV/cm 
Time Scale: i) 10 msec/crn, ii) 1 msec/cm, 
iii) 100 µsec/cm 
JO msec TW = 0.5 msec 
Fig . 40c Voltage v3 lOV/cm 
Time Scale: i) 10 msec/cm, ii) 100 µsec/cm, 
iii) 20 µsec/cm 
30 msec TW = 200 µsec 
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Fig. 42. Pulse generator circuit 
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Fig. 42. Pulse Generator 
D.T. Discharge tube 
Tl,T2 6AG7 RCA tubes 
T3 6BK4C/6EL4A RCA high voltage tube 
C-1 8 mf capacitor, 45aV 
C-2 8 mf capacitor, 450V 
C-3 a.as mf capacitor 
C-4 0.1 mf capacitor 
C-5 1000 pf capacitor 
C-6 a.OS mf capacitor 
R-1 1 rm, 2W 
R-2 1.3 rm, 2W 
R-3 2 rm, 2W 
R-4 s.6 rm, 2W 
R-5 25a rm 
R-6 500 rm 
R-7 4.7 rm 
R-8 5.6 rm, 2W 
R-9 22 rm 
R-10 16 rm 
R-11 1 M.Q 
R-12 2 Kn, lOW 
R-13 2 Kn, lOW 
R-14 470 rm 
R-15 5 Kn, 4W 
R-16 10 M.Q 
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Fig. 43. Electrical measurements on pulsed discharge 
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Fig. 43. Electrical Measurements on Pulsed Discharge 
A Tektronix type 131 amplifier 
C.P. Tektronix P-6016 current probe 
C.D. Hewlett-Packard 420B crystal detector 
D.T. Discharge tube 
D.S. Kruse and Storke 1033 directional sampler 
D-1,D-2 Voltage dividers 
F.A. Hewlett-Packard 8491A, 6 db fixed attenuator 
K.S. Kruse and Storke 5000 microwave sweeper with 
5013 plug-in 
M.C. Microwave cavity 
R-16 10 Mn resistor 
V.A. ARRA 4674-20F 20 db variable attenuator 
Y-l,Y-2 Vertical axes of Tektronix 541 oscilloscope 
Fig. 44a Resonance curve of empty cavity 
Time Scale: 100 µsec/cm+-+ 3 MHz/cm 
Fig. 44b Resonance curve in Ar pulsed discharge 
Time Scale: 100 µsec/cm +-+ 3 MHz/cm 
TW = 1.6 msec. Curve at arbitrary 
position. 
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Fig. 46. V-I characteristics of Ar discharge in a choked flow orifice system 
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Fig. 47. % of methane converted vs. I --preliminary results 
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Fig. 48. Product distribution of converted methane--preliminary results 
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P = 5.0 TORR 
% CH4 IN FEED (Ar)= 12.6 
I =2 .0 mA 
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Fig . 49. % ethane in. effluent stream vs . mean residence time T 
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Fig. 51. Ethane/Ethylene vs. initial % CH4 (C0 ) 
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Fig. 52. Electron density in reacting CH4-Ar d.c. glow vs. discharge current I 
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Fig. 57. Test of first order decay of reacting CH4 
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Fig . 59 
i VS. t 
m 
in pure Ar, i) p =9.0 torr, ii) p =6.0 torr, 
iii) p = 3. 0 torr. 
Time Scale: 200 µsec/cm 
Current Scale: i) 5 mA/cm, ii) 2 mA/cm, iii) 2mA/cm 
i VS . t 
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for 0.91% CH 4 in Ar, p = 3.0 torr 
Time Scale: i) 
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ii) 1 msec/cm, 
Fi g . 60 
Fig. 61 
i VS, t 
m 
for 17.7% CH4 in Ar, p =3.0 torr 
Time Scale: i) 100 i.Bec/cm, ii) 1 msec/cm, iii) 10 msec/cm 
Current Scale: 2 mA/cm 
i vs. t for pure He, p = 7 .0 torr 
m 
Time Scale: 200 µsec/cm 
Current Scale: 1 ma/cm, i) i = 3mA, ii) i = 1 mA, 
max max 
iii) imax = 0. 5 mA 
Fig. 62 
Fi g . 63 
i vs. t 
m 
for 0.82% CH4 in He, p =3.0 torr 
Time Scale: i) 10 msec/cm, ii) 
iii) 100 µsec/cm 
Current Scale: 1 m.A/cm 
200 ]Jsec/cm, 
i VS. t 
m 
for 16.4% CH4 in He, p =3 .0 torr 
Time Scale: i) 10 msec/cm, ii) 
iii) 200 µsec/cm 
500 µsec/ cm, 
Current Scale: i) 1 m.A/cm, ii) 1 mA/cm, iii) 2m.A/cm 
Fig . 64 im vs. t for pure CH4 , p = 3. 0 torr 
Time Scale: i) 10 msec/cm, ii) 1 msec/cm, 
iii) 100 µsec/cm 
Current Scale : 2 mA/cm 
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o Ar, 9 torr, 10 mA max 
• Ar, 6 torr, IOmA max 
x Ar, 3 torr, 6 mA max 
t::. CH4 , 1.5 torr, 6mA max 
VOLTAGE PULSE AS IN FIG. 400 
r 1 = 52 msec Tw = 1.6 msec 
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Fig. 66. Electron density as a function of time in the afterglow 
of CH.t.. and Ar 
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p1 = 5.0 torr 
0 4.2% CH4 in ArL-Run #5 0 1.75% CH4 in Ar--Run #11 
e 1.0% CH4 in Ar--Run #2 
Voltage pulse as in Fig. 20a 
Run #'s refer to Tables 38-43 
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P1 = 3.0 torr 
A 16.4% CH4 in He--Run 1130 0 6.3% CH4 in He--Run 1127 
• 2.2% CH4 in He--Run 1128 0 0.82% CH4in He--Run 1127 
Voltage pulse as in Fig. 40a 
Run ti's refer to Tables 38-43 
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Figure 73. 
p1 = 5.0 torr 
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20 281 52 1.6 2.05 
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Fig. 74. Effect of T, Tw' T1 variation on % conversion to c2H4 vs. ~* 
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Figure 74 
p = 1 5.0 torr 
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O 6. PULSED DISCHARGE 
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Fig. 76. Slopes of ethane and ethylene conversion curves in pulsed 
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Fig. ao. INELASTIC COLLISION CROSS-SECTION 
FOR H2 DISSOCIATION 
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Fig . 81 
THE MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION 
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Fig. 82 
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Appendix A-1 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
The estimated errors of the directly measured quantities in 
the respective ranges in which observations were taken are summarized 
below. 
Variable 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
Pressure p 
(Todd gauge of Fig.25) 
Pressure pl 
Pressure p2 
Pressure p6 
Electric Field E 
Voltage V 
Current I 
Resonant Frequency 
Shift Of 
0 
Change in half power 
width 66.£112 
Length L 
Residence time T 
Pulse width T 
w 
Pulse interval TI 
Pulse current i 
Range 
0.1 torr-
25 torr 
3-9 torr 
0. 7 - 2. 5 torr 
0.9 -2.0 torr 
5-60 V/cm 
1000-5000V 
0.5 - 20 mA 
2-20 MHz (M x 1) 
2-20 MHz (6.£ x 1) 
30-66 cm 
57 .5 - 655 msec 
0.2 -1.6 msec 
22-52 msec 
0.5-10 mA 
% Error 
±1% 
±2% 
±5% 
±5% 
±5% 
±2% 
±2. 5% 
±0.20 MHz 
±0.20 MHz 
±2% 
±5% 
±2% 
±2% 
±2% 
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Variable Range % Error 
15) % CH4 in Feed, c 1. 0 -12. 6% ± 6% 0 
16) % C2H6 in Effluent,[C2H6] 0.02 - 0.2% ± 7% 
17) % C2H4 in Effluent, , [C2H4] 0.01-0.1% ± 7% 
18) % C2H2 in Effluent, [C2H2] < 0.002 - 0.1% ±10% 
(when reported) 
19) % Conversion to C2H6 0 .1 - 6. 0% ± 3% 
20) % Conversion to C2H4 0.04 - 2 .0% ± 3% 
21) % Conversion to C2H2 < 0. 04 - 1. 7% ± 6% 
(when reported) 
Errors in calculated quantities may be estimated by repeated 
calculation of replicate points, as was done in Chapter 3 for vd • 
Alternatively, an upper bound estimate may be obtained by the method 
of Mickley, Sherwood and Reed.( 132) The method is illustrated 
Of = (f' - f ) = y 
' 
otJ.f112 = x ' (ne)o = n • Then 0 0 0 
= J.y 
[ ( 2'1Tf ) 2 + \) 2 ] 10-6 o en x n f n 56.42 0 
(A-1.1) 
and 
rrf x \) = en 0 y (A-1. 2) 
(from equations (2) and (3)) 
1Tf 1Tf x 
!::,. \) 0 0 1TX = --!::,. x ---!::,. y +-!J.f en y 2 y 0 y 
(A-1.3) 
Taking typical values as x = 2.84 MHz, !J.x ±0.20 MHz , y 6.82 MHz, 
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fly = ±0.20 MHz, f = 3043 MHz, 6f = ±30 MHz, we find from equations 
0 0 
(A-1.2) and (A-1.3) 
v = 4 x 109 per sec 
en 
8 6 v = ± 4 x 10 per sec ::::: ± 10% 
en 
where errors in equation (A-1.3) were added for the worst possible 
combination of signs +-+ and-+- . Similarly, 
6n = :q_ 2V 10-
6 
• 6 v f n en 56.42 en 0 
+-2- [ (27rf ) 2 + \)2 ] . 10-
6 
6 y f n 0 en 56.42 0 
- :q_ 
[ (27rf ) 2+ \) 2 ] 
-6 
0 en • 10 /jf 
2 n 56.42 0 fo 
+ :q_ 87r2f lo-
6 
• 6 f f n 0 56.42 0 0 
(A-1. 4) 
A corresponding equation may be derived for vd based on equation (8). 
The calculated values for the. '. Same set of numbers as was used above for 
are 
en 
I 
10 3 
n = 5.55 x 10 per cm 6 n ±3.5 x 109per 3 ±6.3% = cm = 
6vd ±4.6 5 ±14% = x 10 cm/sec = 6 vd = 3.24 x 10 cm/sec 
The same type of analysis is applicable to the calculated quan-
tities of Part 2, e.g., a, S and y shown in Fig. 79. A sophisticated 
analysis of the question of error propagation in first order kinetic 
schemes is presented in Proposition I, which should be useful when ex-
tremely precise rate constant measurements are sought. 
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Appendix A-2 
CALCULATION OF STEADY-STATE CONCENTRATION PROFILES 
<n+> EL (8) 
Assuming constant a = ~ the model predicts <n > + <n > D 
0 + 
steady-state concentration profiles of the form 
where K = 
e = 
E = 
e(n ,00) -an K e 
-a e-a 1 (1 ~ o .~ e:) I (o + e:e - - + -) 
Cathode end bulb volume 
Discharge tube volume 
Anode end bulb volume 
Discharge tube volume 
a a 
z n L , dimensionless distance from cathode. 
(A-2-1) 
(A-2-2) 
The measured <ne> and E for a given n , say n1 , were used in 
an iterative scheme to back out 9(n1 ,00) • Initially, it was assumed 
that <n > = <n > , but it turned out that in some cases (e.g., Fig. 
e + 
22) when <n > 
0 
empirical factor 
was small, there was no solution. For those cases, an 
J = 
<n+> 
<n > 
e 
was introduced and the value of J 
closest to 1.0 for which there was a solution was accepted as the cor-
rect one. The majority of the cases, however, could be solved with 
J = 1.0. As shown in Fig. 21, two solutions result, of which the one 
with the lower a is physically significant. The higher value of a 
appears unreasonable compared to what might be expected at this current 
from composition measurements. C4l) 
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The scheme of calculation was as follows: 
1) Assume 0(n1 ,~) . Reasonable starting value is 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Assume 
1 + 0 + £ 
cS 
<n+> 
J =---<n > 
e 
Use measured <n > 
e 
<n > 
+ 
a 
n° 0 
0 
= lim K 
a+ O 
Reasonable starting value is 
and E at n1 to calculate 
µEL 
D 
1.0 • 
E at the central position is an interpolated value. 
Calculate 
Calculate 
- e-a 1 
K = (1 + cS + £) I ( o + e:e - - + -) 
a a 
= 
-an K e 
6) Compare 9 1 to assumed 9 and modify assumed 0 until 
agreement is reached (Fig. 21). 
7) If no agreement is possible for J = 1.0 , reduce J in 
steps until a solution is obtained. The first value of 
J at which this happens is accepted. 
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Appendix A-3 
MEASUREMENT OF WALL TEMPERATURE 
As pointed out in the section on experimental technique, the 
portion of the discharge tube between the end bulbs was not water 
cooled. As a result, the wall temperature during the experiments used 
to rise above room temperature. An attempt was made to estimate the 
extent of this increase by inserting a glass-sheathed copper-constantan 
thermocouple such that it barely made contact with the plasma. The 
readings on this thermocouple rose with time in an approximately 
exponential manner after the discharge was switched on. The time con-
stant for this rise was as high as 1-2 minutes, indicating that convec-
tion from the tube to the ambient air was the predominant process in 
the heat transfer. For I = 15 mA, the final temperature was in no 
case more than 25°C above room temperature. 
At steady-state, since there is no energy going into heating 
the electrons, neutrals or the wall, the input energy is either con-
vected to the ambient air from the hot outside wall of the tube or 
radiated as the characteristic spectrum of the discharge. Let k = 
fraction of input energy convected to the air. Then, 
h 7Tr (T - T ) = k E I 
o w a 
(A-3-1) 
where h = heat transfer coefficient for natural con-
vection to air from horizontal cylinder of 
outer radius r 
0 
T = wall temperature w 
T = ambient air temperature 
a 
Hence 
T 
w 
T 
a 
= (1 + 
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k E I 
h T r ) 
a o 
(A-3-2) 
Thus a plot of T /T vs. E I should provide some information on k 
w a 
and hence (1 - k) , the fraction of energy radiated away. Figure 23 
shows such a plot for helium discharges under a wide variety of pres-
sures and currents. It is seen that it is approximately linear for low 
E I 
of 
k 2 o I with slope corresponding to h = 0.016 m C watts. 
2 0 h = 6.82 watts/m C estimated from Perry, <45 ) we get 
Using a value 
k = 0.11 . 
This means that nearly 90% of the input energy is radiated away in such 
discharges. At higher current~, the fraction of energy radiated is even 
higher. 
N. B.: The heat generation term in the energy balance can also be 
calculated from the electrical conductivity as 
The Q 
Q EI «cr > E2 = --= 
n:R2 0 
<n > 2 e 
e 
= 
m 7\1 
e en 
calculated from < n > 
e 
E 
and v measurements comes 
en 
within 3% of the Q calculated from I measurements. 
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Appendix A-4 
LINEAR PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF A RESONANT MICROWAVE CAVITY 
The propagation of a plane electromagnetic wave of frequency w 
is described by the equation 
-+ 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
E = E exp i (wt - k • r) 
0 
(A-4.1) 
where k is the propagation vector which has a real and imaginary part 
in a lossy medium such as the plasma. Further, a weakly ionized plasma 
behaves as a Lorentz gas. Hence, the phenomena of interest can be 
described by the motion of an "average" electron, as modified by coll!-
sions with infinitely heavy neutrals. Application of Newton's second 
law to such an electron leads to Langevin's equation. All magnetic 
forces are neglected in writing this equation 
-+ 
m dv + m v ~ = 
e dt e en 
-+ -+ -+ 
- e E exp i(wt - k• r) 
0 
(A-4.2) 
Langevin's equation is now solved in conjunction with Maxwell's field 
equations. 
When the amplitude of the oscillatory motion of the electrons 
-+ is small compared to that of the wave, or if k is perpendicular to 
-+ + E (transverse polarization), the oscillatory solution for v is 
0 
-+ + -+-+ 
v = -[ e E exp i (wt - k • r)] I [m (iw + v ) ] 
o e en 
The current density induced in an electron gas of density 
+ 
J -+ n (-e) v 
e 
n 
e 
(A-4.3) 
is 
(A-4.4) 
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Maxwell's field equations in rationalized MKS units are 
= -
+ 
+ aE 
J + e: 
0 d.t 
Eliminating H from (A-4.5) and (A-4.6) 
+ + + -: l+ 
'V x ( 'V x E) = - µ
0
J - z E 
c 
Using (A-4.3) and (A-4.4) 
+ 
Since E ~ 0 
where 
2 
n e iw µ 
e o 
m (iw + v ) 
e en 
2 
w = p 
2 
n e 
e 
m e: 
e o 
+ 2 + 
E + ~ E 2 
c 
(1 + i v:n>] 
(A-4.5) 
(A-4.6) 
(A-4. 7) 
(A-4.8) 
(A-4.9) 
(A-4.10) 
By analogy with the terminology of optics, the quantity multiplying 
2; 2 w c in equation (A-4.9) may be called the square of the complex 
index of refraction of the plasma. 
If 
Therefore, 
w2 
p << 1 
2 + 2 \) w 
en 
v2 + w2 
en 
\) ] 1/ 2 (1 + i :n) 
and \) << w 
en 
(low density plasma) , 
(A-4.11) 
Thus, when 
µ 
n + 0 
e 
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\) 
en 
w 
(A-4.12) 
(w + O) , the index of refraction is unity. p In 
this case, the wave propagates through free space. Equation (A-4.12) 
assumes that V is independent of the electron velocity. 
en 
A first order perturbation analysis of equation (A-4.12) leads 
to 
of 2 1 w 0 po 
= n f 2 2 2 
0 w + \) 
(A-4 .13) 
en 
2 
0 (..!.) 
w \) 
= 
po en 
-n Q w2 + v2 w 
(A-4.14) 
en 
where n is a dimensionless form factor given by 
n -+ 
-+ 
J x,y E • E dV (n ) o 0 
e o 
n = + -+ 
J E . E dV 0 0 
(A-4.15) 
Plots of n for various cavity modes are presented in Ref. (23). 
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Appendix A-5 
ELECTRON-ION RECOMBINATION IN THE AFTERGLOW OF A PULSED 
DISCHARGE 
In an afterglow plasma where fresh ionization does not occur, 
electrons can disappear by way of diffusion to the walls (and surf ace 
recombination), by volume recombination with ions and by attachment to 
neutrals. If there is only one species of positive ion, and that 
species is singly charged, the general equation for the time dependence 
of n is 
e 
dn 
e 
dt = 
(1) 
a'n
2 
e 
(2) 
V n 
a e 
(3) 
(A-5.1) 
where Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, a the second order 
volume recombination coefficient and v the attachment coefficient. 
a 
and v are functions of electron temperature T if a 
a e 
Maxwellian f (E) is assumed. 
e 
1) Recombination only: Set terms (1) and (3) of equation (A-5.1) • 0 • 
Assuming constant 
1 
n (t) 
e 
T , the electron density 
e 
1 
n (0) + a'(t - to) 
e 
n 
e 
where n (0) 
e 
is the initial density at t = t 
0 
decays as 
(A-5. 2) 
2) Diffusion only: Set terms (2) and (3) in equation (A-5.1) 0 . 
n = 
e 
(A-5.3) 
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where a ' being the diffusion length for the ith spatial 
mode. 
3) Diffusion and recombination: Set term (3) in (A-5 .1) = 0 . 
Consider the particular case where recombination is small com-
pared to diffusion. Then the density distribution is determined 
essentially by the prevailing diffusion mode. If only the fundamental 
mode is effective, 
an D 2 e 2 a.' n2 a a. ',n 
-- = D 'iJ n =---n -dt a e e A2 e e (A-5.4) 
which yields 
n (t) n (O) D 
e e {- ~ (t-t )} = 
Da exp ~ + a.'ne(t) A2 o - + a.'n (O) 
A A2 e 
(A-5.5) 
4) Attachment only: Neglect terms (1) and (2) in (A-5.1). 
For constant v , we get an exponential decrease in density 
a 
with the period l/v 
a 
Other cases including those of multiple positive ions and of 
negative ions are discussed by Hasted. (l05) 
The (n ) - t 
e o 
curves in pure Ar (Fig. 66) were analyzed for 
(133) -Following Biondi, 1/ n (t) 
e 
recombination and diffusion effects. 
was plotted against t • Straight lines were obtained for small values 
of t , after which the plots curved upward (Fig. A-5.1). The slope 
of the straight line portions was found to be 3.4 ± 0.6 x l0-7cm3/sec 
and independent of pressure in the range p1 = 3.0 - 9.0 torr. This 
(134) 
slope can be interpreted directly as the recombination coefficient, 
as 
a'n A2 
S' ·--0-"' 106 » 1 a 
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The <l' value is in fair agreement 
with Biondi's corrected value of 6 x l0-7cm3/sec and must be inter-
preted as applicable to the dissociative recombination process 
Ar; + e + Ar + Ar as Ar+ ions are negligibly important in pure Ar 
discharges. (l33) The difference between our value and Biondi's could 
be because his afterglow had T = T whereas in our case the elec-
e g ' 
trons could remain hot because there is a d.c. electric field present 
even after the discharge is "off" (Fig. 40,65). In any event, the 
fact that a' -6 -7 was in the high range 10 - 10 and was independent 
of pressure must be taken as striking verification of Biondi's work. 
In pulsed discharges in pure He, microwave measurements were, 
unfortunately, not possible due to the distorting effect of current 
oscillations. If the effect of oscillations could be overcome, a com-
parison with the work of Phelps and Brown(l3S) in the afterglow of 
pulsed microwave discharges in pure He may be possible. 
One set of readings was obtained in pure CH4 at p1 = 1.5 torr 
(Fig. 66). The nonlinearity of the log(n ) vs. t curve is not pro-
e o 
nounced enough to rule out pure diffusion. However, an explanation of 
the plot in terms of diffusion alone would demand a value of 
D ~ 170 cm2/sec, which appears too low. Since the self-diffusion 
a 
coefficient of CH4 at 300°K and 1.5 torr is 114 cm
2/sec, (I03) T will 
e 
have to be approximately equal to T g to support a low value of a 
such as 2 170 cm /sec. As pointed out above, this is unlikely in our 
afterglow. An explanation of the CH4 data in terms of recombination 
(Fig. A-5.1) suggests an a' value of 6.1 x 10-7 3 cm /sec. In view 
of the possible presence of a number of other ions like + CH5 , 
+ CH3 , 
+ CH 2 , 
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etc., it is not clear if this a value applies to the recombination 
+ of the CH4 ion. 
7 
6 
0 5 
0 
x 
rt) 
:E 4 
u 
-
2 
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0 Ar 9 torr & 6 torr 
• 
Ar 5 t orr 
D Ar 3 tor r 
l:l. CH4 1. 5 t orr 
200 400 600 800 1000 
TIME FROM START OF PULSE, 
1200 
JL SEC 
Fig . A-5.1. Test of recombination control i n CH4 and Ar afterglows 
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Appendix A-6 
EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL I: OF EQUATION (66) 
00 
I = f e-r; r,-1/2 di',; 
x 
00 x 
= f e -z;; z;;-1/2 dz; - f e-z;; z;;-1/2 dr; 
0 0 
r (1/2) - x112 f (1/2) * 1 y ( 2,x) 
where y* is a form of the incomplete gamma function which has been 
tabulated for a limited range of x in Ref. 114. 
An asymptotic form of I can be obtained for large values of 
x as shown below. 
Let u = ~- 1 
x 
du = ~ 
x 
00 
Then I = I e -x(l + u) 
0 00 
= 
1/2 -x I x e (A-6. 2) 
0 
Laplace's method (as outlined in Ref. 136) is used for the asymptotic 
expansion for large x • 
Laplace's method: (All variables below have meanings restricted 
to Appendix A-6). 
Let F(x) = 
a 
f 0(t) 
0 
where a > 0 , a > 0 , 0(t) 
a 
exp(-xt ) dt 
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max 
0 < t < a 
and the series l aktk converges for 
It I < 2h 
' 
h > 0 (A-6.3) 
Then as x -+ 00 
00 a 
S+n+l 
F(x) l n r(l3 + n + 1) a = x 
n=O a a 
(A-6.4) 
In this particular case 
1 0(u) = --- = 
/1 + u 
a = 00 > 0 
' 
a = 1 > 0 
' 
f3 0 > -1 
and 
I 
1 1 (Bounded) max = 
0 < u < 00 /1 + u 
And the series is convergent for u < 1 . Hence, as x -+ 00 
1/2 
00 
I -x l r(n + 1) -(n+l) ~ e x x 
n=O 1 
-x 1/2 1 1 3 ] (A-6.6) = e x [- - -+-+ ... 
x 2x2 8x3 
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Appendix A-7 
SIMILARITY CRITERIA FOR GLOW DISCHARGES 
The purpose of seeking similarity parameters in glow discharges 
is, as usual, three-fold. 
1) Scale up, e.g., in large scale applications of cataphoresis 
or chemical reaction in plasmas. 
2) To obtain groups that would enable economy in experimenta-
tion. 
3) As a screen for various postulated mechanisms. One should 
also distinguish between "electrical" and "chemical" simi-
larity, the latter condition requiring that the concentra-
tions of various species at corresponding points in similar 
discharges be equal. 
In Part I, the use of the similarity parameter pd to corre-
late V and of pR to correlate E/p was explained. These are 
s 
particular cases of the treatment of electric similarity given in 
Francis(S) or Cobine, C4) where chemical similarity is implicitly 
assumed and there is no flow of gas. Considering two d.c. discharges 
with equal V , V and 
s n 
I whose geometric dimensions bear a ratio of 
X , it can be shown that pd and pR must remain constant. Also, 
E = XE' p = p'/x (for constant T ), E/p = E'/p' (for constant g T ) g 
and T = T '. 
e e 
It is less likely that vd and f (e:) 
e 
are exactly 
equal in electrically similar discharges. As seen in Part I, chemical 
similarity may be violated even in discharges in pure rare gases due 
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to the action of metastables. In gas mixtures, different extents of 
cataphoresis may lead to the same result even when there is no irre-
versible chemical reaction. 
<n > 
+ µEL DT The parameters a a~~~~~~ for cataphoresis, for 
<n > + <n+> D L2 
longitudinal diffusion and 
0 2 
DT/R for radial diffusion, are examples 
of chemical similarity parameters in the absence of irreversible reac-
tions. 
As seen in Chapters 7-9 , chemical reactions in pulsed d.c. 
discharges can be successfully correlated with the parameter 
T 
T Ix -~ = ~ n dt , which reduces to 111 in the d.c. discharge . 
TI e e 
0 
~ is 
another chemical similarity parameter which assumes electrically simi-
lar discharges at least to the extent of maintaining constant a , a 
and y . If ionic reactions become important it is possible to derive 
TµE) the parameter (1 ± L by an analysis of the species continuity equa-
tions. (l37) The positive sign refers to gas flow in the direction of 
the electric field and the negative sign to the opposite direction of 
gas flow. In such a case it is possible in principle to change the 
yield of products by a simple reversal of gas flow. Gas velocities of 
the order of 104cm/sec are required to get noticeable effects, as this 
is the order of magnitude of ionic drift velocities. ( 4) 
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Appendix A-8 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM PLASMA REACTOR FOR NATURAL GAS PROCESSING 
The glow discharge hydrocarbon reactions investigated in Part II 
of the thesis show some promise of being useful for the large scale 
processing of natural gas to produce c2 intermediates. Natural gas can 
contain over 95% CH4 depending on the location, (
56 ) and its primary use 
at present is as a fuel. Unsaturated c2 's (i.e., ethylene, c2H4 and 
acetylene, c2H2) being the starting materials for a large number of 
organic syntheses, there is a strong economic incentive to find processes 
that will produce them from the more abundant natural gas. In view of 
the existence of equilibrium plasma arc processes for c2H2 , <
56 ) the non-
equilibrium plasma process is anticipated to produce c2H6 , c2H4 and H2 
from cH4 • A patent application, with the present author as co-inventor, 
<
138) has been filed. Coupled to existing thermal crackers that produce 
(139) 
ethylene from ethane, it should be possible to develop a non-
equilibrium plasma process that converts CH4 to c2H4 (and H2) with no 
more than 25-30% formation of side products. 
There are two essential conditions that must be met before any 
large scale development can proceed. 
1) The selectivity of reaction achieved in the range 1-10 torr by the 
use of low residence times and currents must be extended to higher 
pressures ~l atm. It is only at such high pressures that connner-
cial scale throughputs can even be talked about. 
2) The energy efficiency of the process should be brought down from 
3 80 kwh/(nm c2) by a factor of 4 or more. Alternatively, electric 
power costs should fall by about the same factor relative to other 
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energy sources. 
Interesting possibilities for the geometric configuration of 
an atmospheric pressure non-equilibrium plasma reactor are crossed 
flow pulsed and ozonizer discharges(l3S) and microwave discharges. The 
pulsed discharge experiments of Chapter 8 revealed that energy effi-
ciency therein may exceed that of a corresponding d.c. reactor by a 
factor of 2, as a result of reactions in the afterglow. Further 
improvements may be effected by utilizing the high field negative glow 
instead of only the positive column as was done in the present work. 
It is believed that a practically motivated study could result in a 
non-equilibrium plasma process at atmospheric pressure that has an 
3 
energy efficiency of~ 20 kwh/(nm c2) with no loss of selectivity. 
Under such conditions it would become strongly competetive with exist-
ing arc processes for c2H2• The advantage of the former is that a 
precisely controlled quench would not be necessary to stabilize the 
products as in equilibrium plasmas. 
Ozonizer type silent discharges are being investigated in this 
(140) laboratory. The advantage of such systems is that they have been 
extensively used to produce o3 from atmospheric o2 , and are relatively 
well understood. Wulf and Melvin showed in their pioneering work(l4l) 
that ozonizers are basically similar to low pressure glow discharges 
and fall into the category of what we would now call non-equilibrium 
plasmas. The silent discharge has also been used to produce amino 
acids from mixtures simulating primitive earth atmospheres. 
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Appendix A-9 
PROCEDURE FOR OPERATION OF THE FLAME IONIZATION DETECTOR 
1. Set air pressure at 13 p.s.i. to both flames. 
2. Set H2 pressure at 10 p.s.i., one column at a time and let it 
flow for one minute. 
3. Be certain that the electrometer is on all of the time. 
4. Push igniter button on electrometer until both flames "pop". 
5. Reduce sense H2 pressure back to 4-5 p.s.i. which corresponds 
to about 7 cc/min. 
6. Zero the electrometer at attenuation of 1. 
a. Balance low background on 10,000 with coarse adjustment. 
b. Balance low background on 1 with fine adjustment. 
7. Adjust reference flame to zero recorder. 
8. With range selector in S position: bistable mode--either 0 or 
maximum reading should occur. An in-between reading indicates 
a malfunctioning electrometer. 
9. With the range selector in the T position, there is no input to 
the electrometer, hence a zero reading should occur. 
10. The instrument is now ready for use. 
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PROPOSITION P-1 
The following reprint is an article based on 
the proposition accepted by the Candidacy Examination 
Committee consisting of Professors Shair, Gould, Pings and 
Seinfeld on November 29, 1968. 
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The Accuracy of Kinetic Parameters Estimated 
from Batch and Integral Reactor Data 
..4. L. RA."1MOHA.IV, W. H. CHEN and /. II. SEINFf;f,D 
Department of Chemical Engineering, California lnalitulr. of 1'echnology, PtwrdPno, Calif<1rnln 91109, U.S.A. 
The aceoraey o( rate co,.9tant eetlmates obtained by 
minimizing 1he sum ol squnres or difference• between oh· 
aerved and c::alculated concentrations i!I. r.onsidered. Cloud 
solution• are obtained for eomc basic types of tint order 
reaction •<"hemes. The r<'!'Uhit ore presented in the form of 
plot.a of the dimensionless variance of parameter ef'llimatcs. 
The kinctidst t'an u~r the plob both in analyzinfi! cxp<'ri-
ments and in planning thl•m for maximum ccm1omy. Such 
advance studies are cnpuble of providing volunLle insight 
into questions of experimental design even when the 
reaction 1eheme 11 unknown. 
T he estimation of rate constants from experimental con-centration-time measurements in batch and tubular How 
reactors is an imPortanr prohlcm in chemical engineering-. Two 
steps are involved in the O\'crall problem. First, estimates of the 
rate constants must be obtained. It is now rccogni7.cd that the 
correct procedure that must be used is lease squa res analysis of 
the measured data. Since, for experimental rcosons, the mcasurt·d 
quamitics are usually the concentrations, the least squa res 
criterion must be applied to the raw concentration vs. time dota. 
This step can be com·cnicnrly carried o ut using qu:isilincJri1.a-
tion <'""'. It is the ob ject of this paper to consider the second 
step, namely the analysis of the aecurocy of kinetic parameter 
estimates, for che four reaction schemes: 
Ir, 
A -B 
Ir, 
Ai=tB 
Ir, 
Ir, 
A<-B 
-c 
Ir, 
Ir, Ir, 
A-B-C 
It is shown th•t in addition to this type of post-facto analysis, 
the results c-~n also be used for the systematic planning of 
kinetic experiments. 
Roscnbrock and Storey'" present a general technique for the 
dcu:rmination of confidence intervals for parameter cs timoucs in 
ordinary differential cquJtions . Heineken, rt a/.<» used this 
procedure to dctcm1inc cnntidcncc inte rva ls for parameter 
estimates in the enzymatic reactions 
Ir, •• 
S+E>"C-P+E 
·-· 
On a e1ud1e l'exactltudo clea e"times rrlatif11 ii la con~· 
tnnle de vite!lse qu'on ofJtit·nt t"n minimi"nnt la !HHnme ,)( .• 
ca rrC!I des diffCrt"nct-fll rntre lt•fl C".on,·rnlrution,.. oh,..t•rvCf"t f"t 
r.t"lles qu'on R cnlculet"s. On obtlrnt de!I solution" frrntC"" 
pour ""rtnin!I ll'enres fon1lam1•ntaux dt• !ly.1ttt.,m1•1l f!f• r f.n"llon 
<le prt'mit:r order. On pri- .,<' nle, sou ... formr. d1• J.:ruplilqur.•, 
Ice r(·~ uhat .'I «f,. In vnrinnr•· -':10-" dii111•mdon" rl1·1 f'• tinu'•111 .if' .• 
J>nromt-trt>~. Le µr~po&t! ia lu <'ln~tlqut• prut utili•1 ·r Ir" 1lit" 
Jtrnphiqucs pour unulyf'1•r It· truvail rxpi•rlmrnlnl rt le pluni. 
fiC"r pour minimi!'•' r son 1·0\11. Di·" i· 1ud1·" pri•li111i1111in•" d•· 
ce genre p crmellent d'obh·nir unt · ronnuiuun<'t' pre~rlt•u,., · 
de• qu<'111liom1 r<'lutivrs U lu t·onct•plion d<' tr;H:rn:< P.XJu"ri· 
mcntuux, lorl'lqu'on ne <'onnait po" h· l"yttemc d<· rCuction. 
2c,11, ._, c.,H., + ti, 
c ,H, + Ci:ll io '-" c,.11,. + H, 
The prcscnr work represents :i comim1~nion of tht· effort tn 
prtH·iJ.c l' :<p(.:rimt·nt;i l kint.·tit·ists with c ;1s i~-inrcrprct;tldc n·sults 
o n tht• ;&ccur:u:y c1f rat1.: C..:<>11"f;111r cst1m.11t·s in cc1m1111in rt.".lt't1<ms . 
The gcnna l prnhk111 m;1y bt· scnt·d .1s nnr of c.·~t1rn:itin~ the.' 
par:unctcrs in a Sf.:t of orJ111:.J ry dilTcrc.·mi~I EquJ.tinn'\ rn. The: 
state of a system is govrrrK·J liy the set of ordin11r~· d 1ffcrcnri;.il 
~Ajuations 
~. ~ f,(,,,a,1) i - 1,2, ... , n (I) 
which contain p unknown p•rarnet crs, a,, k m I .Z .... , f' · 
E:"<pcrimcntal o bservations -:,. j Q: I . .! . ... , m, arc rtlJdc at U. 
values oft, t., t 1, .•• , IR. anJ arc known fonc.:rions of the svstl'lll 
state, g,(x) , but c.:onrain additive r:rn<lnm cxpcrimc.·m~I er r;1rs 111 • 
(•1), ~ t 1["(1,)( + (~1), 
j~ 1,2,. .,m;r- 1,2, .,R (2) 
The error vectors n,. corrcsronding to different sets of measure· 
mcnts arc assumed to be statistically irnkprnJt·nt. The c: rror~ 
in the individual clements nf cJch vt·ctnr n,. arc ;1ssumc:J ru lw 
normally distributed with zero mciln 0111d • ..:ov:.i. ri;.rnn· nutrix M ,. 
The paramete rs a are est i111 ·Jtcd to minimize the '''l'ighrcd sum 
of squares 
• s• = .~. [•, - 11(.r(a,1,))J TM,_, I•. - ll("(o,1,))1. . (J) 
where "(a .t,) is the solut ion ofEqu•tinn ( I), with known initi• I 
conditions. 
\Ve prcsem o nly the formubs rc·quircd to compwc <.:nntid('nc.·e 
intervals . If the cxpcrimcm;i\ error \'H1;1.m.·e~ :arl· :-;m:.111 enough 
for lin~ariz;u ion to be valid, the error 111 fhc ~1Jr :.uncrcr c~rirn1un 
obtained by rninimi1.ing S1 will be norm ;1 1\~ · d1!\tr1bur1.·d \\: ith 7.l'rCl 
mean and (ov .. uiancc matri:< P. If the 111it1al (nnd11inn~ .rn ·H1.' Seinfeld and Gaval.s'" used quasilincarization to estimate the ntc consunts and Rm<nbrock and Storey'< procedure to analnc 
the estimates in the pyrolytic dc:hydrogcnJtinn of lit·nn·nc to known withnm l'Tror 
diphenyl an<l triphenyl, Reprinted in Canada from p ~ 
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where 
• H• X D, 1G,TM,-1G,D, ...... • .• ... ... (5) 
-· 
D•AD+B 
D(lo) • t 
..... . .. . ' .... ' ''' . (6) 
A • {Au} • (:~;) •• 
B• (of,) · {B .. } • ,--- ..... . ......... (7) aa, 0 • 
c-
a- being the value of a minimizing S'. Heineken, ct a/.<" show 
that as R - <» the matrix H defi ned in Equation (5) rapidly 
approaches 
T 
Rh = _R_ f D(I)' G(I)' M(l)-1 G(I) D(l)dt . ... (8) 
T - lo 
lo 
The variance of any linear combination of the a for an arhitrary 
vector b is u.' = b'Pb. Complete details arc given hy 
Rosenbrock and Storey<". 
In the analysis to follow we ni.ke the assumptions: 
L The initial conccntr:nions arc known wirhom error. 
2. The initial charge in each case consists of pure A. 
J. The concentrations are measured directly. 
4. Unless otherwise indicated, the covariance matrix of experi-
mental errors, M (1) has the si mple fonn u'I. 
We examine the effect of the following on the confidence 
intervals of the rate constant estimates : 
I. How many data points R should be taken and over what 
range in order to attain a given accuracy of parameter 
estimates. 
2. What effect docs the level of experimental error have on the 
problem. 
J. Above what value of R can I"iuation (8) be taken as an 
adequate representation of Equanon (5). 
4. How many of the n independent concentrations should be 
measured, and which ones chosen in the event of a choice 
being available. 
S. What advantage can be gained by measuring more than the 
independent number of concentrations . 
6. Instead of spacing the obscr\'>tion points <'IJUally in the time 
interval (lo, T), might ir nor . he advantag<~>Us to space the 
same number of pomts m a different manner . In particular, 
what is the effect of spacing them tqually in the conversion 
interval (I,~) rather than the corn·sponding time interval 
ci .. n. 
7. If concentration-time data from runs at different temperatures 
arc used to dctcnninc the rate constants and activation 
energies, how accurate would these t.·srimatc:s be. At how 
many temperatures should observations be taktn in order to 
achieve a gi\'en accuracy . 
Qurstions (I) and (1) arc answered for all the four reaction 
schemes. (3) i• eonsidcretl for the schm1c• .~ = B and A -
B - C. (-l) and (5) arc thoroughly discussed for the scheme 
421 
-B 
A( , and question (5) i• taken up again for rhe •cherne A-8 
' '....(.' 
where the matrix of experimental crro" M(ll ha> a form 
diffvcnt . fmm the u•I usually a>rnmcd. The •imple schem<· 
A - B IS al<n used ro 1ll11stratc how the •amc techniques can 
be used to an•wer the more complicar<·d qucsttctr" ((>) and (7). 
Following Heineken ti a/., dimensionless parameters of the 
~'.R 
type f, - -- were used to correlate the results. Herc, ~ 
k'u' 
is the mean value and O'•i the vari:rnce of an estimated pu:.1-
mctcr, R the nwnbcr of data points, and er, the variJncc of the 
dimensionless fom1s of the cxpcrinH.:mally mc:Jsllrl·d conct:mr a-
tions. The ..p. arc obt:lincd as diago11al clcrrn.:ms of chc matrix 
PU/u'k'. where P "" h -1; 8 for. lar~e Rand P = If· • i11 
general. The ..;... parameter contains infomrntinn regarding the 
k' 
accuracy of an estimate (the larger the value of - , the more 
u.' 
accurate is the ~stimatc), for :my given v~luc of the cxpcrinwmal 
error. It also mcorporarcs t!H..' numhl· r of obs<..·rv:u inns R. . and 
can be used to decide what value of I< i!i nccc~.'iarv in nn.h.: r rn 
get an 2ccept:.iblc accuracy of the cMimJtc. Plor s o( ijl. ;lrc rhnl·· 
fore 2 concise and convenient rcprcsnit ~uion of the result s of dH.· 
~tudy . They can be used to pbn kinl·ta; c.· xpcrim<..·11t s wlrn.:h sn·k 
to oUtain :;accur~tc cstim:u es of p;1 r;u11ctcrs when ;lpprox1111;1tl' 
values arc known from o less sophisiiotcd analysis. 
O" 'j, R 0" 1, 1R 
Figure I presents oft = - - - and oft = - ·---- versus l·, '/' 
k1'u1 k,'rr' 
k, u'.,R 
for the isothermal scheme A i:t B. The curve of Y,1 
ki k1 1a 1 
k, 
for the scheme A - 8 is also shown for compari ,on. F ig11rcs 
.~. k, 
2 and 3 show the same type of plot' for A - B - C •nu 
k, 
/-B A"-. when the number of components measured is the sa111c as 
-+C 
*• 
the number nf independent componcncs = 2, and these 2rc chosen 
to Le A and B. 
Figure 4 ill11stratcs some typical results when the nan 
fonnula P = H-• is used for comput:ttion instead of the apprnxi· 
k, 
marion P = h - •/ R in the isothermal sch<111c A ;: R. Similar 
k, 
k, k, 
curves for A - R - C arc shown in Figure 5. Fig11rc 6 i' a 
cross.'plot of Figure 5 in whith the "')'lllptotic approach to the 
approxi111arc fonnu la as R increases ts dcarl)' scm. 
Figure 7 is ;m aucmpt to answt·r rhc quC' ~tinn of how nun~· 
components and which ones should lll' n1<·asured in the isoihrnml 
k, 
-B 
scheme A( . It indicates specifically the in~ucncc of change' 
-c 
*• 
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in the G m2trix on the 2ccuracy of cstim2tion, 2nd D matrix 
rem2ining the some 2nd the M m2trix continuing to be "'[. 
This imp<>runr question is raised •gain for the isorhcnnal 
... 
scheme A - B, but this time the G matrix is kept const2nt ar 
col [I - I J. The source of variation now is the matrix of 
cxperiment2l errors M. M is taken to be("'• O) , which 
0 u2.a 
represent! independent mcosurcmcncs on A and B with different 
nriance>. This, of course, is • more rc2listic assumption th•n 
"• M • u•I. J - - is 2llowcd to v2ry, and the result< ore shown 
"• 
in Figure 8. 
In Figure 9, the effect ·of unequ2I division of the time interval 
k, 
is explored for the isothcrm2I scheme A - B. When the time 
intervol (to, T) is equ2lly divided by R p<>ints, it can be shown 
th•t 
where 
• 2: (k,r,) exp( - 2k,r,) 
I 
r (T-t.) 
l, -= lo + --R-- r • 1, . . . R. 
... (9) 
When the conversion interval (I, ~) is equally divided hy R 
p<>ints, the correspnnding result is 
where 
x, = 
and 
r(I - ~) 
---R- , - t, 
~=exp 1-k, (T-r,) I 
. (10) 
• H. 
As J~ bcL'T1mes large, Equations (5) and (8) should converge to 
the same value. 
In Figure JO, the dimrnsionkss v2rianees of the frequency 
factor and at"tivarion energy csrimat1.:s arc plmtcJ against the 
number of temperatures at which observations "Jrc taken. 
where 
L 
h - }; ,.., { I j'[ /Jo' 
"'( T -to) l>, fJ .. 
lo 
U,[),J dt 1 f ..... (II) D,' J 
It must he noted that h1uation ( 11) represents a hylirid npres-
~ion which i~ h from the pnint of vil·w of l.":JCh nm hut is accually 
L 
H from th<· p<>im of view of}; . I k'Tlce, P = h-•; R and no 
, ... 
division by I. i!\ nccc:.;s.tr~._ V cry l~rgl' \'~\uc:s of/. arc c.·xpcri-
mcnrally wuc.·alistic :.1s the number of h.'mpnarun..·s at whic.:h 
isothcnn:.11 rnns arc cnnductc.·d seldom t·xcn-<ls 10. 
Ducu.,ion of reaulll 
The discu.,ion of each til!urc appc•rs hck>w the tigurl'. 
1000 
"'· OR 
,,, 
200 
100 
~o 
10') 
k,T 
Figure 1-Dlmenelonless variance of parame-ter e1ulmotc~ 
k, 
vs. dimensionless tlme in the reaction scheme A µ B, 
k, 
when only component A Is measured and the nunthcr of 
obaervations R IA lar~"· 
Ff 1 k, . 
for each value of q = - there exists a minimum value of 
I·, 
Y,, and Y, 2 corresponding to a particular l·,T. As q decrease<, 
the value of klT al which the min11m1111 nt·cur~ at tlrst in ... ·rc:.1sc.'~ 
This is bcc..::rnsc :is ki/k1 Jccn::.lscs, mort· 11 is prcscm ~H <:quil1-
brium :and it takes longer for the react inn to 11chic\"t' l't.JU1lihri\1111. 
In order to obtain maximum ;H..'<.:uracv it is rw<.:t·:.;s ;.H\' i11 thi~ c;tst· 
ro continue taking mc:asurt'llH.:nts fo~ ct longt·r ttml:. I loWf.'Vn. 
k, 
when - becomes very sm:ill, the :unnunt of A pn·sl·nt :ir cqtii· 
k, 
librium tcnJs to Zf.'ro. Due to thc error iri mci\surmg :1. thnt: 
is not mudt point in t~king <l large nu111ht·r of obsn\·.uions whrn 
its conccntrJtion is very low. l lcnn· rhc oprimu111 v;1luc of 
k, 
k,T Storts d«crrasing as - approaches 0. 
k, 
for small values of k,T. {·1 can be t·stim<ttt'd more ;u,:cur:.&t<..·h· 
rh2n k, . ln this r;mgc, the smaller thl· \'Jlllc of •I· tl1t· !-[rt'otrl'r th.c..· 
accuracy that c;.in be obt;1inf.·d in 1/11. Convcrsdv, ·111 d1is ranl..!t'. 
the smalkr rhe v:.&luc of•!· the ksst·r thL" J~cur"ac~' 1h.1t t·:.rn ·be 
obtainCd in i/tz. This is because the s111 ; ..illcr rht· ,·;1h1t· of q tht· 
more signifit·;rnt is the forward rc:icrion. If. on rl1t· 01ha hand. 
mcasurcmc.·ms arc continuc:d for a Joni.! umc (hit.:h J.·l"/'), thi s 
difference gl·ts narrowc.·<l Jown. This· is hccausc. more of thv 
observations :lrc now being tJken c\oc;;c to et1utlihri11m and .in· 
effectively being wasted. 
')·: ' For sm:tll values of k,T (small cxtrnt of r«aC!J<>n) the di-mensionless vari:mce 1/11 tends to zero. ht·crnsc onlv the ti.r~t 
step in the rcJction is importJnt anJ J.·1 l°:Hl he.: 1..·s1111;Jtnl .11:l·u· 
r:ih.·ly h~' a \.1rµ-e number of mcJsun·mt'THS Llrnl·d c111t mTr tht· 
intcr\'al (0,./). :\sq incrc.iscs, rhc r.ltl' nf the.· ~1..·t·n1hl rl'Jl.'tinn 
rcbtivc to the first in1..·rc.·;1't'S anJ i/ti i1Krt·~1st·s tor -;111.1ll \·:1lm· .. 
of k1 T. This is bt·c:iusc it hccn111l'!' h.irdn co t':'ifilllJtf.' J..·1 frn111 
obscrv~nicms o\'cr rhc tixt·d 1ntt·n·a\ (II./") d11t• ro thl· 111nt·:1sinc 
efft'l't of the.· st·cond rc~u.·rion. · 
For s111;1ll \"J\ur:'i of J..· 1'/". 1/1 1 itll"rt'JS("" r.lpidl~· bn".lll!'t' 4,f rl1t· 
in~ ~o ohscr\'.C the cth·ct 1,f thl· Sl"(c1nd rc:ll"t111n which I" 
422 
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Figure 2--Dlmenslonless variance of parameter eotlmuteo 
k, 
••· dlm•n•lonless time in the reaction scheme A - B 
k, 
_,. C, when components A and B are measured and the 
number of observations R Is larae. 
-->jl, 
2 
-->11, 
0.1 20 100 
>, T 
Ftaure 3-DlmenslonleH nriance of parameter eotlmatH 
ko 
<
-a 
n. dlmenalonleH rime In the rooctlon ccheme A 
-c 
when compononta A and II are rnl'asured and the nu~b~r 
of obcervations Is huae; 
mC2surcmcnts on A 2nJ H before all the A is converted ro (; 
by the sernnd reaction anJ the v2luc of Ii bttnmcs sutic. The 
optimum value of ll,T thcn.:forc becomes smaller :is q increases. 
necessary to estimate k,. Conversely, I/to. for small k, T. as For values of q less than aoout 2. I/to is le<s than t/t,, i.e. 1·1 is 
q incrca$eS, t/;2 decreases, because the' second reaction becomes cstim.atcd. mo:c accur:Hl·ly than k1_. Bu.t _f~r higher values of'/• 
important. the situation os cxactlv the oppornc. I !us cA cct is important 
For Jorge values of k, T, both t/t1 2nd t/t, increase with k, T, for low values_ of k, T. anJ is again a rnnsC<]HCncc uf the fact ch21 
the more accurate cS!iniatcs corresponding to >mailer value< of we ore observing only A and JJ. \Ve may chink of the me2sure-
q. Smaller values of q correspond to 2 longer time necessary for mcnts on A as Jccennining (k, + I:,) and the measurcrnents on 
complete con\.'crsion to C and the ability to obtain more infonna- Bas dt.'tcnnining k1. :\sq incrcasi.:s, it becomes less and lc!;s 
tion on a fixed interval (0, T). As a result, the "1-z curves exhibit profirablc to rrn.:asurc H as the predominant rcac.:t ion is the second 
a minimum coupled wich a reversal of the dependence 011 q. one. Hence the k, csti111:ncs scan gen in~ less a11J less accur:uc. 
For q = 3 the: '/11 cur\.'c also exhibits a minimum (a relative However, under thcs: circurn~unccs,_ (k1 + k1) bel"'Omes very 
minimum) rcAccrin~ rhc trade-off between the increase in t/ti nearly the same as k2 1rsclf, and therefore the iccuracy of the k2 
21 high .values of k1T, the deerc•se in I/ti 21 low values of k,r cstii;natc docs not suffer as much. For low v2lues of q, on the 
and the effect of a brgc k2/ k1 which c:liuscs an increase in tf, other hand, the situ:uion is exactly the opposite; I· 2 csrim:u:cs arc 
for moderate \·:;i.lucs of k, T . paor because we arc effectively Llking no observations on the 
F. 3 SC4..'0nd reaction . J· For very small and Vet)' large v2l_ucs of k1 T both t/t1 2nd t/t1 
bc:come lor[:!C. In the former c•sc It 15 because neither reaction ,-) t In generol. 25 R is inerC2scd the accuracy of the cstim2tcs of 
has proceeded to any lppreciahle extent. In the latter case. the k, •ml k, is increased. 
low accuracy is dt1e ro the fact that most of the me2surcments arc For Stn•ll v•lucs of k,"/', smaller values of I/to and t/t1 arc 
being -'·asted in measuring v•lt1es of.~ 2nd H which ha\"e, for obtained with fewer meosurcments. This i• b<T:111se t/t1 2nJ Y,1 
211 practical purpnses, long since reJchcd their tinal value>. The dcpcnJ on the product of u.' 2nd R. and as R dccn·3'c• , the de· 
trade-off bt.:twccn thi.:sc two consi<lcrarions results in a minimum t:rcasc in U morl' rh :rn compl'O.S<'tl'~ for thl· inni.:a~c in CT11. 
. t, For la~c values of k, r. :H R dl·t:rcot~c.::(. a, 1 111t:rC~ .'i 1.'S f~srrr than 
m both the t/t1 2nd t/t, curves for 211 valucs of q = -. R decreases 2nd t/t1 and t/t, inct<'"''" .\t IJrge v•lm·s of k T. t/t1 
. k, 2nd I/ta drpend very <trongly '"' R. and it i• 111 th" ran~c that R 
As q 1ncrea<es. rhc 1·a luc of k1T corre•porn!ing w the mini· should be m :1de "' lorge >< p<>«ibk. 
mum nlue of rlw if, 01111 t/t , rnr\'es JeereJS<'s. This is J din·,·t 'J > .•: { For &1mll \'J iu1·s of l:,T Jnd R ~ I, Ill, W. t/t1 and t/t1 >re 
~~ucncc of n1<..·:isurl.'111l·ms 1~1.:in~ r:ik1..:n cm A ;ull.1 H t)nly. l 'hl· not ~tr<Hlf.!ly dl'Pl't\dl•nr 1111 R. If N .. oo, ;i :11i~nit\c;1nr dt'cre:a1'c 
higher the \'Jiuc nf q for • II''"''" k,, the 11111re 11uprirtant the in "'' •nJ y,, occurs. For large VJlue< of~. r. "'' and y,, arc 
second rC'act1on bc:comcs. It 1~ rhcn ad\':.lnt.lgrous tc> tak~ srrc>n5{ func..'tions o( R . ·1·hu.s, if the ri:ou.·tion i1 allowed to prcxccd 
423 
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100.000 
100 
t,T 
Figure 4--Effect of number of observations R on the di· 
meneionless variance of k1 estimate vs. dimensionless ttmc 
k, 
In the reaction scheme A <=' B when only component A Is 
k1 
k, 
measured and q - - i:::1 I . k, 
k1T 
••tgure 5-Elfert of number of observation• R on the dl -
menslonless variance of k, estln10.tc vs . <llnH•nslonlt1:\s thnc 
k1 k, 
In the reaction schcn1e A - B --+ C, when conlponcntfl A 
k, 
and B are meaaured and q - k, - 0.5. 
o .~ -
0.2 
_, __ _ l__j_ - - - - - ]__ -
10 
Fl~ure 1>-~:ffect of numbor of obsurvatlons H on th .. 
k, 
accuracy of k 1 C'stlrnate In the rcnctton adwnu• A -· n 
k, 
-• C, when components A and B uro ml' il1Ur4."J nnd q 
k, k. - 0.5 (cross-plot of Fl~ur• 5). 
substantially toward the ,,:nmpkrc conn·rsinn to(.', ir i .~ import:\111 
for 2 fixed value of 'J' th;H one lll<lk<..· ;\:; 1t1;111y 11\C.:.\Sllrl'llH.:ntS .I " 
passiblc. If the reaction is stllppc<l cirl y. thrn 1hl' 11>1111bn of 
observations is not as important. Thc.:"l' condusions Jrc c.:lt'arl ~· 
visible in Figure 6 in which '!_:_ is plotted against R for cnrma111 
R 
')· / The number ofindcpcnJcnt components in a reH:tion schtm<.: 
must be equal to the number of inJcpc..:mknt r<.::.1ct1ons. Also, 
they must he chosen in su(.'.h a wa :v rhat the sroid1iomctr i<.: 
matrix A relating them co rhc cxrcms or rhc inJt·pcndt·m r1.:Jcrio11 s 
be non-singular. 
()=A() 
c. 1. 
In many problems of kint·tic panmctcr t·scimatinn, there is ,, 
choice regarding whil·h c.·nmp<mc.·nts ;.!.rl: rn hl· mc-:isurnl. Scinft·ld 
and Gavalas1 t1> .,·omc to tl11.· t·oru:lusinn tli;n nrn.· shn1ild tn· :.111d 
measure.· ;a~ manr of the N ind1.:p<:rnknt n11llTtltratt1H1s .1s l"1s.;\1hlr; 
;md that if :1 <.:hnirc mu st bc..: nuJt:. inn:ru11.:d1.itl· ..; C" <' \u:trc-r 
plTamt·rcr rstimoircs th~111 prinury cnn .,tirtu.·m~. · 
In the prcs<..·nt study, this q11c~tion w.ts rhorm1~hl~· n:.u11inl.'\I 
k, 
-·/J 
for the isothermal scheme A( . Fi~11rc 7 i; ~n '"'·'"'Pk of die· 
~c 
~. 
42-1 
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0.1 oz o> 10 10 >O 
'" Figure 7-Effect or number or componento measured on 
the dimension le•• variance or k, estlmat~ vs. dimensionless 
k, 
<
-. 8 
time In the reaction scheme A , when the number or 
..... c 
ks 
observations R lo large and q = ~ = 0.5. k, 
large nwnbcr of plots that were obtained for various values of 
k . ~. The only conclusion that is valid for all these plots is that 
k, 
the most accurate estimates of k1 ond k, arc obtained when all 
chc three components arc measured. However, a certain combi· 
nation of two compon<..·nts alwa)'s comes very close to the 
(A + B + C) curve. Hence it would app•-.r thor there is linlc 
advantage in measuring: more chan the inc..lc..·pcnJcnt number of 
concentrations when the error matrix M has the fom1 a 21. 
For specific guidance in an actual problem, it is ncctssary to 
k, 
look at the plot for the relevant value of-. Consider, for cx-
1 ~ 
2mple, ~ = 0 .5 which is illustrotcd in Figure 7. Further. let us 
k, 
confine our artcntion to the Y,1 curves which give information 
regarding the 2ceuraev of the k, estimate. Herc, the best two 
compancms to mca~urc arc obviously A :mJ /I. ,\\c3su ring 
C and A is better for hi~h values of k,T, but Band C' is better 
for lower vo\ucs of k,T. · :--;car chc optimum \'3lurs o f k, "/',thcrc 
is little to chonsc between these two combination .... 
The best single component to mc:i$urc is H. 1\h::1.surcmenr 
of C alone is likclv to> lc>J rn c.<remclv in•ccurace estimates . 
Of course, mcasur~mmr of .4 •lone will noc gi"c us k, and k, 
scpantch·, a faL-c thot is mikingly evident in rhc singularit y of 
the D'G'GD nwrix (mJ hence the H matrix) for chat case . 
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Figure 8-Eftect or measuring more than the number or 
independent compone nts on the dimenalunlesM variance of 
parameter estimate vs. conversion ln the reaction 1cheme 
k, 
A - B when the covariance matris of errors Is M, =-
( "•' 0 ) 0 aa1 
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Fljture 9-Effect or dlstrlhuflon or experimental observa-
tions on the dimensionless variance of paramt•ter efltlmo.re 
k, 
vs. number of ob&ttYationa in the reaction acheme A - 8. 
The existence of H-1 is an csscnti:JI rt-quirlincnt in rhc pro-
cedure of Roscnbrock and Storey«> . Evidence from the present 
work continns that the non·s ingulariry of /{ is a rnfficicut 
condition for rhc cstimability of par-.i.rnctcrs in ;i system of fir st 
order linear ordinary differential C<\Uations. 
IS For a given "• and a given number of observations R. the 
:accuracy of cstim:1.tion improves as s incrca:1cs. This i~ correct 
as incrC'asing s means increasing a1.:l.:u r;a.cy of nu:olsuring H. The 
curve for s c:r 0 corrcspnn<l s to CXtrl·mcly impn:cisc measure· 
menu on B. which is equivalent to mc:.isurcmcnt of A :.ilonc. 
Mca•uring more than the number of indepcndc11t wmpnncnro 
is advant:1gcous und(r all circumst:rnn·s cxl.:cpr s • 0. hinlll·r. 
for every value of n, there i~ a minimum whic.:h rC'prrscm~ the 
point ot which the reaction muse be skipped ro gl·t m•xum11n 
accuracy of estimate . 
As T ..... to (~ - I) , all the curve• go up w inf i nit~ . Thi• is 
obvious as there can be no estimate> when the rcaL~ion 1s not 
carried out at all. 
;:} J The lim iting value pinned in Figure 9 i• mict ly valid for 
a very large nwnbcr of observations. This limit is approached 
500 
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Fl~ure 10-Effect of number of Isothermal runs on the 
dimensionless variances of the frequency fac:or and 
G, exp( -E/8) 
activation eneriiyestlmatea In the scheme A -B 
8(0) I 8(L) I 
with G,T - 10, E - s' E - 3· 
rapidly from the lower side when the time interval (to. T) is 
equally divided . However, if the same number of observations 
ate taken at intervals of e<JUal conversion, the results arc pn>-
foundly different. For high \'alues of € (e.g. 0.9), it is possible 
to achieve much grc<1tcr accuracies by this device. For low 
values of€ (e.g. 10- 2), on the other hanJ, this must not be done 
as errors increase greatly. In fac~. for low€. the limit as N - "' 
is approached from the upper side. \Ne therefore conclude that 
taking a finite number of obsen·ations at equal conversion 
intervals will be useful when the reaction has to ·be stopped far 
from completion. The physical meaning of this is that when 
concentrations arc changing rapidly, observations must be taken 
more frequently, but when they arc changing slowly. the time 
period between observations can be lengthened. The experi-
mental kincticist very often makes use of this trick while col-
lecting his dara. 
r;· . ,o The accuracy of estimation of G, and E improves almost in 
direct proportion to the number of temperatures •t which 
observations arc taken . 
In the limited range considered, the activation energy is 
estimated more accurately than the frequency factor. This 
would indicate th>t non-linear regression of the pooled data 
yields a better estimate of Ethan that obtained by regressing the 
estimated rate constants at different temperatures. In such cases. 
the technique presented in this paper could be invalu•blc in 
assigning confidence limits to the parameters obtained by the 
non-linear analysi~. 
Condullon 
The statistical structure of several basic first order reaction 
schemes was analyzed. No analysis of experimental kinetic 
data is complete without a good estimate of the accuracy of the 
r.tc consranrs derived therefrom. The first use of the present 
results is in obtaining such estimates for any desired confidence 
level from the computed variance of the me con1tant error 
diStriburion. The second and more important use is in planning 
experiments to obt~in maximum k ml."tic information withouc 
sacrifice of accuracy. Questions such .s how many data poinr. 
to take and in what range, which.components should be measured 
in the event of• choice being available, and what effect the level 
of cxpcrimcnral errors hos ·on the problem, were answered. 
The same technique was also extended to answer some novel 
~ueStions such as how to distribute the observations in a given 
time interval. and at how many temperatures isothermal runs 
must be conducted to gc-r acceptable estimates of the frequency 
factor and activation energy . The practising chemical engineer 
should find the procedure extremely useful C\'Cn when confronted 
by reaction schemes more complex than the ones considered here. 
Even if this type of complete analysis is not undertaken, the 
simple first order schemes should give him a feel for the effects 
of features like reversibility, paralleli sm and consccutivcneu in 
the reaction mechanism on the prop•g2tion of error. 
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APPENDIX : THE WORKING EQUATIONS 
We will illustrate the detail• of the analy•i• for the 11eheme 
... 
A< ..... B 
..... c 
... 
Under the as~umption!I in the introduction, the reaction is 
dc<eribcd by 
where %1 ~ l..t J/IAol and x, - IBJ / IAoJ and A and B have been 
chosen as the independent component~. Therefore" 
%1 = exp( - (k1 + k1)1J 
-•-• - I I - exp! -(k, + .t,)1 jJ 
•• + •• 
In this case, n - 2, p - 2 and Dis a 2 x 2 matrix governed by 
dD11 
Ji- - Du(O) - 0 
D 11(0) • 0 
dD,, - i, 011 dt + x, ; Du(O) • 0 
dD,, dt- k1D11: Du(O) • 0 
1 he integrated Corme arc 
Du • - I exp I -(.t1 + A1)IJ 
Du - - I exp( - (.t, + 41)11 
... , 
Du - A,+ .t, exp(-(A,+.t,)11 
(ki ;• .t,)• (expf -(41 + k,)1 j - 11 
k,1 
Dn - ki + ,t, exp(-(41 + k1)11 + 
--
4
-' - (exp I - (k1 + k,)1 j - 11 
(k1 + •·l' 
426 
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When, (or example, only .. ti• meunred, G • [I OJ, and 
[
D11 1 D,. D,,] 
D'G'GD • 
D1t D11 Du' 
h ia now ea•ily obtained ''""' Equation (8). The rc•ulc. or other 
ca1es nre 1umrnari1.cd below. 
Jood1ermal ca1e 
•• a.) A ...., 8 . n • I. p m 
D • - I exp(-k,I) 
•• b) A "' B. H - I. " = 
•• 
k, 
D, = - (k1 + k,)' 
k, 
(k, + k,)• I exp ( - (k, + k,) t I + 
•• (k, +-k , )' exp f - (k, + k,) 1} 
D, = __ k,__ - __ k,_ t exp f -(k, + k,) I I -
(k, + k,)' k, + k, 
k, 
(k, + k,)' exp f -(k, + k,) 1 I 
k, k, 
c) A - B -• C. n = 2, p = 2 
/) 11 = - I exp (-k 11) 
D12 s: 0 
[)., = _k_, - t exp( -k,I) + -~'--- exp ( -k,I) 
k, -k, (k, - k:)' 
·--·~-- exp f -k,1 I (k, - k,)' 
D,. a - --~· I exp(-k,I) + --~-- cxp(-k,I) 
k, -k, (k, - · k,)' 
- --~- exp (-k,1) (k, - k,)• 
l&otherma1 runs at different temperatures 
k, 
If A ---t Band k1 = G,.. exp (-E/8) we will rou~iJer the /1h 
experiment with temper..i.ture 81• Since n = I and p = 2 (GA an<l 
E), D is given by 
D, = -I exp[-1 G, cxp(-£/81) - E / 8,j 
tG, [ ( E) EJ Di :s 8, exp - t GA exp - 0, - Bi 
427 
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PROPOSITION P-2 
Reprint from Journal of Physical Chemistry 
ABSTRACT 
Microwave absorption is proposed as a technique 
for monitoring the kinetics of liquid reactions in which there 
is a large difference of dipole moment between the products 
and the reactants. The absorption is conveniently measured 
by perturbing the resonance of a microwave cavity. 
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Application of Microwave Cavity Perturbation 
Techniques t o a Study of the Kinetics of 
Reactions in the Liquid Phase 
by A. L. Ravimohan 
Depart_..t of Chmii<al E"')inming, Cali/<>rnio l rutilut• of 
TtthnolotJJ/, Pcuadtno, California 91109 
(Rtceittd March SO, 1970) 
Polar liquids are known to have broad absorption 
bands in the microwave region which arise from orienta-
tion of the molecules with increasing electric field H, 
followed by relaxation to thermal equilibrium as E falls 
to zero. The absorption is expressed as the loss factor 
tan o, and for a dilute solution of a polar solute in a. non-
polar solvent it is given' by the Debye theory as 
(•, + 2)' 4,,.µ•cN v 
tan o - ---- (1) 
Eo 27ksTvo[l + (v/vo)'J 
where o - loss angle, ., - static dielectric constant, 
µ = dipole moment of solute molecule, c ~ concentra-
tion of solut( in moles per cm', • = frequency of radia-
tion, •• = 1/2.-r, where T = relaxation time of solute in 
solution, N = Avogadro's number, kn = Boltzmann 
constant, and T = absolute temperature of the so lution. 
For a mixture of solutes, tan o is the sum of the loss fac-
tors due to the individual solutes . Jackson and 
Powles' verified eq 1 for solutions of several polar sol-
utes in benzene by measuring resonant frequency 
shifts and Q factors of cylindrical microwave c1wities 
partially filled with samples of the solution. The pro-
portionality of tan 6 to the concentration of dipole c, for 
constant values of other variables in (1), suggests a con-
venient method of following the kinetics of certain 
classes of liquid reactions. Considrr a reaction in 
which the reactants have no dipole moments but the 
products havo appreciable µ's. Tho time variation of 
the product concentration, and hence the extent of 
reaction, can be followed by measuring tan 6 (and to) of 
the reaction mixture as a function of time. The method 
would be fast, accurate, and convenient, as no samples 
have to be withdrawn for analysis. It is especially 
suited to the study of the early stages of the reaction, 
when the use of conventional methods' would be diffi-
cult. The chief limitations arc thnt one must stay 
within the bounds of the Dobye theory of dilute solu-
tions and of the lin<•nrized theory of microwa\'e cavitv 
pe.rturbation.' In pnrticular, ~ueous reactions ar~ 
ruled out because of the abnormally high nbsorption of 
microwaves by wnter. 
The room temperature (22°) liquid phase bromina-
tion of benzene with iodine ns catalyst was chosen for 
the present study. C,H,, Br,, and I, have no dipole mo-
ments, but C,H,Br and iIBr have dipole moments of 
1.52 and 0.78 D, respectively.' 
Experimental Technique 
The two parameters of a liquid that can be obtained 
from microwave cavity mensuri1mf'11ls !lre the. sl.at.ic 
dielectric constant '• and t.he lo~s fuct.or tan Ii. ,\ p11r-
ticu!11r cavity resouance is ch11ructl'rized by tho reso-
nant frequency fo 11nd the loaded quality fnctor <;. ,\ 
liquid placed i11 a quartz bottlo on I he llXis or I he cy-
lindrical cavity introduces a chang<' in both fo 1111d Q. 
As shown by Dunsmuir and l'owlo·'' und Sinter.' the 
first-order perturbation solution takes the form 
2(fo - fo') 
•• ~ 1 + --··-· (2) fo'I 
tan o ~ F(Ro, R,, R,, •b , «) (b - ~) (3) 
where 'I = dimensionless form-factor depending on 
cavity geometry, Ro = radius of microwaw cavity, 
R, = inner radius of quartz bottle, U, = outer radius 
of quartz bottle, •b = dielectric constant of bottle 
material, '• = dielectric constant of the liquid. When 
Ro >> Ri. R, ~ R,, 11nd <b "'=' '• 
tan o ~ G(Ro, Ri. R,, <b) (b - ~)/•• 
constant(~, - ~) ;.. (4) 
The method used for the me11sureml'11t of fo and Q was 
a "transmission" method.' With 1.Jw circuit or Fi~urr 
l, it is possible to obtain 11 rcsonanc" curve in :1bou t :?O 
sec. A fo..~tcr swecµ may lm obtnincd, if ncc"""ry, by 
using an oscilloscope and high-speed photography. fo 
(1) \\', Gordy, tl cl. , "Microwt1.ve Spectro11co s•Y, " Dover rubllc.,. 
tions, !'lew York, N. Y., 1066. 
(2) \V . Jackson and J. G. Powles. Trani . F'arada11 Soc .. 42A, 101 
(1040). 
(3) K. J . La.idler, "Chemical Kinetics," :\lcGro.w-lllll. ~cw York , 
N. Y .. 1965. 
(4) J.C . $)1\ter, ":\ficrowave Electronica," \ 'a.n Nostrand, Princeton , 
N. J., 1950. 
(6) N. A. Lnnge, Ed., "Handbook o( Chemistry," 9th ed. ;\fcGraw-
Hill, New York, N. Y., lll56. 
(6) R. Dunomuir nnd J. G. Pow! .. , Phil. Mag., l7, 747 (lOlO). 
(7) E. L. Gim.ton, "Microwave MeaaurcmtnU," :\kCraw-flill, 
Now York, N. Y .. 1U57. 
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and the half-power frequencies f 2 and fi are determined 
directly from the calibrated frequency scale. r\ ow 
Q = fol (f, - Ji). The mode of resonance used wa.~ 
T~Ion. for which ~ dctennined empirically from ,, ml'n-
suremcnls on standard liquids (benzt'nc and 11i-xyknr), 
wa.sfound lo be 0.0114;}. 
The reaction studied was 
r. 
C,H6 + Br, ~ C,"H,Br + HBr (5) 
Since the products nrc formed in equimolar amounts, a 
quantity proportional to the common product concen-
tration c can be deduced from (1) and (4) as 
c = ~ [(__!._ - -~) - ~(1 - ~·-)] (6) (E, + 2)' Q,' .,.Q,' Q •o0 
where"° is the dielectric constant nnd Q,' i~ th<' quality 
factor at zero time, and the tan Ii of tho renction mixture 
at zero time has been subtracted out. The tt•a,<.m wh~· 
Q0' is not equnl to Q is discuss<•d in the n<•xt section. 
Analytical rengl'lll grndc chcmicnl8 meeting AC::l 
specifications were usl't! in the work. A known solu-
tion of bromine in bt'llZPne wns prl'pared nnd a known 
weight of iodine di>:<olvPd in it.. The reaction mixtun• 
was pourPd into the quartz Cl'll which wus then clo:<t•d 
tightly with a neoprene stopper. Heplicatcd micro-
wave rendings were taken at vnrious time intnval~. 
.... ;th intcrmittrnt shaking of the tube to ensure homo-
geneity. A test run on the s!"lmc solut.ion without 
iodine catalyst. revc!"lled that the noncatalytic react ion 
was negligible under the present con<litions. It is be-
lieved that the !"lddition n·actiou is :ilso rwgligible. 
Finnllv, the rrnction was >topped after 2.5 hr by 
pourir;g the contcnt8 into cxc1•ss !\I. Tot:ll frt•c 
halogen was e,t imatcd by tit ration agrlinst st!"lndard 
i\'a,S,03 .'olut ion u:.:ing starch:\.< ind icator. Thi:.: titra-
tion proYidt•d the nwan< for t•stimating th r con:<tant of 
eq G which is llt'C•'"""ry :L' t lw microw:IV<' absorpl ion 
dnta drtl'rmin<' onl~· n qu:mtit,· pmp11rlio11al to the 
product concent r:it ion. 
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Figure 2. Initial uh:-1orptio11 CL<\ n function of io<li11c ndtlcJ. 
Discussion of Results 
The first nntl'worthy featurt• about the results is that 
there is significant. nbsorption l'V<'ll at zrro tinw, s inrc 
Q0 ' < Q. This indicat('s the i11st:111ta111~ous forniation 
of a species with a dipok monw111 . A survey of the 
litnnture rrv<•als that un infrrni•·diatc of tht' typ<' 
I0 Br, ha.q brl"ll invoked to rxpl:iin t.!11~ catalytic action 
of iodine on thr rcuction :•- 11 with tl11• n10st. likc· ly form 
bcinp; !Br. Initial ab"1rption data can t.hc·r!'forc be 
used to obt.ain rl'iativr I. Br, co11r,.ntrations. Fi~urn 2 
shows n plot of this q11antit,· up;:iinst moll's of :1ddl'<l 
iodinr. Tlw npproximatt•l,· linr:ir natt1r>' 1.1f t.lw plot. 
indicntc•s t.hat K = [J.,llr,]'/[ l,J"[llr,J'' i• V>'ry hiµ:h, a 
rc8ult in tl<'cord1111c" wit.Ir tlw li11di11g" of l'ric" 11nd 
ArntzPn. 10 TIH' hiµ:h /\ v11h11• 1111 '" "" thnt tl11• 1,llr, 
conct•nt.rntion is not. afft.ctt·d :ipprc·c·iahl.1· by d1:111µ:<'~ in 
the Br, co11rc·11tration. 11"'""' it is :t valid J>1"11c<'d11n· t•i 
subtract nut. llw initial r<'!"lding to J.!:t'!. tho prod11pt. r.on-
cl'ntration, us""'"' in t•q (). If it. j,, 11s,,unwd that <L a 
b = I, put.ti11µ: JIBrJ = [I,] / :! in c•q I, :do11~ with 
ShPka'8 12 v:ilut• of tlU' dipolo momc•11t of !Br (l.:.!l D), 
yiPlds T = 4 X 10-io " ·'C, which i" q11it1· n·a,.or111blt• . 
If nwasun•nwnts nre 111adc nt ot l11 ·r frl'<pH·ncic·s, it i" 
pos:<ible to get bothµ :111d T of tlw i11h•rmc·dialc· from 
microwavt' data, but thb was not d11111• hPn· . 
The t•xistnllcl' of D. c,11,-1, complt'X ll'ith ll dipolt• mo-
ment of O.G D has Ut'<'n dl'ducc·d from absorption ml'a-
suremenb in thr visual ra11p;l'." -" Ho1n'Yl'r, 110 sig-
(8) L. Bruner. Z. J,hya . l'hrm., 41, 514 (100:.?L 
(0) C. C. Pril·c, J. Amrr. C'hi-m. Snc., S8, :.?lilt (19.1HJ. 
(ll)) C'. C. Prkc and C". E. Arntr.t•n, il,id ., 00, :.?~35 (l!l:ISl. 
( l 1) P. "'· Hohcrt1'.IOll, rt al.. J. Chon. 81w., !Ki~I (IO·Hll. 
(12) A. l,, ~1'.:t'IC'l lnll, "T:1h1<':4 of ExpN111u•n 1al D1po\r :\lomcut.,," 
W . 11 . Fr~c111 : 111, ~an Fr:1111·i .. 1•1). ("alif .. l\11.:1. 
{l:ll It.,\, Hrnr ... i nnd J. II. lliltlrhru11d , ./ . Amrr . C11ot1 . .'\oc·., 7l. 
~703 (11).1111 . 
(1-') F. Fnirhtothrr. ,\ 0111/irr , 100, ~; (l\J.17 ), 
(16) H.8. :\lullikt·u, J .. .f.mrr. ('hon. S•I('., 71, lltH.I u11.'\01. 
Com1vNtCATION8 ro THE Eo1Tott 
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Figure 3. Per cent conversion in substitution 
reaction a.~ a function of time. 
nificant microwave absorption was ob~crved in the pres-
ent experiments even in saturated solution" of iodine 
in benzene. This could be either due to the low concen-
tration of the complex or bl'cnuse it has a low vo so thut 
• :<< v0 • Similarily any complex brtw!'en bromine and 
benzene wns not picked up. In any 1 ~ vr11t, the intnrprc-
tation of both the initial absorption und kinetic dat11 i11 
the C,H6-Br2-I2 system was thereby considerably sim-
plified. 
Figure 3 ~hows the conversion in the substitution 
r eaction as a function of time. The orde r of the n~ac­
tion with respect to total Br·1, '"' detc•rmi11cd by the 
method of Powell," is approximately 0.7;j. This dnes 
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not agree with Pricc'K' value of I.ii, which ho derived 
from some of Bru11cr'H• data. Tho rcuMOll for thix dit<-
agreement i~ p11'sihly bccuu"' the rnodd dx/ dl - k 
[Br1 ]'·'[I, J' ·' is u11 ovcr~implifind cl1•scription of !.he 
kinetics of iodinc-cutulyzcd bromosubstitution. In 
fact, a11 examination of Bru11cr's data, "·Y·· his Table lA 
reveals that the order with respect to totid Ur, 1ippar-
ently increases with time in the same rnn . The "order" 
would thus depl'nd upo11 which scgrnPnt of the x-t curve 
is being considered. The present data fall in a con-
version rnnge well below that of (8) for comparable con-
centrations. H1·11ce there is 110 n·:tl conflict. with 
Bruner's raw data, thP. only disagr!'P111ent being with 
the simplifir.d fit.,'·" ·" beforl'. The microwave absor p-
tion method was able• [.,, illurni11atc thi., abnorr11al be-
havior !L~ it is id1·ally 'uitc·d for rn1•a;.;un·ments at low 
product concentrations. 
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ABSTRACT 
R. Jackson treated for the first time an optimization problem 
in which changes in chemical reactor performance were related to 
small changes in the mixing pattern or flow configuration. His alge-
braic structure could handle arbitrary kinetic schemes, but had the 
severe limitation that only global mixing in the reactor network was 
considered . In the present paper, it is shown how the approach can 
be further generalized to take into account local mixing in the net-
work by introducing CSTR's of given volume at a newly defined type 
of nodal point. Relatively simple algebraic equations are derived, 
which can be used as a basis for optimizing performance by successive 
adjustments in the mixing pattern. Finally, the new equations are 
applied to a simple example, and the results are shown to agree with 
those obtained by direct calculation. 
The proposed technique should be useful in the optimization of 
arbitrary networks of given chemical reactors with respect to flow 
configuration, i.e., their mode of interconnection. 
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1. GENERALIZATION OF R. JACKSON'S APPROACH TO INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF 
LOCAL MIXING IN THE NETWORK 
Let us consider the chemical reactor network shown in Figure 
P-3-1, which is a further generalization of the one considered by 
Jackson(!). It consists of N interconnected reaction paths which 
behave as ideal tubular reactors with discontinuities at the nodal 
points. In addition to source and sink points, we now have a third 
type of discontinuity, which arises because of the introduction of 
ideal continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR's) of known volume 
at a finite number of points (n,k) along the reaction paths. This 
newly defined kind of nodal point accounts for local mixing in the 
reactor network, while the interconnections account for global mixing. 
The terms local and global mixing are used here in the same sense as, 
for example, in Horn and Tsai(Z). The general network of Figure P-3-1 
is capable of modeling almost any mixing pattern that can be visualized 
for a chemical reactor system. 
In the algebra that follows, the notation of Ref. (1) will be 
followed as far as possible. The objective, as before, is to maximize 
P , a given scalar function of the combined product flow vector at the 
termini of the reaction paths. 
N 
P = F(p) = F { l q~ (x~ )} 
n=l n n 
(P-3-1) 
The maximization is with respect to the positions of the nodal points, 
which now include points of the type shown in Figure P-3-2. An 
expression will be obtained linking oP to infinitesimal changes in 
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the positions n xk of nodal points (n,k), so that performance can be 
maximized by successive improvements of the 
For the CSTR of Figure P-3-2, we can write an algebraic equation 
for the change in the column vector f , whose components are the flow 
rates of the independent components of the reaction mixture, as 
(P-3-2) 
where g is a given vector function accounting for the reaction in the 
CSTR. g, of course, is related to the f function in tubular reactor 
2 by the expression 
(P-3-3) 
where A2 is the cross-sectional area of tube 2 at 
The effect of a small perturbation in the position of the CSTR is 
to change equation (P-3-2) into 
(P-3-4) 
Putting n* = xn + Ox~ , expanding in a Taylor series with only first xk k 
order terms, and using equation 1 of Ref. (1)' 
n* n n { n n } n* n n 
• f{q~-l (x~)} qk (xk) + oxk • f qk (xk) = qk-l(xk) + oxk 
(P-3-5) 
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where g' is the square matrix obtained by differentiating the g 
column vector with respect to the elements of the q vector. Sub-
tracting (P-3-2) from (P-3-5) and simplifying, 
(P-3-6) 
where 
Equations 10, 11, 12 and 13, and Figure 3 of Ref . (1) are still valid. 
Hence equation (P-3-6) can be written in the alternative form 
(P-3-8) 
Now when the adjoint equations are written, we must consider 
Case (d) in addition to the cases (a), (b) and (c) considered in Ref. 
(1). 
Case (d): The point (n,k + 1) is a CSTR. 
The term n { n n } appears multiplied by the [l+ Vk • g' qk(xk) ] 
matrix, which is assumed to be nonsingular, in the equation with R.H . S. 
o(o)q~ ' and multiplied by in the equation with R.H.S. 
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.c-(o) n 
u qk+l • 
Understanding that V~ = 0 unless (n,k) is a CSTR type of nodal 
point, we can write the adjoint equations as 
(n,k + 1) source point (P-3-9) 
(n,k + 1) sink point or CSTR (P-3-10) 
~~ • [1 + V~ -1 • g'{q~ -1(~ -1)}] = F'(p) 
n n n 
(n,K ) terminal point, n = 1,2, • · ·N (P-3-11) 
n 
Defining row vectors A as in equation 26 or Ref. (1) leads to the fol-
lowing boundary conditions. 
n n) n) n n n 
= Ak+l(xk+l • (1 - crk+l +A~ (x ~) • crk+l 
k+l k+l 
(n,k + 1) source point (P-3-12) 
(P-3-14) 
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(n,k + 1) sink point or CSTR (P-3-13) 
A~(~) • [l + v~ _1 • g'{q~ _1 (x~ _1)}] = F'(p) 
n n n n n 
(P-3-14) 
(n,K) terminal point, n=l,2···N 
n 
Comparing equations (P-3-9) to (P-3-11) with (P-3-12) to 
= (P-3-15) 
k :/: K 
n 
(P-3-16) 
S is an arbitrary positive constant which arises because equations 
(P-3-9) and (P-3-10) could as well have been written with a constant 
multiplying both sides. In qualitative arguments about the sign of 
oP , the introduction of S makes no significant difference, but its 
existence becomes important in a numerical calculation. 
The equation for the change in the objective function P 
defined in equation (P-3-1) now takes the form 
\ n n n n ~ n n n oP = S l [A_(x_) - Ak(xk)] • ucrk • qk_1(xk) 
sources k k 
+ s l ~n n n { n , n n } {n n} n {n n} uxk • [Ak-1 (xk) • l + Vk-1 g (qk-1 (~-1)) • f qk-1 (xk) -Ak • f qk (~) ] 
all non-terminal 
points including 
CSTR's 
\ ~ n n n n { n n } { n n } 
- S l u~ • [Ak(~) • Vk • g' qk(xk) 0 f qk(~) ] 
CSTR's 
\ n n n n '{ n n } { n n } 
+ l. o~ • ~ (~ ) • [l + VK -1 • g qK -1 (~ -1) ] • f qK (~ ) 
terminal n n n n n n n n 
points 
(P-3-17) 
I 
w 
0 
0 
I 
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2. APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL EQUATIONS TO A PARTICULAR EXAMPLE 
The Van de Vusse( 3) reaction scheme 
kl k2 
A--:> B --:> wl 
k3 
2A --:> w2 
affords an interesting example for testing some of the ideas developed 
in Section 1. Given a tubular reactor of known length L and 
cross-sectional area A , and a CSTR of known volume V , the objective 
is to find the optimum point x2 to insert the CSTR, so that the flow 
rate of B at is maximized . The feed is assumed to consist only 
of component A , together with any inerts. The reactions occur iso-
thermally, and density changes of the reaction mixture are neglected. 
The flow vectors and in the two segments of the tubular 
reactor are determined from the equations 
= k = 1,2 (P-3-18) 
with the boundary conditions 
(P-3-19) 
The corresponding adjoint variables Al and A2 are determined from 
k = 1,2 (P-3-20) 
with the boundary conditions 
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(P-3-21) 
Considering A, B and w1 as the independent components in the reaction 
scheme, 
where 
f ::I 
(T) q total molar flow rate (constant) 
p = molar density of reaction mixture (constant) 
k = 1,2 
q ::I 
0 
col [ q (A) , 0 , 0 
0 
= [O 1 O]p 
F'(p) = [ 0 1 OJ 
(P-3-22) 
(P-3-23) 
(P-3-24) 
(P-3-25) 
(P-3-26) 
Using equations (P-3~22) through(P-3-26), the systems of differential 
equations (P-3-18) to (P-3-20) were solved with the respective boundary 
conditions. In both cases, the results were obtained in closed form for 
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oP was then evaluated from the following reduction of equation (P-3-17) 
= (P-3-27) 
oP 2, the change in the objective function due to a small increase in the 
length of the tubular reactor turned out to be 
(P-3-28) 
Thus, it is advantageous to increase the length of the tubular reactor 
only if 
reasonable. In the reaction scheme being considered, B is formed by 
reaction 1 and destroyed by reaction 2. As long as the former proceeds 
at a faster rate than the latter, the concentration of B increases. 
When the rate of reaction 2 becomes greater than that of 1, the concen-
tration of B starts falling off, an undesirable result as far as the 
optimization is concerned. 
oP1 , the change in the objective function due to a small change 
in the position of the CSTR, was then evaluated. Numerical results for 
are shown in Figure (P-3-3). a , the fraction of the mean residence 
time T spent in the CSTR was taken to be 0.1 and k1T = 1.0 . In 
order that the results could be compared with those obtained by direct 
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calculation, it was necessary to integrate aP1/ax2 numerically. The 
extreme points of the direct calculation were used to determine S and 
the constant of integration. As seen in Figure (P-3-3), the agreement 
of the remaining points is excellent. It is believed that the small 
discrepancy that still exists is due to the approximate nature of the 
integration procedure used. As the integration becomes more accurate, 
the results obtained by the two methods coincide. 
The optimal position for the CSTR is at x2 = 0 , i.e., before 
the tubular reactor. Physically, this means that when the concentra-
tion of A is high, it is more important to suppress its conversion to 
w2 by the second order reaction. The CSTR does this by instantane-
ously dropping the A concentration to a lower values. Later, it is 
important to suppress the loss of B to w1 which occurs as a result 
of the spreading ef the residence time distribution. The ideal tubular 
reactor performs this function admirably, as the residence time distri-
bution in this type of reactor has zero spread. The optimal solution 
is thus a combination of a CSTR and an ideal tubular reactor. 
This example has shown the validity of the technique in situa-
tions where local mixing plays an important role. Considering that the 
problem of computing the adjoint vectors is of the same nature and com-
plexity as that of computing flow vectors, it is possible to visualize 
applications of the general equations to .~ptimize reactors with respect 
to mor e complex flow configurations. The only limitation is the pos-
n '{ n n} sible singularity of the (1 + Vk • g qk(xk) . ] m9.trix, when the adjoint 
variables may not be well behaved, although 'OP/'dx from direct calcu-
lation is. 
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Fig. f-3.1 
GENERAL REACTOR NETWORK 
WITH LOCAL MIXING 
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Fig. P-3.2 
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Fig. P-3.3 
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A Theoretical Model for the Effect of an Acute Air Pollution 
Episode on a Human Population 
S. K. Friedlander 
W. M. Keck Engineering Laboratories and Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 91109 
An Application of the Model to the 1952 London "Killer" Fog 
A. L. Ra•lmoban 
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Ca lif. 91109 
• A quantitative theory for the increase in the mortality rate 
accompanying a severe air pollution episode has been de-
veloped. based on the following concepts: An individual dies 
when the activity of the gene-controlled, biochemical reaction 
steps in his respiratory system reaches a certain critically low 
value. The activity d~ays normally as n result of genetic 
changes in the somatic cells (the aging proc·ess); in the pres-
ence of severe air pollution , additional decay is produred by 
cytotoxic agents. The chemical effects depend on the time 
history of pollutant concentration in the tissue. determined by 
the rate at which material is transferred from the environ-
ment into the respiratory tissue. 
A mathematical model based on these concepts was used to 
correlate the data for mortality rates and concentrations 
collected during the London "killer" fog of I 952. Three 
constants with well defined physica l meanings appear in the 
theory. The model may be applicable to the setting of en-
vironmental standards and to the development of a strategy 
for coping with an acute air pollution episode in an urban 
area. 
A major problem in environmental control is the develop-ment of rational methods for establishing permissible 
levels of atmospheric contamination (Breslow, 1967; Sargent, 
1967). The criterion most often used in setting standards is 
human health and well being (Goldsmith , 1968), although 
esthetic considerations or industria l use may also be invoked. 
In the development of the California ambient a ir quality 
standards, three levels of polluiant concentration were de-
fined in terms of their elf~ts as follows (American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, 1965) : 
"I. Adverse Lewi. The first elTects of air pollutants are 
those that will probably cause untoward symptoms or dis.:om-
fort. Although they are not known to tie associated with the 
development of disease, even in sensitive groups. such etfocts 
can disturb the population stability of residential or work 
communities. The 'adverse• level is one nt which eye irritn-
tion occurs . 
"II. Serious I.cwt. Concentrntions of pollutants, or possihle 
combinat ions of pollutants. that are likely to cause insidious 
or chronic disease or significant alteration of physiological 
functions in a sensi tive group define the 'serious• level .. . 
"Ill. Emergency I.eve!. Levels of r o llulants, or combina-
tions of rollutants, a nd meteorological fart ors likely Lo lead to 
acute sickness or deal h for a sensitive group of people define 
the 'emergency• level. 
In setting standnrds, this sci of definitions of contamination 
levels is used in evnlunting data on the elfr«l on human health 
of tt specific pollutant. The data muy come from a nu111hcr of 
sources and one of the most '"eful has bc·L·n the Lhre.,hold limit 
values compiled hy induslri:tl Loxicoloµi sls. A report h11,etl on 
the duta and takini: into accou nt unusual!!' sen,itivc grours of 
people is prepared by the stall' of the State of Califnrnia Air 
Pollution Medicul Studies Unit. The report lend ' evcnlunlly 
to n statement of conccntrntions und exposure times correa 
sponding to each of the three lcvds cited above. The report is 
submitted to a review procedure involving several committees 
of the State Dc·partrnent of Public Hc:d lh as well ns outside 
consultants. If it pusses the committee review procedure, the 
proposed standard then goes to the Slate Board of Health. 
which, after public hearing, may incorporntc it in lhe State 
Administrative Code. 
An example of the third or "emergency .. level of pollution 
attack often cited (Goldsmith. 1968) ocrnr red in London in 
1952; from December 5 to 9 the city was covered by fog. and a 
temperature inversion re,ullcd in high concentrations of 
SO, and particulates. About 4000 deaths were counted in 
excess of the usual number for the 3-wcck period from De-
cember 5 to 27 . The most severely nlfectcd were th<"C with 
a hi story of respiratory illness. The excessive mortality was 
associated with irritation of the respiratory trnct by the con-
taminants. 
As shown in the Arpendix (Figure A- 5) the time hi,iory of 
the contaminant concentration in the 1952 fog episode is 
roughly of the form of a triangular pulse. The mortality rnte 
for cuch uge group increased rapidly with contaminant con-
centration until a m;1.,imum w;1s real·hcd at rm1ght,· the same 
time us lhc t.•nvironmc..·ntal conlun1inant co1h:t...·n1ra1ion: 
thert•uftcr the mnrtulity ralL' dc·cayed slowly while w111a1111nant 
conc·cntrution returned 10 li:tckgrnund Ind. A primary pur· 
pose of this pupcr is lo devi'c ;1 pr,·dtctivc theory whic·h l'Un 
he US<.'d to pu" from th~ ron1a111inant pulse to the pul'c in the 
mortality rule. Viewed in this light. un :malll!IY to the tran,fcr 
function con,·,·pt of systems theory hccomc-s crnknt. The 
Volume 2. Numb•t 12. tJcccmbot lq69 110 
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theory should be sufficiently general to permit incorporation of 
specific biochemical and toxicological data. 
Biology of Aging and Dttitlr 
Those most severely alTected in an acute air pollution epi-
sode are the aged and the infirm. Hence, the present approach 
to the development of a theoretical model has been to modify 
the theory of aging and death to take into account environ· 
mental influences. According to the modern theory of the 
aging of higher organisms (Szilard, 1959), spontaneous muta· 
tions take place in large numbers in the genes of the somatic 
cells. Curtis (1966, 1967) has stressed the importance of 
chromosomal aberrations in cells which are seldom renewed, 
such as those in the brain, muscle, and kidney. lrre-
vemble changes in the cell nucleus tend to be harmful ; accord· 
ing to the one gene-one enzyme theory, gene damage would be 
expected to lead to production of fault y RNA and protein, 
with a concomitant damage to ~ell meta bolic processes. 
Eventually too many cells reach a state in which they are 
functioning poorly or not at all. At this point homeostasis 
breaks down, perhaps as a result of bacterial or viral infection, 
and the creature dies. Thus, according to this model, both 
aging and death are genetically determined, since the prob-
ability of chromosome aberration depends on the structure 
of the DNA molecules which are inherited by the creature 
from its parents. The experimental basis for this picture is 
not well established. Some of the most convincing evidence 
has been provided by Crowley and Curtis (1963) who studied 
the development of chromosome a berrations in the liver cells 
of two inbred strains of mice with markedly dilTerent life 
spans. 
The liver cells of normal animals are seldom renewed unless 
destroyed. Hence, it is argued, the number of chromosome 
aberrations present at any age represent spontaneous muta· 
tions. Working with two strains of inbred mice, Crowley and 
Curtis destroyed parts of the liver by injection of carbon 
tetrachloride and sacrificed the animals 72 hours later. At 
the end of this period, a sunicient a mount of regeneration had 
taken place to permit measurement of the freq uency of chro· 
mosomal aberrations among the regenerated cells, assumed 
rqual to the incidence present before destruction . The results 
of experiments with unimals of different u~oes support the 
hypothesis that animals with higher chromosome aberration 
rates die at an earlier age. 
Burnet (1959, 1965), while accepting Curtis' view of the 
importance of chromosomal aberrations in nonrenewable 
tissue, has emphasized the role of mutations among the 
renewable somatic cells in the aging process. Such cells 
line the respiratory and intestinal tracts nnd include the blood 
cells as well. The rapid turnover of cells exposed to the en-
vironment, such as those of the respiratory tract, probably 
serves to prevent loss of tissue function by replacement be-
fore environmental damage takes place. Chronic irritation or 
respiratory tissue by unfavorable environmental conditions-
such as smoking or chronic air pollution-will presumably 
lead to increased rates of cell turnover. llurnet argues that 
mutations constantly occur during the rcplat·ement process, 
but probably at a rate so low that their presence would not 
ordinarily be manifest. The elTect cun be arnpliticd, however, 
when a mutunt is produced which has a selL·<."tive proliferative 
advantage, perhaps us a result of producing antibody against 
one of the plusma proteins normully present in the internal 
environment of the indiviJuul. Clone dest·cndunts of the mu-
tant cell nmy rcplure signilkunt number~ of fuithful rcplkus 
of the original cells romposing the tissue. leuding to 11 i:enernl 
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loss of cell and tissue function with time--the aging process. 
An unfavorable environment leads to increased mutational 
rates and accelerates the aging process. In the extreme case 
when the clone descendants of mutant cells proliferate without 
effective control, the result is malignancy. 
Rate of Loss of Gene Function 
Respiratory illness is a major cause of death in acute air 
pollution episodes. In setting up our model, let us assume that 
·we can consider the respiratory system and its breakdown 
a part. Let us further limit ourselves. for the moment, to a 
population of genetically identical individuals born at the 
same instant. At some reference time. e•ch individual poso;e!ses 
n. functioning genes among the cells of the respirutory system. 
These are the genes important to the functioning of the system 
and do not necessarily include all of the genes located on the 
chromosomes of the celis of that system. Let n be the number 
of those genes functioning without error at some time . r. 
after the reference time. Theri for this class of genetically 
identical individuals we ·muy write un expression for the decay 
of functioning genes as a result of spontuneous mutations : 
dn dt - F(11) (I) 
It is natural in constructing a theory of this type to a~sume 
that the decay rate is linear in the fraction of functioning 
genes: 
dn di - -Mi (2) 
The first-order rnte constant, A, for respiratory tissue is a 
funct ion of the rate of cell turnover which, in turn, is geneti· 
rally determined but modilied by the level of chronic air 
pollution (including smoking). For sufliciently short times (n 
not too far from n,) this form is consi stent wilh the npprox-
imntcly linear relutionshir between chromosome nherrntions 
a nd time found cxperintcntally for mouse liver hy Crowley 
and Curtis (1963). There appear to be no equivulcnt data for 
rcnewuble ti ssue sut·h as the rcspirntory system. 
According to the genetic theory or aging und deuth, when 11 
reaches a suflicicntly small value, the probnhiluy of homco· 
static breakdown and death bet·omcs very great. Three im· 
portnnt variables determine the ase at dcuth : the fraction nf 
inherited defective genes, I - x.,. 1he lirst-order ra te co-
eflicient, A, and the fraction of surviving genes ut which death 
takes pince, x• = 11• /n0 • In his theory of using, Szilard (19~9) 
assumes that A and x• arc the same for a ll humans and that 
"the main reason why some adults li ve shorter lives and others 
longer is the difference in the number of faults they have 
inherited." The data of Crowley nnd Curtis suggest 1hnt varin· 
tions in >- are particularly importunt in determining age at 
death. while x• dilTers for dilTerent inbred populations. The 
data indicate that values of x, for the two populations studied 
did not vary greatly. For simplicit)' it is assumed that ,\ 
varies for groups of dilTcrcnt genetic constitution but that x• 
and x0 arc the same for ull groups. Variations in the coefli· 
dent >- seem pluusible on physicochcmical llfOunds and as a 
result of chronic environmental inlluenrcs. The rurameters 
_, .• nnd -'"•are kept fixed to preserve the simplici1y of the model: 
methods of gcneraliuition will be 11rpurcnt us 1hc picture is 
developed . 
lntegrutin11 Equation 2 from 1 M o to 1 H r•. the use ot 
which -~ M x•, 1tiv~~ the followin11 expr"$ion for the nse ut 
death: 
'· . 
i : 
I 
r• • X In x0/x• (3) 
Accordina to this model, all creatures of the same genetic 
eroup would be expected to die on the same day. In fact, ns 
pointed out in this connection by Szilard, there is a difference 
in the ages at dcnth even for identical twins. Kullmann (1957) 
reports that the menn age difference at death for female iden-
tical twins dying above the age of 60 is about 2.6 years. 
Clearly, the homeostatic state does not crumble nt a particular 
value of x•. To take this spread into account, we could intro-
duce a probability distribution function for the likelihood 
that death occurs for various values of x near x•. We would 
expect the probability to go from a value near zero for values 
of x a little less than x• to uni ty for values of x a little greater 
thanx•. 
It is possible to speculate concerning the value of x•. 
Szilard suggests that the value corresponds to a fraction of 
functioning cells somewhere between 1/, and 1/,,. According 
to Brody (1955), there is a loss of more than 20 % of the brain 
cells in the human body by the age of 70. This would corre-
spond to a fraction of functioning cells of ' /., a considerably 
larger figure than the one suggested by Szilard. Of t'Oursc, 
the figure may vary, depending on the organ system involved. 
According to Black (1958), for example, the nephron popula-
tion of the kidney is reduced during the aging process to 60% 
of the original number. 
Effects of Genetic Distribution 
The model developed above holds for a cohort of genetically 
identical individuals. Since human populations are distributed 
genetically, we would expect a distri bution in the gene mula-
tion rate coefficient, A, leading to a distribution of ages 11t 
death different in character from the sharp peak behavior 
discussed above. For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce 
a distribution function [0.) defined in such a way that the 
fraction of the individuals in the original cohort with gene 
mutation rates between >. and A + d"A is given by the expres-
sion 
(4) 
A possible type of distribution function is shown in Figure I . 
The shaded area represents the fraction of the original popu-
lation surviving at age I, corresponding to all classes with 
values of A < (In x0 /x')/1. As r increases and the population 
ages, the shaded area moves to the left and decreases. 
Figure I. Schematic dlu-
gram or distribution func-
tion for ~enc mutation 
rates for group born at 
111111Ctlmc 
Sluzd<d arta. Fraction of 
population suniving gt llt 1 
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The mortality rate in terms of the fraction of the original 
cohort dyina at any instant ~given by the expres11ion 
dy cf),, 
di - -/(X) di (') 
When Equation 3 holds for the dcpcndenct of the aye at 
death on X, substitution in Equation S gives 
dy Xf(X) di - - - (6) 
This expression can be combined with observed results for the 
cohort mortality rate to obtain the distribution function, 
f(X). For example, if the cohort mortality rate can be approx-
imated by a power law: 
Then 
dy 
- - Kr' dt (7) 
(8) 
It is shown below that pis near 4, which means that Equation 8 
can hold only for large values of X. 
Effect of Encironmenraf Po/1111a111s 
When a chemical contaminant, n cytotoxic agent, is intro-
duced from the environment, cells not damaged by gene 
mutation (aging) will begin to malfunction. We seek n rational 
way lo weight loss of t·ell function by environmental dumngt• 
and by gene mutation to urrive nt o crilcrion for dc:ilh: 
If n is the number of functioning genes in the ph~siological 
system ut nny instunt, there will be un equivult·nt number of 
biochemical rcuction s.tcps controlled by these genes (Tatum, 
I 959). When niututions occur, n certain number of ~cncs 
cease 10 function properly, leading to the bloding of nn 
equivalent number of reuction steps. In our prcviou' model. 
adapted from Szilard, this is an on-oil' process: Either the 
gene (or reaction step) is functioning or it is not. The presence 
of a chemical contuminnnt , such ns an enzyme inhibitor, 
may cause deviations of the rntc of the reaction sten from the 
range of rates corresponding 10 norma l cell function. In this 
way a second concept is introduced in addition to the on-off 
mutation loss process-namely, the extent of the deviation 
of the rate of a functioning rcac!Kin step from the range for 
normal cell function (Figure 2). 
Let -y, be the activity cocllicient for a single reaction step 
controlled by gene i. The activity coellicient is equul 10 unity 
when the organism has never been exposed to an environ-
CC~TAMINA~ T 
--- . 
f'IRUre 2. Schcmutlc dlaKnlm or efl'<et or contumlnnnl on .... plratory 
tissue 
L~ft. Clonnl dc~t'cnd.llnta oC mutnnl cells "hown stlppl\'d. Thl'Ao C'f'ftt 
an pruumably not functioning as elTKtinl~· u 111\\:lippl"-d ont'J.. f1hh· 
ful replirns of orii.:inol colls. 
Right. Contaminant "b•orbcd b>· tissuo interfere~ with m"•tabolic pro-
ccsut. 
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mental contaminant and is less than unity when the rate of the 
particular step deviates from the normal range. (Obviously 
this is nOI the usual activity coefficient of chemical thermo-
dynamics.) The uctivity of the gene-controlled metabolic 
s)'ll~'lll is defined as follows : 
a - t 'Y1 - "In (9) 
t 
where n is now the total number of acne-controlled reaction 
steps in the system and 'l' is the average activity codlkient. 
When 'l' - I, the activity is equa l ton, the total number of 
functioning reaction steps in the system. We can now general-
ize our criterion for death to take into account environmental 
damage by assuming that death follows when the activity of 
the metabolic system falls to a critical value a• ~ n•, inde· 
pendent of contaminant concentration or nature. 
The activity of the system when exposed to an acute air 
pollution episode is given by the .relation 
Setting a = a• and differentiating 
ti>. 
di 
ti>. 
X I din 'l' 
-+--
/ I dt 
(10) 
(11) 
By Equation S, di determines the mortality rate. Hence the 
effect of the contaminant on mortality rate has been reduced 
to the determination of how In 'l' varies with time as a result 
of the contaminant. The oependence of "i on the type of 
contaminant is the molecular or toxicological information 
referred to in the introouction. 
In the Appemlix it is shown that mortality data can be 
correlated if the log of the activity coefficient depends linearly 
on the contaminant dose 
In 'I - -a la' ctfr 
(12) 
din 'l' 
or dr- - -ac 
where a is a proportiona lity constant and c is the concentrn-
tion of the contaminant in the tissue. If we substitute Equa-
tions II and 12 in Equation 5, the mortality rate is given by 
d>-. [>- ac] 
-/(X) -- = /(X) - + -dt I t (13) 
During the time of the pollution episode, it can be assumed 
that X and/(,\) change relatively little. lntrooucing Equations 3 
and 8 into Equation 13 gives 
[,(X)crc 
r "',, + - ,- - = r, + K[ln x0/x•J- 11-+ 1ac (14) 
where r, is the mortality rate at 1., the time when the episode 
began. The secono term on the right represents the increase in 
the mortality rate resulting from the contaminant. The in-
crease depends on the rate al which the conrnminant uccumu-
lates in the rcspirntory ti;sue :ond is determined by an e<jumion 
of mass transfer. Assuming that the respiratory tissue acts 
as a single compartment for the storugc c f contuminant , the 
mass transfer e11uution for un inert species can be written 
(Hatch and Swann, 1961) : 
de 
V dr • U(<', - <') (15) 
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where c - concentration of contaminant in the body curn-
partment, and c, - contaminant concentration in the in-
spireO air. The volume of r1!$piratory tissoe is designated V 
and the over-all mass tronsfer coctlicient. U, is discussed by 
Hatch and Swann (1961). It depends, among other variubles, 
on the gas or pnrticle oiffusion cocllicicnt , uerodynumic 
patterns, and gus solubility. This equation rnn be solved for c if 
the time history of the pollutant conccntrution in the en viron-
ment is known . The situation becomes more complicated 
when the contuminant reucts chcmirnlly in the tissue. As 
shown in the Appendix, it is necessary to modify the rate 
equation for an inert species to correlate the experimentul 
oat a. 
Further Remarks 011 Model 
A model was proposed for the response of a human popu-
lation to an environmental pollutant . It was based on the 
genetic theory of aging and death and a mechanism was pro-
vided for the effect of an environmentul pollutant. :t .cytotoxic 
agent which interferes with the gene·controlled metabolic 
processes. This general approach to the problem should be 
stressed, since the details arc likely to m.iuire modifica tion . 
In our simple theory, it was assumed that deuth occurs as a 
result of the breakdown of homeostatic processes when the 
gene activity function . a. for the cardio·pulmonary sy,tem, 
reaches a critical value. a• = n• . The theory can be exienoed 
to the prediction of morbidity rates by choosing values of a> 
n• as a lower cutoff, below which all individuals ure classineo 
as ill. 
From a theory of this type. it would be possible to predict in 
detail the Pffect of an acute ai r pollution episode on a human 
populution. It might then he possible to uccide which i'rnction 
of the population is most susceptible 10 11 given 1ypc of' con· 
taminnnt und to tuke mea,ures to shield or evncuutc the popu-
lation and control the conwminant lcwl. In rnnjum·tion with 
benefit.cost annlyses of the 1ypc proposed by Thnlll:" ( 1964) 
and meteorologk'al d11t:1. the 1hcory lll:t}' lend to improved 
methods for setting limits on utrnospht•rit' emissions. In pur-
ticulur. one might he ublc 10 answer !he f'ollow in!! ~ue~tion : 
"How mut·h would it cost to reduce the prohuble nulllh<r of 
deaths as a result of ucute Hir pollut ion episodes to N per year 
in a given urbun locution '!" As n step in this oirection. the 
model is applied to the falllous London fog of I 1152 in the 
Appendix. 
Appendix-An Applicar/v11 of tire Model 
On the morning of December 5, 1952. unusual meteoro-
logical conditions in the Thames Valley, including Greater 
London. led to the development of a tClll[lcrature inver sion 
and the accumulation of a fog containing smoke. SO,. and 
other pollutants (Commiuee of Deparllllcntal Ollicers. 1954). 
Maximum concentrations of 4.46 mg. per cu. meter of >moke 
and 1.34 p.p.m. of SO,, about ten times the pre-episooe v11lue. 
were recorded during Del'cmber 6 to 8. On the morning of the 
9th, a southwest wind gradually dispcrst·d the fog. 
A sharp increase in the mortality rate for Greater London 
occurred during the perio<.I of the episode. This """ followed 
by a rapid fall to a level sti ll signilkantly above that for the 
weeks preceding the episode. In :di. it was estimated that some 
4000 extra deaths ,·nu ld be attributed rn the pollution epi<cxie. 
Post mortem examinations indicated that the rnn1pom•nts of 
the fog prod11<·cd irritati1>n of the hrnnd1i and hron<hioles 
und so uccelcruted dc11th amon~ those alr<•Ud)· sulkrin~ from 
discnscs of tht• respiratory and l'i rcu lmory '> ,t,·rns tC\>r11nuttee 
of Dcilltrtm<•ntul Ollk't•rs. 1'154). This '">ndu<ion ts rnn'i'tcnt 
with the modd disl'ussnl ubow. A dl'ttdlcd hm1~th1wn of 
deaths by ugc sroup and cnu11e i~ nvuilable only for the London 
Administrative County (LAC) (Glusgow Conference. 1953). 
Since pollution was most serious in the LAC, it was decided 
to use these figures to te5t the model. 
Death rates in the model 11rrc11r as dy/dl, the fraction of the 
original population of any ugc group which dic;i in a ~ivcn 
time interval. It is therefore nccessury 10 culculute the original 
population distributio~ - lhat is, the population at the time of 
birth of each age group. This was done in the following 
manner: 
I. The nationwide statistics for the distribution of popula-
tion in 1952 accorc!ing to age group were obtained from the 
United Nations (1955). The number of people in the age 
groups 25 to 34, 35 to 44, 45 to 54, 55 to 64, 65 to 74, and 75+ 
in the LAC was calculated. 
2. The nationwide statistics for specific death rate as a 
function of uge (Figure A-I) were used to back-calculate 
by a numerical integration procedure the population of each 
group at the time of birth . This, ·of course, depends on the 
assumption that the specific death rate curve of Figure A-1 
has remained constant over time. 
3. The results of 2 were used to convert the death stat istics 
of the Glasgow Conference to the form dy/d1 . 
The death rate in the form c(r/d1 hus a mean value r1 before 
the pollution episode. The log-log plot of r, <'S. age yields a 
straight line with slope fl = 3.8 (Figure A-2), which compares 
well with a value of 3.9 obtained from the corresponding na-
tional figures. Lines are shown in Figure A-2 for circulatory 
and respiratory causes, assuming that u certain constunl frac-
tion of the total death rnte cun be auributed to each of these 
causes. These fractions were obtained from the Glasgow 
Conference, and ri1ay change drastically during the pollution 
episode, but it can be assumed that at any given time they 
do not change appreciably from one age group to another. 
The lines of Figure A-2 also yield the values of K by 
Equation 7. 
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At any time, according to Equution 14. u log-log plot of 
(r - r,) vs. age group should yield u slr;iight line of slope m 
(p + I). Figures A-3 and A·4 present ""·h straigh t line> for 
the 3 weeks ending December 13, 20. und 27. Reasonahly good 
straight lines are obtained , and lhe slope is approximately 
4.8 ( = 3.8 + I). This conclusion is !rue even for the ckath 
rate broken down into respiratory and circulatory causes 
(Figure A-4) by using the d;ita of the Glasgow Conference 
·(1953), as was done for obtaining Fil!ure A-2. The interc·ep1s 
yield the values of G = K,[ln x./.r•J- 'nc as a function of 
time. To test the model more completely. ii is necessary to 
have values of G for euch day between December 6 and 13. 
These were obtained by ussuming that the daily breakdown of 
total death rates given by Logun (1953) is the same for ull 
age groups . 
Based on the experimentul obscrvutions (Commiuec of 
Departmentul Olliccrs, 1954), the concentration of pollutunt 
in the atmosphere hehuves upproxim11tcly ns follows (Figure 
A-5) : 
c, {3(1 - 11) 11 <I< lo 
C', ~ {3(1, - 11) It< I< 1,' 
'" - -(3{1 - (i, + 1,' - 11)] 
(A·la) 
(A· lb) 
1,' < I < (1, + 1,' - 11) (A· IC) 
Next it is assumed 1hut the following ht"' npply lo the con· 
centralion ('or pollulunt in the tissue, 
de 
V d; = U(c, - c) 
de 
dt -Ice 
c < c~ (15) 
(A-2) 
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Lino. hove slope of 4.8 - (p + I) 
Equation 15 is applicable lo the tra nsfer of an inert (nonreact-
ing) material from the gas to the tissue; U should be con-
sidered an average value over the time of interest. During 
the clearance period. which corresponds roughly to c ~ c,. 
Equation A-2 is introduced . This is equ ivalent to the assump-
tion that an independent mechanism is respon, iblc for the 
elimination of contaminant from the system. The exponential 
decay law derived from Equation A-2 is of the form usually 
encountered in the literature on the clearance of particles 
from the respiratory system (Morrow, Gibb. et al., 1967). 
The primary justification for the use of these equations at 
present is in the success of the modd in correlating experi-
mental data . 
The concentration c is given by 
c = (3 ~ [~ (1 - 11) - I + e- U(l-h)/I' ] 
11 < I < 1, (A-3a) 
11 <I < 11' (A-3b) 
C 1:111 C'mu.~-l:(t-'1') 11' <I< (1, + 1,' - 11) (A.Jc) 
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where Cmu is the maximum concentrution of the rollutunt in 
the tissue. This occurs soon after 1 ~ 1, ', and hus been as· 
sumed to occur at 1 - 1,' . 
Since G ~ K[ln .r,/.r•] · •ac m cons1. X <". the G values can 
be used to estimate the ninstar.ts u;v. <r[ln .r./.1'• ]· •. und I.. 
The best values were found by trial and L'rror (Table I) and 
were used lo cakulate " theoreli«al" "alues of the <kath rutes . 
Figures A-6 and A-7 show the thcorc11rnl curves"' well as the 
observed points. Figure A·8 i., a rh>t of (r - r,)1 ,.,.u n . 
time. The model rrc<l ic ts that the value of this rarnmcter 
should be the same for nil ngc groups at uny gi\'en time. In 
spite of the <'onsi<krahlc srn11er among the roini.. the ogre.. .. 
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Table I. Summary of Values of Constants for 1952 London 
Smog Episode 
u 
-y- S days-· • 
k • 0. 18 day- 1 
p - 3.8 
K • 2. S X 10-• (year)-•- • for ull causes 
- 8 X 10-10 (yearj·•- 1 for 
circulatory diseases 
• 4.6 X 10-10 (year)- •-• for 
respiratory diseases 
fJ - 0 . 5 p.p.m./day for SO, 
a{ln (x.Jx•rr-• = 0 .036 year-• (p.p.m. so,)- 1 
men! with theory is not bad, considering the large number of 
uncertainties in the data and the calculations. Finally, Figure 
A-9 presents the death rates due to all causes and in all age 
groups above 25. Agreement with the curve predicted by the 
model is good. 
Both SO, and particulate concentrations followed roughly 
. the same course in their concentration-time history, and the 
two have been considered together as a single environmental 
contaminant in the ca lculations. Values of a and f3 arc ex-
pressed in terms of so., concentrations; these values would 
have to be modified for different particulate concentrations 
or properties, as would values of U/V and/.:. The values of the 
constants are sumrTlltrized in Table !. 
Nomenclature 
c = tissue contaminant concentration expressed either a s 
actual concentration or as equivalent equilibrium gas-
phase concentration or tension 
c, = atmospheric contaminant concentration expressed in 
same units as c 
F = functional dependence of gene decay rate on n 
f = cohort distribution function of genetic decay rates 
f 1 = value off when air pollution episode begins 
G = K [In x0/x•J- 1ac 
k = first-order decay rate for contaminant in tissue . 
K = proportionality constnnt in power law form of mortality 
rate 
n = number of genes functioning without error a t any time 
n,, = number of genes functioning without error at some 
given reference time 
n• = number of genes functioning without error at which 
death occurs 
p = age exponent in power law form of mortality rate 
r = mortality rate, dy/dt 
r, = mortality rate at time pollution episode begins 
' ~ time or age of cohort 
; = time at which air pollution episode begins 
t, = time at which pollutant concentration levels off 
t,' = time at which pollutant concentration begins to de-
crease 
t• = age at death 
U = over-all mass transfer coefficient 
V = volume of tissue in which contaminant is absorbed 
,.. = fraction of individuals in n cohort (group born at the 
same time) with gene mutntion rates <A 
I lOS Emkonmontal Scitnc:-o and T<chnolou-
x. ~ fraction of defective genes present at some given refer-
ence time 
x• ~ fraction of surviving genes at which death takes place 
y - fraction dead of individuals in a cohort 
GREEK L~TT£R.~ 
a - proportionality coellicient between In 'I and the dose 
f3 - slope of atmospheric conccntr111ion 1•.r. time curve for 
cnvironmentnl contaminunt 
'I - average activity coellicient for 11 cell or group of cells in 
the presence of u cytotoxic ngenl 
A ~ first-order rate consta nt of genelic decay 
r = dummy time variable 
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CORRISPONDINCI 
Precise Estimation of 
Reaction Orders 
In two recent papers (2, 3) (the earlier one coauthored by Watson), Kittrell and Mezaki present a method for 
analyzing isothermal, constant volume kinetic data of 
irreversible reactions. In my comments on tl\ese two 
papers, I shall use the nomenclature of Reference 2. 
'Working with a transformed \'ariablc {(X) defined by 
Equation I, Kittrell et al. minimize the sum of squares 
S(:\) (Equation 2) with respect to the parameters k and n: 
t<'-J = >.yx-1 >. ~ 0 (!) {
y<'-l-1 
j lny >. = 0 
whcrey = (1 - x)-1, >. = (n - l) 
j = geometric mean of the N values ofy 
N 
and S(>.) = .t (t~A) - bti) 2 (2) 
i = I 
where b · = kCAo"/1-"> 
The estimates of n and k thus obtained are claimed to be 
maximum likelihood estimates. This claim is based on 
the assumption that )'(A) [hence -<('-)] is a variable which 
simultaneous! y achie\'es 
(i) Linearity of the model 
(ii) Equal variance at all points (homosccdasticity) 
(iii) Normality of error distribution 
(iv) Independence of observations 
Kittrell, lvlezaki, and Watson (3) cite the paper by 
Box and Cox (1) to justify the choice of the transforma-
tion. A careful reading of that paper re,·eals th~ follow-
ing: "\\Te ha\•e supposed that after suitable transformation 
fromy toyO-l: (a) the expected values of the transformed 
observations are described by a model of simple struc-
ture; (b) the error variance is constant; and (c) the 
observations arc normally distributed. Then we have 
shown that the maximized likelihood for >., and also the 
approximate contribution to the posterior distribution of 
>., arc each proportional to a ncgati,·c power of the resid-
ual sum of squares for the variate .c<'-J = ;·\A) /}' ' "· The 
'ovt"r-al!' proct"durc seeks a set of transformation param-
eters for ,which (a), (b), and (c) arc simultaneously 
satisfil'd, and sample information on all three asj•<'Cls goes into 
lht choice .. . Tht abol't procedure dtjJfnds on specijic assump-
tions, but it l<'ould be quit< ll'rong for fr11irf11/ of'l'licalio11 lo 
regard the assum/•lions asji11al. The pro/itr altitudt ol skt/itical 
optimism is accuratdy t.l'/ITrsstd by sa;·ing that '"' /en/alil'e/y 
76 INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY 
entertain the basis for analysis, rather than that we assume it. 
The checking of the plausibility of the present procedure is dis· 
cussed in Section 5." 
It is apparent that Kittrell and !\lezaki, ·in their nu-
merical examples, make no attempt to use sample infor-
mation to check the "plausibility" of the assumptions 
(as was intended by Box and Cox). Indeed, in the ab-
sence of multiple observations at a given time, it is 
impossible to conduct either Bartlett's test or the Nl'yman-
Pearson test to check assumptions (ii) and (iii), respec-
tively. Assumption (i), on the other hand, is true by 
definition of ,c<A). 
It is therefore unjustifiable a priori to regard the esti-
mates of n and k as maximum likelihood estimates. 
Further, if the choice were given to the cxperimr1l!er, he 
would in all probability make the assumptions (ii) to 
(iv) apply to his obmvatio11s (the C,.'s) rather than to an 
artificially defined variable such asy(A) or ~(X). [Ob\'iously 
they cannot be true of both the C,.'s and the )' (AJ's .J He 
would do this for lack of further statistical information 
on the errors. The criterion that now leads to maximum 
likelihood estimates is 
·~.':s'(k,n) = 7 (CA - C,1ca1l' 
where 
_ {[CAoO-•> - (n-l)kt] 11<1-•> n 
C,1 cal - C ( k ) Ao exp - t n 
(3) 
,. I 
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Figure I . Comparison of sum of squares rur<•u for N,O duomposition 
al 875 ° K. p, rtpmwl1 tht par/in/ f'rttsurt of . \·,o, whirh """ mtas-
ured by Pease ( 4) 
We can now subject the data to a nonlinear squares 
analysis, in the light of Equation 3. For the decomposi-
tion of N 20 at 875 °K, the results of such an analysis are 
compared in Table I and Figure 1 with the results ob-
tained by Kittrell, :\!czaki, and Watson for the same 
data points. No significant difference in computing time 
was noticed. 
TABLE I. COMPARISON OF' PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
ANO 99% CONF'IDENCE INTERVALS FOR N,O 
DECOMPOSITION AT 875 °K. 
* x 10• 
Units of k arc 
[Data from Pease (4)J 
Kiuull, Afn:.aJ.:i, 
aru:l U'atson 
(1.45 ± 0.38) 
(1.25 ± 0.11) 
( !.!.. ) , .• =-•. cm' 
Nonlinear ltasl 
squarts u •ilh CA 's 
(1.31 ± 0.54) 
(1.23 ± 0.13) 
It is seen that the result! differ not only in the param-
eter estimates, but more importantly in the confidence 
limits. The confidence limits with the nonlinear analysis, 
also computed by the procedure of Box and Cox, are seen 
to be less optimistic than those of Kittrell and 11.!ezaki. 
The nonlinear analysis performed here does not in\'olve 
differentiation of the data to obtain reaction rates. Hence 
the difference in ihc results cannot be due to computa-
tional errors. The only explanation is that the basic 
assumptions arc different in the two cases. Kittrell and 
Mezaki use a least squares criterion on a transformed 
variable <:(i.), and claim without further justification that 
this leads to maximum likdihood estimates. It is my 
contention that in the absence of further statistical in-
formation on the errors, the experimenter is better off 
using a least squares criterion on the obser\'ed ,·ariable 
CA and performing a nonlinear analysis as abo,·e. 
The only specific complaint which Dr. Kittrdl ex-
presses in his reply to my comments (which follow on 
page 78) seems to be that I did not carry 011 t a residuals 
test on the data. Table l l shows the results of s11ch a test, 
using the same example as before-the decomposition of 
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TABLE II. ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE OF N,O 
DECOMPOSITION DATA AT 875 °K" 
[Data from Pea1c (4)] 
source of 
V11riation 
Dtgrmof 
Frudom 
l..>uc to model 
(2 para-
meters) 
Residual 
Ratio of mean 
sum of squares 
due to model 
to the mean 
residual 
4 
Mtan Squorts, ( !1.)' 
rm' 
Uast sq"aru 
analysis of 
transjormtd 
oariablt of 
KitlTdl and 
Mt<aki 
N onlintar 
ltost squartS 
anal;·sis of 
oburiml 
t•arinbh 
RtJvimolwn 
278.86 223. I 7 _ 
223 17 
- 1- • 278.86 I . 
5.40 4 • l.35 0.0942 - 4- m 0.0235 
278.86 223.17 
1.35. - 206.5ti 0.023 .~ - 9950.0 
o The devlatkm• have b«n laktn from thr I • 0 volut of the obter~·cd varlablr ,,, 
:'\ :0 at 875 °K, with data taken from Pea~e (4) . The 
fit is shown to be much better whc-n the raw untrans-
formed observations are used for the analysi~ as l sug-
gested above. The pla11sibility of the assumptions re-
garding~(;>..) thus remain u1werified, e\'en approximately. 
The experimenter can still ask whcth~r, if at all , it helps 
him to shift the assumptions from the observed , ·ariable 
to an artificially defined variable, .:(X). 
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Replies to Comments of A. L. Ravimohan 
Mr. Ravimohan apparently has three primary criti· 
cimu of the paper in question (1). He a~serts (a) we did 
not realize that the Box-Cox traruformation docs not 
guaranltt maximum likelihocx:I estimates of a rC'action 
order; (b) we did not utilize sample information to test 
the transformed error variable for normality, indepcn· 
dencc, and constancy of variance; and (c) in the absence 
of any numerical information to the contrary, the cxperi· 
mcntcr should assume that the reactant concentrations 
possess these three properties rather than any transforma-
tion of the concentration. 
I believe that we belabored point (a) sufficiently in 
the paper. \Ve stated twice on page 53 and once on page 
54 that the transformations only achieve errors with an 
independent, normal distribution of constant variance 
to the extent that it is possible. On page 59 we say, "The 
method ... transforms the dependent variable to achieve 
an error distribution as consistent as possible with the 
assumptions inherent in a least squares analysi~. Hence, 
if tliest assumptions are fulfilled, the maximum likelihood 
estimates of the reaction order and the transformed rate 
constant are obtained .. .'' A similar statement may bC' 
found on page 123 of Ravimohan's Reference 2. 
Concerning point (b), we did not formally test the 
plausibility of these assumptions; Mr. Ravimohan pointed 
out that since insufficient data exist, such tests are im· 
possibk. It might be pointed out that suflicicnt data are 
seldom a\'ailablc from kinetic experiments to conduct 
these particular statistical tests rigorously. We did, how-
ever, use residuals to approximately test these assump· 
For the precise determination of reaction orders of 
power function rate lllodds, Ravimohan recommends 
the use of nonlinear squares analysis for integral rate 
equations rather than the use of linear least squares 
analysis for a transformed variable. The reason for this 
recommendation is that two basic assumptions· imposed 
upon the error \'ariance of the transformed variable 
(constant error variance at all experimental points and 
normality of error distribution) are not justified for the 
transformed variable exalllplific<l by Kittrell el al. (/). 
In many cases of kinetic study, not enough data ha"e 
been gathered to obtain the accurate information con-
cerning the behavior of error variance of the dependent 
variable. \Vith unweighted nonlinear least squares one 
can approximatdy maxilllize the likelihood function. 
Thus we obtain the lllOSt precise estimates of parameters 
only when we do know the nature of error variance. In 
any event, one can check the "plausibility" of these 
assumptions after a trial fit bv using simple tests such as 
residual plots. If tht" assulllplions are found to be in-
appropriatt", then perhaps a nonlinear model of the 
original obsen·ations should be ust"d. 
The confidence inten·als of nonlint>ar parameter rsti· 
mates shown in Table I of Ra\'imohan's corrC'spondenCC' 
gi\'e some information rdati\'e lo the allowabl" r~nc:e of 
m . . . 
tion1 (see our examples). The re1idual tests we uaed are 
tho5e covered in Draper and Smith, "Applied Rea;rc55ion 
Analysj.,," pp 86-103, Wiley, New York, N.Y. (1966). 
Thc·sr. attempt to specify whether th!' transformed vari· 
able or the untransformed variable has con~tant variance, 
etc., and are quite distinct from the analysis of variance 
contained in :\Ir. Ravimohan's Table II on page 77. 
Since the residual sum of squares is being minimized in 
obtaining Ravimohan's entry of Table 11, it is not sur-
prising to find a smaller residual mean square is obtained 
by nonlinear least squares; this is the preferred method, 
however, only if all data arc of equal precision. 
The criticism of point (c) is quite subjective. If the 
experimenter feels that C., has the correct properties, 
then the unweighted nonlinear least squares analysis is 
quite appropriate. Similarly, the transformation In CA 
often has been used to stabilize error \'ariance. (Our 
procedure approximately reduces to this for a first-order 
reaction.) However, if no prior knowlr.<li;c of the error 
distribution is available, our procedure will be quite 
\'aluable in parameter esti1nation; the point and inten·al 
estimates should approach those of the above weighting 
procedures if those procedures are appropriate . 
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parameter estimates. For this case, however, it would be 
more adequate to show the joint confidence regions for 
para1nctcr esti1natcs. 
\Vith limited knowledge on error variance, it would be 
rather difficult to judge which estimation method is 
superior. l\'c\-crthekss, the use of a tra11sfor111cd ,·ariable 
reported in RC"ference I St'C'lllS to furnish n101T accurate 
cstin1ates of paran1cte-rs i.n any situations of error ,·ariancc 
of the dependent \'ariabk. 
The most important assumption 111ade in these analy· 
ses is that the kinetic modrl is correct. This could kad to 
more problems in the analysis than any of the other 
assumptions, cspt"cially if the model is not correct. 
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Gas Discharges 
Electron Density, Collision Frequency and Electric Field 
Measurements in D. C. Discharges in Pure Rare Gases and their 
Binary Mixtures.* A. L. Ravimohan and F.H. Shair, California 
Institute of Technology. A TMo11 Microwave Cavity was used to 
measure the radially averaged electron density ne and the 
electron-neutral collision frequency Ven in d.c. glow dis-
charge positive columns. Electric field E was measured by 
measuring the floating potential across pairs of probes in the 
plasma. The pure gases studied were He, Ne and Ar at pressures 
of 1-8 torr and discharge currents of 5-20 mA. The calculated 
values of the electron drift velocity vd in He and Ne are sub-
stantially lower than the Bradbury and Nielsonl drift tube 
values, indicating substantial effect of metastables in the 
range of p and I investigated. Discharges in He-Ar and 
He-Ne mixtures at p = 2-5 torr and I = 15 mA exhibit time 
and space dependent values of ne,ven,E due to the effect of 
cataphoresis. The results indicate that the Shair and Remer2 
model is a reasonable description of the phenomenon of cataphor-
esis in these mixtures with He where the impurity (Ar or Ne) 
content is in the range of 2-20%. 
*Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Comm. 
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Gas Discharges 
Kinetics of Methane Conversion in an Argon Positive 
Column Plasma* . A.L. Ravimohan and F.H. Shair, California 
Institute of Technology. By employing a flow system with low 
residence times (~30-50 millisec) and discharges with low power 
inputs (~10-l watts/cm3) it is possible to convert up to 5% of 
the methane selectively into ethane, ethylene and hydrogen, with 
negligible formation of solid and liquid products. The percent-
age of methane in the feed affects the product distribution with 
best results achieved at a CH4 concentration of approx. 20%. 
Electron densities in the discharge were simultaneously measured 
by perturbation of the resonance of a ™010 microwave cavity. A 
mechanism is proposed to correla·te the data and to derive inte-
grated cross-sections for electron-impact dissociative steps 
such as CH4+ e -+ CH3 + H + e and CH4 + e -+ CH2 + H2 + e • Experi-
mental work continues on pulsed d.c. discharges where the 
residence time in the discharge zone is effectively reduced even 
further. 
* Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Comm. 
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Abstract of paper to be presented 
at the Los Angeles National Meeting 
of the American Chemical Society 
March 28 -April 2, 1971 
REACTIONS OF METHANE IN THE POSITIVE COLUMN OF 
* A PULSED D.C. GLOW DISCHARGE 
Arakali L. Ravimohan and Fredrick H. Shair, Department of Chem. Eng., 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, 91109 
1 In a previous investigation it was shown how it is possible 
to convert CH4 selectively int~ C2H6, C2H4 and H2 in a d.c. discharge 
flow system with low residence times and low power inputs. This sug-
gested the use of a pulsed power supply on the same type of system as 
a means to reducing the effective residence time even further. 
Results will be presented of experiments conducted at 3-9 torr using 
both argon and helium as carrier gases, with pulse durations ~l mil-
lisec and pulse intervals ~20-50 millisec. When the average residence 
time in the discharge tube is of the same order of magnitude as the 
pulse interval, the reaction is exceptionally clean, with no trace of 
by-products, either in the solid, liquid or gas phase. Pulse current 
was measured with a current probe, and was typically 1-10 mA (peak). 
A TMo10 microwave cavity was also used to obtain the transient elec-
tron densities in the discharge, which varied between 109 and lolO 
electrons/cc. The results are consistent with a free radical 
mechanism with electron impact dissociation as the initiating step. 
1 
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